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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem

Laboratory experiments on sand and clay samples and in-situ tests have shown that

the soil stiffness displays its largest value for strain amplitudes below 10−5− 10−4 [96].

For larger strain amplitudes up to 10−3 the soil stiffness rapidly decreases in a non-

linear form. The strain level induced by cyclic loading caused by earthquakes of small

intensity or by vibrating machine foundations is in general very low, of the order of

magnitude 10−5. In situ measurements have shown that the soil around an excavation

or a footing under working loads may experience strains of less than 10−3 [12]. The

consideration of highly non-linear stiffness observed in situ and in laboratory tests

with local measurements of strain for amplitudes below 10−4 have significant effects

on predictions of soil-structure interaction and of displacements around footings and

excavations [12, 41].

An accurate experimental characterisation combined with an appropriate consti-

tutive description of the soil response is therefore needed for this small-strain range

of amplitudes between 10−6 and 10−3. The adequate description of the small-strain

range can be linked with other constitutive models to describe a wider range of strain

amplitudes and additional effects that influence the behaviour of granular soils.

Hypoplasticity is a family of constitutive models for granular soils under monotonic

loading. The mathematical formulation is much simpler than the one of the elastoplastic

models. It neither requires an explicit definition of any surface yield surface, plastic

potential nor a distinction between elastic and inelastic regimes. A great advantage

of hypoplasticity is its prediction of dilatancy and contractancy, similar to the one

described by Rowe [81]. However, a major limitation is its inherent inability to describe

correctly soil behaviour upon small non-symmetric cyclic paths. The predicted response

for each cycle is identical to that of the first cycle (this leads to the so-called ratcheting)

[54, 82, 89].

This limitation was partially removed with the introduction of the intergranular

strain (IS) concept by Niemunis and Herle [65]. However, the extended hypoplasticity

1



Chapter 1. Introduction

still shows deficiencies in the shape of hysteresis loops which, for example, lead to

unrealistic damping ratio curves. Ratcheting or overshooting are observed depending

on the size of the unloading-reloading cycles.

A better formulation to correct these defects must then be proposed. The adequate

characterisation of the small-strain behaviour within the hypoplastic framework is nee-

ded to improve the prediction capabilities of the model in problems of accumulation of

deformation (high-cyclic accumulation model [67]) or in problems of wave propagation

[77].

1.2 Objective

The objective of this work is to propose a stand-alone model capable of describing the

non-linear soil behaviour within the range of small strain amplitudes. The proposed

model is called paraelasticity (PE). It causes no accumulation, is hysteretic and should

contrarily to nonlinear elasticity, the stress is a unique function of strain at reversal

points only.

Paraelasticity corrects some of the defects observed in the intergranular strain ex-

tension. The new model is proposed to fulfill the following requirements

• Compliance with the Masing rules [51].

• 3D formulation with a perfect reversibility of stress (not energy).

• Continuity of stress response.

• Nonlinearity of secant stiffness as a function of amplitude.

• Nonlinearity of damping.

• Reliable handling of the history of strain reversals (robust algorithm).

• Reversible dilatancy/contractancy within the small-strain range.

In order to achieve these objectives PE deals with pure-hysteretic behaviour. If

needed, one can consider accumulation effects by means of plastic deformation or in a

high cyclic model [67] separately and then link PE with this model. Cumulative effects

are not the subject of this dissertation, hence the document concentrates further on the

PE part. The possible coupling with other material models will only be briefly men-

tioned. The paraelastic model is responsible for the hysteretic effects for small strain

amplitudes γampl < 10−4. The accumulation portion is dealt with by the conventional

hypoplasticity and plays a dominant role for large strains γampl > 10−3. Alternatively,

the accumulation effects can be described by an elastoplastic model like Sanisand,

[15].

2



1.3. Outline

1.3 Outline

A general overview of the literature on the experimental and mathematical aspects of

the description of the small-strain behaviour is given in Chapter 2.

A constitutive description of the small-strain behaviour within the extended hypo-

plastic model with the intergranular strain is discussed in Chapter 3.

The basic principles of hyperelasticity for granular materials are presented in Chap-

ter 4. Some energy potentials derived from Roscoe’s isomorphic stress invariants are

proposed and discussed.

The main part of this dissertation is given in Chapter 5. It presents the paraelastic

model. A numerical example simulating a torsional test using Abaqus R© is presented

in Chapter 6.

1.4 Symbols and abbreviations

The notation used in this document follows the conventions adopted by Niemunis in

most of his work [56].

A repeated (dummy) index in a product indicates summation over this index taking

values of 1, 2 and 3. A tensorial equation with one or two free indices can be seen

as a system of three or nine scalar equations, respectively. The Kronecker’s symbol

δij and the permutation symbol eijk are used. Vectors and second-order tensors are

distinguished by bold typeface, for example v,N,T,σ. Fourth order tensors are written

in Sans Serif font (e.g. L,E). The symbol · denotes multiplication with one dummy

index (single contraction), e.g., the scalar product of two vectors can be written as

a · b = akbk. Multiplication with two dummy indices (double contraction) is denoted

with a colon, e.g. A : B = tr (A · BT ) = AijBij , wherein tr X = Xkk reads trace of

a tensor. The expression ()ij is an operator extracting the component (i, j) from the

tensorial expression in brackets, for example (A ·A)ij = AikAkj . The multiplication

AijklmnBkl, with contraction over the middle indices, is abbreviated as A :̂ B. The

fourth order identity tensor is defined as (J)ijkl = δikδjl and its symmetrizing part is

Iijkl = 1
2(δikδjl + δilδjk). The tensor I is singular (yields zero for every skew symmetric

tensor) but for symmetric argument X, I represents the identity operator, i.e. X = I : X.

A tensor raised to a power, like An, is understood as a sequence of n−1 multiplications

A · A · . . .A. The brackets ‖ ‖ denote the Euclidean norm, i.e. ‖v‖ =
√
vivi or

‖A‖ =
√

A : A. The definition of Macaulay brackets reads < x >= (x + |x|)/2.

The deviatoric part of a tensor is denoted by an asterisk, e.g. A∗ = A − 1
3 1tr A,

wherein ( 1)ij = δij holds. The Roscoe’s invariants for the axisymmetric case σ2 = σ3

and ε̇2 = ε̇3 are then defined as p = − 1 : σ/3, q = −(σ1 − σ3), ε̇v = − 1 : ε̇ and

ε̇q = −2
3(ε̇1−ε̇3) . The general definitions q =

√
3
2‖σ

∗‖ and ε̇q =
√

2
3‖ε̇
∗‖ are equivalent

to the ones from the axisymmetric case but may differ in sign. Dyadic multiplication is

written without ⊗, e.g. (ab)ij = aibj or (A 1)ijkl = Aijδkl. Proportionality of tensors

3



Chapter 1. Introduction

is denoted by tilde, e.g. A ∼ B. The components of diagonal matrices (with zero

off-diagonal components) are written as diag[ , , ], for example 1 = diag[1, 1, 1].

The operator (t)→ = t/ ‖t‖ normalizes the expression t, for example ~̇ε = ε̇/‖ε̇‖. If

normalization should be applied after extraction of the deviatoric part ~t∗ is written,

otherwise ~t∗ is written.

The following isomorphic stress and strain invariants will be used apart from Roscoe

Invariants: P = −~1 : σ, εP = −~1 : ε, Q = ‖σ∗‖, εQ = ‖ε∗‖.
The hat symbol t̂ = t/trt denotes the tensor divided by its trace, for example

σ̂ = σ/trσ. The abbreviation t′ =
∂t
∂σ

denotes the derivative of t with respect to

stress σ.

The material time derivative is denoted by the superposed dot. Objective Zaremba-

Jaumann rates are denoted with a superimposed circle (rather than a dot), for example

the Z-J rate of the Cauchy stress is σ̊. The sign convention of general mechanics with

tension positive is obeyed.

1.5 Computational tools

Many advanced constitutive models published in the literature are based on elabo-

rate theories that describe the behaviour of soils under different conditions like cyclic

loading, partial saturation, thermo-hydromechanical interactions, etc. In spite of the

elegant formulation used in the development of the constitutive equations, the compu-

tational implementation of some models turns out to be a complex and often under-

valued task. The process of implementation of constitutive models is time consuming

and therefore, the developer should also pay attention to the quality of the numerical

algorithm. A lot of time is usually spent for debugging of the source code. Therefore a

clear and easy understandable structure of the program can hardly be be overestimated.

Even seemingly unrealistic and rare cases must be thought of. The time integration of

the constitutive equation as well as the numerical stability of the implementation are

additional aspects to be reckoned with, especially for future implementation.

Commercial FE programs like Abaqus R© do not allow to debug material routines

implemented by users. In order to enable debugging, Niemunis [59] developed the open

source program Incremental Driver (ID) to test and debug FE implementations of

constitutive routines. The main task of ID is to simulate the behaviour of an FE pro-

gram at a single integration point. It passes the information about loading (= evolution

of boundary conditions of the element test) to the UMAT and receives updated stress

and state variables (to write them in an output file) [59]. For stress-controlled loading,

a kind of “equilibrium iteration” is performed. UMAT files have the same syntax and

structure demanded as by Abaqus R© .

Most of the work presented in this document is based on the results obtained from

numerical simulations of element tests using two constitutive models, namely hypoplas-

ticity (HP) and the new paraelasticity (PE). A fully functional version of hypoplasticity

4



1.5. Computational tools

with intergranular strain was provided by Niemunis.

The implementation of PE was tested first with Mathematica in the P −Q space,

then in Incremental Driver, and finally in Abaqus R© . The UMAT was implemented

in a well structured and succinct form thanks to the Fortran package of tools and

mathematical operators NiemunisTools, kindly supplied by Niemunis [58].

Tensorial derivatives were calculated with Mathematica employing the package

nova.m written by Niemunis. 1D and P − Q versions of the paraelastic model were

implemented in Mathematica 7.0. Some of the Mathematica scripts used in the

derivation and implementation of the model are included in this document.

Incremental Driver, NiemunisTools and nova.m source codes and documentation

can be freely obtained directly from Dr. A. Niemunis website1, so their description is

skipped in this thesis.

The computer simulations using Abaqus R© were carried out at the computer centre

MOX from Universidad de Los Andes, Colombia.

1http://www.rz.uni-karlsruhe.de/~gn99/
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Chapter 2

Small-strain behaviour

In the late 1970’s discrepancies were noted between the measurements of displacements

in excavations and the predictions based on elastic models using parameters determined

in laboratory. Typical results of in-situ loading-unloading-reloading showed an elastic

stress-strain behaviour with hysteresis. At first these differences were attributed to sam-

pling effects that affected the low stiffness values obtained in laboratory. Burland [12]

emphasized the existence and the importance of the phenomenon of small-strain stiff-

ness: firstly, piecewise linear elastic models with a high initial elastic stiffness improve

predictions of the ground movement; secondly, more accurate local measurements of

small strain ranges (inclinometer strain gauges) in triaxial tests produce larger stiffness

as those obtained from average strains measured across end plates, Fig. 2.1.

Axial strain

(σ
1-

σ 3
)/

2 
[k

P
a]

0.0040.0030.0020.001
0

10

20

30

40

Apparent linear modulus

Strains determined from
external displacements

Strains determined from
local instrumentation

Figure 2.1: Local measurements of strain using inclinometer strain gauges for an
undrained triaxial test performed on undisturbed samples of London clay show larger
non-linear stiffness than external measurements [12].

The non-linear stress-strain response of soils within the range of strains between

10−7 and 10−3 and with high stiffness at the lower limit of strains is known as the small-

strain behaviour. The soil is assumed to behave linearly only below strain amplitudes

of 10−6 [4]; for larger amplitudes, dissipative effects and decrease of stiffness become

evident.
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The nonlinearity in the small-strain range was discovered in the 1970’s. A number

of multi-surface models based on elastoplasticity with kinematic hardening of nested

surfaces were proposed [17, 55] and serve as the corner stone for many modern advanced

constitutive models. Jardine [40] and subsequently Puzrin [72] postulated a so-called

small-strain region (SSR) within the stress space, where the stress-strain behaviour is

non-linear, very stiff and fully recoverable so that cycles of stress form closed hysteretic

loops. Jardine [41] postulates that within the SSR the stress state is surrounded by

another smaller region where the soil response is elastic. Both regions may evolve

(are dragged) if the stress changes monotonically. The shape and size of the regions

may also change with stress history, as depicted in Fig. 2.2, where complementary

response polars [20] obtained from cyclic tests on a low plasticity clay are plotted for

strain ranges below 10−4 (region I) and between 10−3 − 10−4 (region II) [41]. Some

notorious features observed within, but not exclusive of the SSR are the non-linearity

of the stress-strain relation and the dependence of the soil response on the stress path

direction, e.g. sudden increase of stiffness upon reversals.

I

I

I A

K0 consolidation

K0 
swell

undrained unloading
BC

II

II

II
φ'=30˚

(σ
' 1

-σ
' 3

)/
2 

[k
P

a]

(σ'1+σ'3)/2 [kPa]

-50

0

50

50

100

150 250 300 350

Figure 2.2: Complementary response envelopes obtained from experiments on low
plasticity clay. Region I represents an elastic region where no permanent deformations
are observed, limited by a threshold strain level of 10−4. Region II is delimited between
strains 10−3−10−4 where plastic deformations become noticeable. The size of the strain
regions is based on the magnitude of the major principal strain [41].

Two curves characterise a typical small-strain range behaviour of soils: the degra-

dation of the secant shear modulus curve G and the damping ratio D curve as function

of the shear strain amplitude γampl, Fig. 2.3.

Damping ratio D is a measure of the dissipation of energy per cycle. The de-

finition of damping ratio is obtained from the solution of the differential equation

m ü+ c u̇+ k u = 0, which simplifies the soil as a spring-dashpot system with damped

free vibrations. Damping ratio is defined as the ratio between the damping coefficient
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Chapter 2. Small-strain behaviour
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Figure 2.3: Schematic description of the degradation of shear modulus G and of the
damping ratio D.

and the critical damping,

D =
c

2mωn
(2.1)

wherein m is the mass, and ωn is the natural circular frequency of the spring-dashpot

system. Detailed discussions of viscous damping of soils can be found in the literature,

e.g., [14, 35, 94].

D can be calculated from τ − γ curves, see Fig. 2.4, as the ratio between the area

of the closed hysteresis cycle A1 (energy dissipated per cycle in a unit volume) and the

area of the triangle A2, which represents the elastic energy stored in the soil.

D =
A1

4πA2
(2.2)

The definition of the damping ratio D (2.2) plays an important role in the development

of the paraelastic model, which will be explained in Chap. 5.

An adequate description of these two curves in Fig. 2.3 is of importance for example

in the analysis of foundation vibrations or in the response spectra obtained from conven-

tional equivalent linear soil response models in earthquake engineering. The paraelastic

model, presented in Chapter 5, attempts to reproduce well the curves G(γ) and D(γ)

in the region of small-strains γampl < 10−4.

In this chapter, the basic features of both curves and some relevant soil models

which describe them are discussed in one dimensional case.
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2.1. Experimental characterisation of small-strain behaviour

0 γc
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A1
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G

1

Figure 2.4: Graphical determination of the damping ratio D.

2.1 Experimental characterisation of small-strain beha-

viour

The first works related to the small-strain behaviour for soils date back from the 1970’s,

with the pioneer work of Hardin and Drnevich [23, 26, 27], who performed cyclic tests

on sands using the resonant column device (RC ). Hardin’s results showed that the

degradation of the shear modulus and the changes in the damping ratio are stron-

gly influenced by strain amplitude, void ratio and confining pressure, whereas other

aspects such as number of cycles, overconsolidation ratio, frequency and grain charac-

teristics are less important. An important contribution was to produce experimental

evidence showing that G decreases rapidly with strain amplitude γampl, and that there

is apparently no strain level below which the modulus be truly constant. They also

verified that the damping ratio D increases with strain amplitude and almost vanishes

for γampl < 10−6. At large strain amplitudes, D seems to reach a maximum value

asymptotically [27].

First results for small amplitudes were obtained from RC dynamic tests with measu-

rements of resonant frequency. Hence, the increased stiffnesses were termed “dynamic”.

Later [90] these values were confirmed in static tests. The major difficulty was the ac-

curacy of displacement measurements.

Several other authors [2, 97] have corroborated Hardin´s findings. Alarcón [2] found

almost no influence of sand fabric, initial stress ratio, monotonic prestressing and stress-

strain history on Gmax, obtained from drained cyclic shearing tests. Vucetic and Dobry

[97] summarised in Table 2.1 the effects of different factors such as confining pressure,

void ratio, geologic age, cementation, plasticity index, etc. on Gmax, G/Gmax and D

based on multiple experimental results on clay and sand samples, published in the last

30 years [1, 3, 24, 36, 37, 45, 46, 79, 100].

The paraelastic model described in Chapter 5 considers some of the effects reported

9



Chapter 2. Small-strain behaviour

Increasing factor Gmax G/Gmax D

Confining pressure p ↑ ↔ or ↑ ↔ or ↓
Void ratio e ↓ ↑ ↓
Geologic age ↑ might ↑ might ↓
Cementation ↑ might ↑ might ↓

OCR ↑ ↔ ↔
Plasticity index PI ↑ for OCR> 1 ↑ ↓

Strain rate γ̇ ↑ ↔ ↔ or ↑
Loading cycles N ↓ ↓ ↔

Table 2.1: Effects of various factors on Gmax, G/Gmax and D [97]. ↑= increase. ↓=
decrease. ↔= neutral influence.

in Table 2.1 for sands. The proposed model is less suitable for clays and effects like

the influence of plasticity index or OCR on the G/Gmax and damping ratio curves,

which herein are disregarded. Some of the most relevant factors affecting the module

degradation and damping curves for sands are briefly discussed hereafter.

2.1.1 Influence of confining pressure, prestressing, number of cycles

Mean confining pressure p has a large influence on the modulus reduction curve and

on the damping ratio [27] for sands. Test results on sand and gravel exhibit more

significant nonlinearity than those on clay [91]. For sands D decreases approximately

with the square root of the mean effective stress p. This dependence is independent

of the strain amplitude which is kept constant, although Alarcón [2] observed that at

small shear strain γ amplitudes G is proportional to
√
p whereas for larger γampl, the

shear modulus depends on the strength of the soil G ∝ p.

p [kPa]
0

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20

50

50

100

100

200150
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P
a]

p0.5  [ kPa0.5 ]

γ = 10-6

γ = 10-7
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Ottawa sand

G vs p0.5

G vs p

Figure 2.5: Relationship between shear modulus and confining pressure for two dif-
ferent γampl [2]

Hardin [27] found that Gmax is independent of the stress ratio σ1/σ3. However,
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2.1. Experimental characterisation of small-strain behaviour

subsequent studies [49, 80, 103] reported an effect of stress ratio on Gmax for σ1/σ3 >

2.0. Yu [103] observed reductions in Gmax up to a maximum 20% - 30% for increased

stress ratios.

During monotonic loading, the shear modulus G is strongly affected by the initial

principal stress ratio, a monotonic prestressing and by a single cyclic prestraining [2].

A monotonic compression along K0-line before cyclic shearing produces lower values

of G for prestressed samples than for non-prestressed samples (OCR = 1) at low shear

strains, Fig. 2.6. Stress ratio alone does not fully account for stress history effects.

γ
10-6 10-5 10-4 10-3 10-2 3x10-2

G
 [M

P
a]

40

80

100

120

60

20

NC Specimen

OC Specimen

Ottawa sand
Hollow cylinder

Dr = 45%
p = 67 kPa

Gmax = 95.3

Gmax = 84

Figure 2.6: Effect of monotonic compression prestressing on modulus reduction curve
[2]

Shear modulus Gmax increases slightly with the number of cycles. Hardin [27]

found that this is weaker if the soil sample had previously been subjected to cyclic

loading. Damping ratio D(γ) also slightly depends on the number of cycles N , namely

it decreases with increasing N . For freshly pluviated sand, the stiffening effect G(N)

is quite significant during the first 10 to 20 cycles.

The influence of strain amplitude, confining pressure and number of cycles on the

shear modulus and damping curves are summarised in Fig. 2.7 [27].

The subtle effect G(N) is disregarded in the proposed paraelastic model. The

dependencies G(γ), G(e), G(p) are accounted for in paraelasticity.

2.1.2 Influence of void ratio and grain size distribution

Hardin [26] showed a decrease of shear modulus and damping ratio with increasing

void ratio. The functions F (e) = (2.973 − e)2/(1 + e) for angular sands or F (e) =

(2.17− e)2/(1 + e) for round sands describe the influence of void ratio on the value of

the shear modulus at small strain amplitudes Gmax = Fep
n.

Moderate changes in the modulus degradation curves were observed by Alarcón
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Figure 2.7: Effect of strain amplitude, effective mean stress, and number of cycles of
loading on the modulus degradation G(γ) curve (left) and on the damping curve D(γ)
(right) for clean sand [27]. The curve for 0.25 kg/cm2 confining pressure depicts the
effect of the number of cycles on a sample without strain history.

[2] for changes in relative density between 18% and 95% on dry hollow Ottawa sand

specimens. Degradation of G shows no difference between dense or loose cylinder

samples at larger shear strain amplitudes γampl > 10−2.

Wichtmann [100] performed 280 resonant column tests on artificially mixed clean

quartz sands to study the influence of the grain size distribution. He observed a clear

correlation between the coefficient of uniformity Cu and G(γ)/Gmax, but noticed hardly

any effect of Cu on D. No influence of d50 was observed either in the shear modulus or

in the damping ratio. The threshold shear strain amplitude γr, Fig. 2.3 which indicates

the strain amplitude for the elastic stress at failure, slightly decreases with increasing

values of d50 and Cu. Wichtmann and Triantafyllidis criticise the empirical equations

for G/Gmax and D found in the literature for having been developed exclusively for

uniform sands. Consequently they introduce a new set of equations considering the

effect of Cu on G/Gmax and on the damping ratio.
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Figure 2.8: Effect of coefficient of uniformity on the G/Gmax curve [100]. An increase
in Cu causes a reduction of the ratio G/Gmax, noticeable for γampl > 10−4.

Grain size distribution is not a state variable in paraelasticity, because the effect

of grain crushing is disregarded. Moreover, there may be different responses from a

freshly pluviated sand of a given Cu and an intact sample after grain breakage with the
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2.2. Modelling of 1D small-strain behaviour

same Cu [13].

2.2 Modelling of 1D small-strain behaviour

Kramer [48] defines three groups of models that describe the small-strain soil behaviour:

equivalent linear models, cyclic non-linear models and advanced constitutive models.

The proposed version of paraelasticity, if reduced to a 1D case, belongs to the third

group.

2.2.1 Equivalent linear models

Equivalent linear models describe directly the shape of hysteretic loops (inclination

and thickness), irrespectively of the actual stress-strain path. They describe the secant

shear modulus Gsec(γ) (the mean inclination of the loop) and the damping ratio D(γ)

(width of the loop) using artificial viscosity [48]. Equivalent linear models imply that

the strain always returns to zero after a cycle. These models assume that soils are

isotropic. The assumption is not correct for granular materials and may be considered

as a rough approximation.

The secant shear modulus and the damping ratio are the main input for the equiva-

lent linear models used in programs for ground response analysis like Shake. Different

authors have proposed empirical relationships to estimate Gmax and D(γ), as presented

in Table 2.2, where factors such as the mean pressure and void ratio play an important

role.

Author Equation Type of soil

Hardin and
Black [25]

Gmax[psi] = 1230
(2.973− e)2

1 + e
p0.5 Ottawa sand

Seed and Idriss
[83]

Gmax[psf] = 1000K2
√
p sand, silty sand, clayey

sand
Roesler [80] Gmax ∼ p1−n−m

a σnaσ
m
p dry fine round-grained

sand

Wichtmann
[100]

Gmax=424.5
√
p
(
69.9 + 0.21C2.84

u

) E−0.066Cu−e
1 + e

quartz sand

Khouri [44] D = 0.333

[
0.586

(
G

Gmax

)2

− 1.547
G

Gmax
+ 1

]
-

Zhang [105] D −Dmin = 10.6

(
G

Gmax

)2

− 31.6
G

Gmax
+ 21.0 Tertiary and quater-

nary sediments

Wichtmann
[100]

D = 0.006 + 208.3
γ/
√
p/patm

1− 596γ/
√
p/patm

quartz sand

Table 2.2: Equivalent models describing Gmax and D. pa is the atmospheric pressure,
σa is the stress component in the direction of S wave propagation, σb is the stress
component in the direction of polarisation of the S wave.
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Chapter 2. Small-strain behaviour

2.2.2 Non-linear cyclic models

One can use different non-linear equations to express the shear stress-strain relationship

τ − γ. The volumetric strain is determined by using shear stress or strain histories

obtained by the response analysis [68]. Special emphasis is given to dashed curve

joining the tips of loops with increasing strain amplitude, known as skeleton or backbone

curve, Fig. 2.9. Hysteretic models are characterised by the description of the backbone

curve and supplemented by some “rules” that govern unloading-reloading behaviour,

stiffness degradation, etc. The main two rules were postulated by Masing [51] (initially

for brass bars). The first rule states that the shear modulus on each reversal assumes a

maximum value equal to the initial tangent modulus for the initial loading curve known

as backbone.

Backbone curve

0 γc

τc

Gmax

G
1

1

γ

2γ ampl

τ

Gmax

1

Figure 2.9: Description of the backbone curve. G = τc/γc is the secant shear modulus,
τc is the shear stress amplitude corresponding to the shear strain amplitude γc. Gmax

is the tangential shear modulus measured at very small strains [97].

The second rule states that the shape of the unloading or reloading curve is the

same as that of the backbone curve but double scaled [73].

Based on Hardin’s [27] laboratory results on sands, Pyke [73] proposed a redefinition

of the second Masing rule. The backbone curve is not exactly doubled for unloading

and reloading but increased by a factor c dependent of the stress level on reversal τr > 0

and on the reference stress τy > 0 (see Fig. 2.10), c = |1− τr/τy|. He also suggested a

third rule for symmetrical cyclic loading with closed hysteretic loops: the unloading and

reloading curves should follow the backbone curve if the previous maximum shear strain

is exceeded. Pyke postulated also the fourth rule: if the current loading or unloading

curve intersects the curve described by a previous loading or unloading curve, the stress-

strain relationship follows that previous curve. Due to the third and fourth rules, the

paraelastic model needs to memorise all reversal points in a sequence of descending

amplitudes.

Obviously, the original Masing rules do not pertain to accumulation effects [68].
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2.2. Modelling of 1D small-strain behaviour

There is no agreement among researchers on the application of the Masing rules to the

SSR. Some authors [53, 73] have extended the Masing rules to take into account, for

example, the change of the shear modulus during loading and unloading in different

cycles. Matasovic [52] performed cyclic tests on sands using an NGI-type direct simple

shear apparatus. The author concluded that the experimental results validate the use

of a hyperbolic backbone curve in conjunction with the modified Masing rules and a

degradation model.

The non-linear cyclic models for 1D differ only in the description of the backbone

curve:

Hyperbolic model

Hyperbolic formulation (2.3) is widely used because of its simple form [18, 26, 47, 71].

The 1D hyperbolic model defines the stress-strain relation for the backbone curve and

the curves for unloading and for reloading. The backbone curve is described by the

function

τ =
Gmaxγ

1 + (Gmax/τmax)|γ|
, (2.3)

wherein τmax is the maximum shear strength and Gmax is the initial tangential stiffness.

The unloading-reloading scaling of the backbone curve can be included as follows

[73]

τ = τr +Gmax(γ − γr)

 1

1 +
|γ − γr|

2γy

 (2.4)

wherein τr, γr are the stress and strain amplitude at the reversal point, γy is the refe-

rence strain defined in terms of a reference stress τy → Gmaxγy when γ →∞, as shown

in Fig. 2.10.

The main disadvantage of this model is that stress-strain relationships for soils do

not follow the form of a simple hyperbola. Additional parameters are usually introduced

to modify the shape of the hyperbola [74].

Ramberg-Osgood model

The Ramberg-Osgood model (2.5) gives explicitly the 1D shear strain relationship in

terms of the shear stress and four constants [33, 38, 75]

γ = γc
1

Gmax
(τ − τr)

[
1 + α

(
|τ − τr|
nτmax

)R−1
]

(2.5)
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Figure 2.10: Definition of the reference stress τy and reference strain γy for the hyper-
bolic model [73]

in which α,R are constants, τr, γr are the values of the shear stress and shear strain at

the last reversal, n = 1 for initial loading or n = 2 for unloading-reloading. The model

cannot be inverted. It memorises only the most recent reversal.

In general, the simple non-linear models do not accurately follow the shear degra-

dation curve and produce more damping at moderate to large strains than the damping

observed in element tests [74]. 1D paraelasticity can reproduce accurately both shear

modulus degradation and damping ratio curves, as indicated in Section 5.3.2.

Bouc-Wen type models

The Bouc-Wen model consists of a first-order non-linear differential equation that

relates the input strain to the output stress in a rate-independent hysteretic way [34].

The starting point of the model is the definition of a functional that describes the

hysteresis phenomenon. In Fig. 2.11 four values of a stress τ correspond to the single

strain point γ = γ0, which means that τ is not a function but a functional. This is

common for all hysteretic models contrarily to nonlinear elastic models. Let γ(t) be a

function of time, then the value of the stress τ̇(t) will depend on the path γ(s) [34].

The functional takes a general form of the type:

dτ

dt
= τ̇ = g (γ, τ, sign(τ̇)) γ̇ (2.6)

which due to its nonlinearity in τ is difficult to be solved explicitly. Therefore, Bouc

[10] proposed to use a variant of the Riemann-Stieltjes integral in order to define the
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Figure 2.11: Stress versus strain for a hysteresis functional [34]

functional τ :

τ(t) = µ2γ(t) +

t∫
β

F (V t
s γ)dγ(s) (2.7)

where β is the time instant after which the strain and stress are defined, namely a

reversal point. The term V t
s γ is the total variation of γ in an internal time interval

[s, t], representing a monotonic loading

V t
s γ =

t∫
s

|γ̇| dt = |γ(t)− γ(s)| (2.8)

F is the history function or “forgetting” factor, which generally depends on the

time within the interval [s, t]. The kernel function F assumes that hereditary actions

decrease when s moves away from t (present time) towards the past. F is chosen as

a finite function, continuous and positive non-increasing for |γ(t) − γ(s)| > 0 [10]. F

may be defined in the following discrete form as a finite sum of exponentials [10]:

F (u) =

N∑
i=1

Aie
−αiu with u = |γ(t)− γ(s)| (2.9)

or in the continuous form (Zi) as:

Zi = Ai

∫ t

β
e−αi|γ(t)−γ(s)|dγ(s) (2.10)

wherein Ai, αi are material parameters controlling the shape of the hysteresis and the

ratio of linear to non-linear response, respectively.
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The time derivative of the function Zi is

∂Zi
∂t

= Ai
∂

∂t

∫ t

β
e−αi|γ(t)−γ(s)|dγ(s) (2.11)

= Ai

∫ t

β
(−αi)sign(dγ)

dγ

dt
e−αi|γ(t)−γ(s)|dγ(s) +Aie

−αi(γ(t)−γ(t)) dγ

ds

∣∣∣
s=t
−0(2.12)

= (−αi)
d|γ|
dt

Zi +Ai
dγ

dt
(2.13)

which is a particular case of the functional (2.6) [10] and defines the Bouc-Wen mo-

del. This model is similar to hypoplasticity or to the endochronic theory used in soil

mecanics:

∂Zi
∂t

+ αi

∣∣∣∣dγdt

∣∣∣∣Zi −Aidγdt
= 0 (2.14)

In the Bouc-Wen model (2.14), the shear stress and shear strain are connected

through a non-linear differential equation containing the material parameters α, β,A.

Let us now consider an oscillator system composed by a mass, a dashpot, a spring,

and a hysteretic element, Fig. 2.12.

p(t)

m

y

k R(z)c

Figure 2.12: Oscillator system with a hysteretic component R(z) [50].

The equilibrium equation for this spring-mass-dashpot system can be stated for a

hysteretic system as [50]:

mÿ + cẏ +R(y, z) = p(t) (2.15)

where m is the mass of the system, c is the viscous damping coefficient, R(y, z) is the

restoring force, y is the system displacement, z is an imaginary hysteretic displacement,

and p(t) is the external cyclic load.

The total restoring force R(y, z) can be decomposed into an elastic and a hysteretic
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2.2. Modelling of 1D small-strain behaviour

portion [50]:

R(y, z) = αky + (1− α)kz (2.16)

where k is the stiffness coefficient and 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is a weighting parameter. The

restoring force is purely hysteretic if α = 0 or it is purely elastic if α = 1.

The hysteretic displacement z and the total displacement y are connected by the

Bouc-Wen non-linear differential equation, using five loop parameters (A,n, α, β, η):

ż = Aẏ − β|ẏ||z|n−1z − ηẏ|z|n (2.17)

wherein ż describes the basic form of a hysteresis [50].

The system formed by equations (2.15, 2.16, 2.17) is solved numerically with Ma-

thematica , to analyse the influence of the Bouc-Wen material constants on the shape

of the hysteresis loops. Restoring force R(y, z) vs system displacement y is plotted in

Figs. 2.13.

0

0 y

R(y,z)

α =0.025

α =0

0

0 y

R(y,z)

n=10.0
n= 7.5
n= 5.0

Figure 2.13: Influence of material parameters α and n on the shape of hysteresis in
the Bouc-Wen model.

As seen in Figs. 2.13, the main disadvantage of Bouc-Wen models for soils (besides

their cumbersome mathematical formulation) is the shape of the hysteresis loops, which

depending on the material constants could lead to unrealistic reductions in the damping

ratio for larger strain amplitudes. The paraelastic formulation renders more realistic

degradation of the shear modulus and damping ratio curves.

2.2.3 Constitutive models

The use of advanced plasticity constitutive models allow to simulate effects caused by

the accumulation of strain or excess pore water pressure under cyclic loading. Some

simplified models were proposed in the last decades to reproduce the increase of stiffness

upon changes of loading directions, e.g. Simpson [86]. These models were aimed to

improve the prediction of displacements in retaining structures, where the effects of

SSR are notorious.
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2.2.3.1 Brick model [86]

The brick model accounts for higher stiffness at very small strain based on measure-

ments of retaining walls and therefore it has been developed for plane strain only. The

small-strain stiffness is modeled with the G(γ) curve, representing the degradation of

the shear modulus with the shear strain.

The brick model treats the G(γ) curve as a graph showing what portion of the

soil behaves elastically as strain develops, Fig. 2.14. At a very small strain level, the

soil is said to be 100% elastic, but as strains become larger, more of the soil behaves

plastically and the overall stiffness vanishes. The elastic portion of the soil response is

said to represent the contacts between soil particles which are not sliding. Using the

concept of strings (strain spans in 3D strain space), the G(γ) curve is generalised for

the plane strain.
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Figure 2.14: Interpretation of the degradation of the shear-modulus curve, [86].

The brick model is based on experimental evidence by Richardson [78]. The model

simulates the stiffer response of soils after each change of direction in the stress path.

It also takes into account that the soil tends to continue the recent straining path [87],

a subtle effect also generated by paraelasticy and described in detail in Section 5.6.

The model is explained using a physical analogy of a man pulling behind him a series

of bricks attached to his leg by strings of different lengths, which represent the strain

history. After the man turns, only a few bricks joined with the shortest strings may

be dragged. Other bricks with longer strings may need to wait to commence their

movement (= plastic deformation), Fig. 2.15.

M Man BrickB

B
B
B
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M
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B
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B

Figure 2.15: Simpson’s brick-man analogy for modelling SSR.

In the model, the man (M) represents a point of soil element in the strain space.
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The movement of each brick (B) represents a portion (contribution) of a plastic strain,

and elastic strain is given by the difference between the movement of the man and

the sum of movements of the bricks, each weighted by the proportion of the soil it

represents [86]. Pure elastic behaviour only occurs upon a reversal, when the bricks do

not move. The degradation of the shear modulus curve can be simplified in a stepwise

(discrete) form. When one of the bricks starts to move, plastic strain occurs causing

a sudden drop in the overall stiffness. The length of each step with constant elastic

strain represents the length of a string. The height of the step indicates the proportion

of material represented by each one of the bricks [86].
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Figure 2.16: Simplification of the degradation of the shear-modulus curve in a stepwise
form, [86].

The model was implemented by Simpson under an assumed plane strain condition

for a 2D case, using the invariants s = (σ1 + σ2)/2, t = (σ1 − σ2)/2. Number of bricks

and the length of the strings are chosen to approximate the G(γ) curve in a discrete

form. Simpson concludes that the area under the non-dimensional S curve is equivalent

to the sinϕ′ friction angle.

The initialisation of the bricks in the model is not clear. Simpson mentions that

triaxial tests begin with zero strain and no previous strain history. On the contrary,

paraelasticity allows to consider different initialisation paths to reproduce the strain

history of soils, as explained in Section 5.2.4.

The brick model is extended with elements taken from the critical state theory to

model clay behaviour. The brick model as stand alone requires for each brick three

parameters: length of string, ratio G/Gmax and the proportion of material taken by

each brick (= the step height in Fig. 2.16). The brick model describes the shear

modulus degradation curve, but no mention is made of its capabilities to reproduce

realistic damping curves. Reversibility of stress cannot be guaranteed upon a strain

loop contrarily to the proposed version of paraelasticity.

2.2.3.2 HS-small model [8, 93]

Benz [8, 93] introduced a small-strain stiffness extension to the well-established elas-

toplastic Hardening Soil (HS) model [92]. The basic HS model makes use of only

one yield surface, rendering the description of SSR effects inaccurate. The small-strain
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Chapter 2. Small-strain behaviour

overlay model supplemented to HS corrects this deficit. The model can also work as a

stand-alone model to reproduce the SSR behaviour. The main purpose of the HS-small

model is to increase the stiffness of the elastoplastic model within the range of small

strain whilst memorising the loading history. Additional effects like the influence of

pressure and density on the stiffness can also be considered.

Although the HS-small model increases the stiffness upon reversals, the effects of

the loading direction on the magnitude of the stiffness considered in other models like

intergranular strain (see Chapter 3) are disregarded.

The model analyses the strain history considering only the deviatoric components

which, according to the author, have more impact on the rearrangement of the direction

of the forces [7] within the granular skeleton than the volumetric components. Overlay

model claims to be analogous to a three-brick Simpson model, because it defines whether

a reversal occurs based on the three principal directions of the deviatoric strain stored

in a so called strain history tensor H. The updated strain history tensor is defined as:

ε3

ε1

ε2 ε3

ε1

ε2

Figure 2.17: Strain history is represented as a surface based upon a second order tensor
of deviatoric principal strains [7]. Left: simple shear case. Right: simple shear after
triaxial extension

H∗kl = Tkm (Hmn + δmn)Tnl + ε̇∗kl − δkl (2.18)

wherein Tij is a diagonal transformation matrix used to reset the strain history upon

a reversal, and ε̇∗ij is the current deviatoric strain rate.

A reversal is defined when the sign of any of the diagonal components of H does not

coincide with the sign of the corresponding eigenvalue of principal deviatoric strain.

The overlay model follows the first and second Masing rules. The minimum stiffness

in the loading history must be memorised to reproduce the second Masing rule. Back-

bone curve is described using the Hardin-Drnevich formulation, incorporating a scalar

measurement γHist of the distance to the history surface in direction of the current

increment. The scalar strain amplitude γHist is used to relate deviatoric strain history
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2.2. Modelling of 1D small-strain behaviour

to secant shear stiffness, and indirectly to define the bulk modulus:

G =
G0

1 + aγHist/γ0.7
with γHist =

√
3‖~̇ε∗ ·H‖ (2.19)

K = G
2(1 + ν)

2(1− 2ν)
(2.20)

The first Masing rule is fulfilled because the model assumes G0 = const. The initial

shear modulus is scaled as a function of reference mean stress:

G0 = Gref
0

(
p

pref

)
(2.21)

Due to the definition of reversals in terms of the deviatoric component of strains,

increase of stiffness upon reversals are well reproduced only if the change of direction

takes place along the deviatoric direction.

From the explanation [8] of the model is not quite clear whether the definition of

γhist follows the representation theorems for mixed invariants. If γhist were to represent

the projection of the strain history onto the current loading direction as claimed by [8],

the expression should be defined in terms of a scalar product in the form ε̇∗ : H.

The following Mathematica script [62] tests the evolution of history tensor H.

The evolution of the 3 by 3 tensor H depends on the deviatoric strain rate ε̇∗ and is

thoroughly described hereafter. The strain rate is diagonalised using the 3 by 3 rotation

matrix R (ε̇∗R = RT ·ε̇∗ ·R) obtained from normalized eigenvectors of ε̇∗. The history H

is also rotated with R (HR = RT ·H·R) but H and ε̇∗ need not be coaxial so H still may

have off-diagonal components after rotation. The signs of the diagonal components of

rotated ε̇∗ are compared with the signs of the respective diagonal components of rotated

H. Where the signs are different, the diagonal component of H is set to zero, otherwise

H is left unchanged. The modified history H2 obtained after zeroing of some diagonal

components is unrotated to the prior coordinate system.

Instead of just setting components of H directly to zero, Benz [7] executes a more

intricate procedure which:

1. increases the rotated history H1 = H + 1, where 1 is the Kronecker’s delta

2. constructs a 3 by 3 diagonal tensor T defined by three diagonal components.

These components are either

(a) the inversed diagonal components of H1 when the signs of the diagonal

components of rotated ε̇∗ and rotated H are different

(b) or unity when the signs of ε̇∗R and HR are the same

3. calculates H3 =
√

T ·H1 ·
√

T− 1, where 1 denotes the Kronecker’s delta

The result H3 is similar to H2 and the matrices differ insignificantly in off-diagonal

components.

The following observations are independent of the procedure:
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Chapter 2. Small-strain behaviour

• The proposed evolution process implies the destruction of H only.

• Let us consider a strain increment ε̇ which is coaxial to H. One may easily find an

infinitesimal single increment ε̇ that renders H = 0. For this purpose, it suffices

that ε̇ is directed towards the opposite octant of the strain space where H is

currently located, so that ε̇ and H have different signs on all diagonal positions.

• The test below (using Benz procedure) shows that a random path of say 200

infinitesimally small increments can zero H!

Needs["Tensor‘anova‘"]

H = DiagonalMatrix[{1, 2, 3}] ;

For[i = 1, i <= 300, i++,

(* d\[Epsilon]U =DiagonalMatrix[ Array[ Random[Real,{-1,1}, 10] \

&, 3] ]*0.001 ; *)

d\[Epsilon]U =

Array[ Random[Real, {-1, 1}, 10] &, {3, 3}] *0.001 ;

d\[Epsilon] = (d\[Epsilon]U + Transpose[d\[Epsilon]U])/2;

d\[Epsilon]D = dev[d\[Epsilon]];

d\[Epsilon]V = tr[d\[Epsilon]];

{diag, v} = Eigensystem[d\[Epsilon]D] ;

R = Transpose[ Normalize[#] & /@ v ];

d\[Epsilon]DP = DiagonalMatrix[diag];

H2 = Transpose[R].H.R ; (* rotated History *)

{h1, h2, h3} = Diagonal[ H2] ;

{de1, de2, de3} = diag;

{t1, t2, t3} = {1, 1, 1};

If[h1*de1 < 0 , t1 = 1/Sqrt[1 + h1] ];

If[h2*de2 < 0 , t2 = 1/Sqrt[1 + h2] ];

If[h3*de3 < 0 , t3 = 1/Sqrt[1 + h3] ];

TT = DiagonalMatrix[{t1, t2, t3}];

H3 = (TT.(H2 + delta ).TT ) -

delta; (* zero diagonal components of H2 *)

H = R.H3. Transpose[R] ;(* unrotated History *)

If[ IntegerQ[i/50] ,

Print[ "i=", i, " H=", MatrixForm[ H // Chop] ] ];

]

For practical purposes, Benz procedure would be flawed when reproducing an ini-

tialisation process following a random strain path. The initialisation procedure would

erase the strain history of the soil. Paraelasticity, on the other hand, allows to initia-

lise the stack structure with complicated strain paths, while preserving the history of

straining of the soil, see Section 5.2.4.

2.2.3.3 Dafalias Sanisand model

Sanisand is the name used for a couple of simple anisotropic sand constitutive models

developed over the past decades within the framework of critical state soil mechanics

and bounding surface plasticity [88]. These models employ the Been and Jefferies

state parameter ψ = e − ec [6] to describe the behaviour of sands. Sanisand models

present well-established mechanisms for the prediction of softening / hardening as well

as dilatancy / contractancy response in different loose and dense states of sand. The

Sanisand version of 2004 introduced the dilatancy tensor, which has a significant effect

on the contractive unloading response [42]. A modified version of the 2004 version of

Sanisand was implemented in the UMAT routine form for Abaqus R© .
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2.2. Modelling of 1D small-strain behaviour

It is not the purpose of this document to explain in detail the fundamentals of

Sanisand. The interested reader may find an ample list of publications with the

detailed formulation of the model [16, 88]. However, the response of Sanisand in

the range of small strains and cyclic loading is of interest here. For this purpose, a

cyclic torsional test was simulated using Sanisand. The reported material constants

calibrated for Toyoura sand were used [16].

An isotropic elastic region is defined in Sanisand within a narrow yield surface

(Drucker-Prager cone) that evolves with kinematic hardening. The lack of a hysteretic

elasticity becomes evident in the damping ratio curve D(γ) for γampl < 10−4, Fig. 2.18.

Hypoplasticity produces in this sense better damping ratio curves than Sanisand be-

cause the dissipation effects appear earlier, for γampl < 10−5, see Chapter 3. In future,

Sanisand model can be improved with the introduction of a hysteretic model for the

range of small strains, as the paraelastic model proposed in Chapter 5.
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Figure 2.18: Simulation of a cyclic torsion test. Left: normalised shear modulus
reduction curve. Right: damping ratio vs γampl. Note the clear influence of the elastic
range on the damping ratio curve for γampl < 104, where no dissipation takes place.

For cyclic loading, Sanisand may produce ratcheting or overshooting because it

memorises only the most recent reversal αin of the back stress (in the stress space).

This problem is caused by the definition of the equation of evolution of the back stress

α:

α̇ = 〈λ̇〉2
3
h(αbθ − α) = 〈λ̇〉ᾱ (2.22)

wherein λ̇ is the plastic multiplicator and h is the hardening modulus.

The rate of the back stress evolution is controlled by the hardening modulus

h =
G0h0(1− ch e)√
p/patm(α−αin) : n

(2.23)

with the material constants G0, h0, ch, and the void ratio e. Directly upon a reversal,

the current α evolves fast, but as the distance α − αin grows (its projection onto the

loading direction n, to be exact) this evolution (i.e. the rate α̇ given in (2.22)) slows
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Chapter 2. Small-strain behaviour

down.

The deviator αin corresponds to the the initial value of α at initiation of a new

loading process. α does not evolve continuously but jumps to the current α whenever

the term (α−αin) : n becomes negative. The shortcoming of this formulation is that a

small unloading-reloading loop may cause a finite change in αin, as shown schematically

in Fig. 2.19.
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Figure 2.19: The evolution equation of α produces overshooting upon a small
unloading-reloading loop.

The new paraelastic formulation memorises the strain history by means of a novel

stack structure, Section 5.2.3. The bookkeeping of the reversal points with help of

the “push”, “pop” and “drag” operations guarantees that unlike Sanisand, a small

unloading-reloading loop will not cause overshooting in the paraelastic response upon

overloading.
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Chapter 3

Intergranular strain in

hypoplastic models

Cyclic loading cannot be calculated correctly with the basic version of hypoplasticity.

The increase of the stiffness due to a change of the strain path is not reproduced. With

each stress cycle, an unrealistic large strain ( ratcheting) remains in the material [98].

The concept of intergranular strain (IS) as an internal variable in the strain space was

introduced by Niemunis and Herle [65]. The grain-level interpretation of the model is

given by the deformation of an elastic interface between the grains.

The concept of IS is presented in some detail due to the fact that PE was initially

conceived as an improvement to IS.

3.1 General description

The principal objective of IS is to reduce the ratcheting obtained from the basic hypo-

plastic equation.

σ̊ =

(
L + fdN

ε̇

‖ε̇‖

)
: ε̇ = M : ε̇ (3.1)

IS modifies the hypoplastic M to include some features observed in laboratory tests

on soils subjected to changes in the direction of deformation (e.g. stiffer response upon

unloading, quasi-elastic behaviour for strain levels < 10−5, increase of stiffness after

sharp changes of strain direction) as those reported by Atkinson [4] and presented in

Fig. 3.1. The increased stiffness for small deformations after each reversal of path

direction can be explained by the fact that the contact forces can reorientate almost

without rearrangements in the grain skeleton [21].

The intergranular strain h memorises the most recent strain history. The evolution

of IS depends on the angle α defined between the direction of the strain rate ~̇ε and the
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Chapter 3. Intergranular strain in hypoplastic models
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Figure 3.1: Experimental observation of the increase of the stiffness after a reversal in
a triaxial device under isobaric shearing (after Atkinson [4])

direction of the intergranular strain ~h itself:

α = arccos(~h : ~̇ε) (3.2)

The evolution of h is a function of the strain rate ε̇ and of h itself

h̊ =


[
I− ~h~h

(
‖h‖
R

)βR]
: ε̇ for ~h : ε̇ > 0

ε̇ for ~h : ε̇ ≤ 0

(3.3)

wherein ‖h‖/R is a norm of the intergranular strain tensor as a fraction of its maximum

attainable valueR (material constant). ρ = ‖h‖/R represents the degree of mobilisation

of additional stiffness. βR is a material constant in charge of controlling the build-up

velocity of h upon a reversal.

The evolution equation may describe the rotation of h for the neutral loading case

(α = 90◦) or a change in the magnitude of h (α = 180◦) until ‖h‖ reaches zero and

then evolves parallel to ε̇, as presented in Fig. 3.2
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of the intergranular strain for a 180◦ reversal (left) and for a 90◦

reversal (right) (after Niemunis [56])

In general a combination of rotation with the change of magnitude of the iS takes

place. Considering the recent strain history allows to incorporate the increase of the
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3.1. General description

stiffness after reversals into the model, based on the experimental evidence [4]. Two

significant changes in the shear modulus G were observed for isobaric triaxial tests,

when abrupt changes in the strain rate occurred at angles of α = 90◦ and 180◦: an

increase in G of approximately twice and five times respectively compared to monotonic

strain path without sharp curves. The tangential hypoplastic stiffness M from (3.1) is

then modified to account for the aforementioned effects. The new M is obtained from

the interpolation between three special values:

• M = mRL represents the increased “elastic” stiffness after a 180◦ reversal in the

strain rate direction,

• M = mTL is the increased “elastic” stiffness after a 90◦ turn in the strain rate

direction,

• M = L + N~̇ε is the hypoplastic stiffness upon monotonic loading

The interpolation of stiffness is twofold: it depends on the magnitude (ρ) and direction

(~h) of the intergranular strain tensor.

M = [ρχmT + (1− ρχ)mR] L +

ρχ(1−mT )L : ~h~h + ρχN~h for ~h : ε̇ > 0

ρχ(mR −mT )L : ~h~h for ~h : ε̇ ≤ 0
(3.4)

As an illustration we consider the variation of the component M1111 of the stiffness

tensor as a function of the angle α between ~h and ε̇ (see Fig. 3.2), as well as a function

of the magnitude of the mobilised intergranular strain ρ is presented in Fig. 3.3 for a

2D case. It can be seen that M1111 reaches its largest value mRL independently of the

change α when h = 0. A strong change of the component M1111 is observed upon

a 90◦ reversal, in particular when h is almost or has been completely mobilised, i.e.

ρ > 0.5. Nevertheless the continuity of the stress response for α ≈ 90◦ is assured.

The modified hypoplastic stiffness in (3.4) is bilinear. The first portion of M, Eq.

(3.4), is given for changes of direction between 0◦ and 90◦ whereas the second portion

is valid for changes of direction between 90◦ and 180◦. Fig. 3.4 shows the development

of the scalar terms within the interpolated stiffness M, Eq. (3.4). For ρ = 0 one has

M = mRL, being the maximum value. This characteristic quantity is used for the

interpolation of the stiffness.

The effect of the intergranular strain on the stiffness in 1D case can be schematically

explained with Fig. 3.5, where a uniaxial loading-unloading process is represented. The

intergranular strain h is depicted by the red vector along the ε-axis. It starts from

zero (this corresponds to shakedown, i.e. preloading with small cycles with vanishing

amplitude, M = mRL) and evolves slowly in the same direction of ε̇ until it reaches

its asymptotic value ‖h‖max = R. After a 180◦ reversal (unloading in this case),

the intergranular strain maintains its original direction (rightwards) but its magnitude
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begins rapidly (h̊ = ε̇, green segment) to decrease until it becomes zero. The stiffness is

at its maximum during the reduction of h till h = 0. After this stage, h evolves slower

than ε̇. The hypoplastic stiffness is being gradually reduced to its minimal value. The

minimum (stiffness for monotonic loading) is recovered upon monotonic straining in a

constant direction when h takes the value h = R~̇ε and becomes parallel to ε̇. Note

that h̊ = 0 upon further straining in this direction, (3.3).

A 90◦ stress reversal is simulated during an isobaric triaxial test, under similar initial

conditions as those described by Atkinson [4], namely a soil sample is isotropically

loaded under undrained conditions up to p = 400 kPa and then unloaded to p = 200

kPa. The 90◦ stress reversal is produced with a stress increment of 90 kPa along the

deviatoric direction under drained conditions, see Fig. 3.1, red/orange path. It is worth
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Figure 3.5: Effect of the intergranular strain on a 1D loading-unloading process (after
Niemunis [60])

noting that the effect of the reversals on the stiffness described in [4] were observed

under stress controlled conditions. The IS extension considers the changes of direction

in the strain space. A 90◦ reversal of the stress path does not necessarily correspond

to a 90◦ reversal in the strain path. The gradual evolution of IS is depicted as arrows

{h11,
√

2h22} anchored on the resulting strain path in Fig. 3.6 left, or on the q− ε1 plot

as the vector {h11,
√

2hq}.
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Figure 3.6: Reproduction of Atkinson’s isobaric triaxial test [4] with a 90◦ stress
reversal, using hypoplasticity with intergranular strain. The evolution of h along ε is
superposed to the strain path (left) and q vs ε11 (right). Upon the stress reversal, h
rapidly rotates to follow the direction of ~D.

The effects of the IS can be conveniently shown with the results of simulations of

strain controlled biaxial tests (plane strain condition with ε33 = 0). Changes of stiffness

and the evolution of IS are presented in Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8 as a result of a biaxial test

with changes of direction at 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦, occurring at the same stress and strain

states.

The increase of the shear modulus - defined for the biaxial case as G = d(T1 −
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of the intergranular strain (arrows) before and after passage of
the reference strain ε = 4, 4 × 10−3. The reference point has been approached from
different directions corresponding to 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦ changes of direction during a
plane strain loading (after Niemunis [56]). IS rotates after a 90◦ change of direction
but does not modify its size. Upon the 180◦ reversal, IS does not rotate as in the
previous case but rapidly reduces its magnitude as shown schematically in Fig. 3.2.

T2)/d(ε1−ε2) - with respect to the monotonic stiffness coincide with the values mR = 5

for 180◦ and mT = 2 for 90◦ reversals, as depicted in Fig. 3.8.
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Figure 3.8: Changes in the shear modulus G after 0◦, 90◦ and 180◦ changes of direction
during a plane strain loading (after Niemunis [56])

The effect of IS on the stiffness can also be visualised with the response polars [20].

Response envelopes are polar diagrams of stiffness that represent stress rates related

to strain rates of different directions but unit magnitude (‖ε̇‖ = 1) [22]. In Fig. 3.9

response envelopes are plotted upon and shortly after the reversal took place. A 180◦

reversal produces an elastic response (an ellipse). The 90◦ reversal causes a rotation

and a distortion of the response envelope. In this case the soil response immediately

after the reversal cannot be purely elastic.

The described evolution of the intergranular strain and its influence on the stiffness
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is now described through the simulation of an undrained triaxial test with an unloading-

reloading loop, as depicted in Fig. 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of the intergranular strain rate for an undrained triaxial
simulation. IS initialised with h0 = 0.

In the simulation the initial value of h is set to zero, h = 0. During the first-loading

h evolves gradually to reach the direction of ε̇ and the magnitude R. Upon the reversals

(segments 2 and 4), the rate of h jumps indicating an instantaneous build up of h. The

increase in the stiffness upon unloading indeed reduces the ratcheting observed in the

model without intergranular strain, as desired in the original idea of IS [65].

3.2 Initialisation of h

The initial intergranular strain h0 depends on the deformation history of the soil. In

many instances, the monotonic pre-loading process corresponds to a 1D sedimentation

or fresh deposition. This means that the intergranular strain h0 is assumed to be maxi-

mal and to have only the vertical component equal to −R (minus due to compression)

initially. In cases where soil layers were subjected to cyclic loading from earthquakes,

small seasonal cycles (aging), dynamic compaction etc., or when the ground water level

is variable the assumption of h = 0 is more adequate [11].
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Chapter 3. Intergranular strain in hypoplastic models

The effect of the initial h can be investigated in the numerical simulation of an

oedometric test. Five different conditions of initialisation of the principal components

of h were varied and the resulting curves e vs p were plotted, Fig. 3.11. The effect of

the initial value and direction of h is clearly noted in the first segment of the loading

curve, for ranges of p between 0.5 kPa and 3 kPa. The stiffer response is observed when

h0 = 0 or when only one of the components has been partially initialised, h11 = ±0.4R.

On the other hand, the softer response is obtained with a fully mobilised intergranular

strain h0 = −R 1.
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Figure 3.11: Effects of different initial values of h at t = 0 and ε = 0 on an oedometric
compression curve.

3.3 Drawbacks of IS

The intergranular strain does not produce closed stress hysteresis cycles for small strain

amplitudes about an anisotropic initial stress σ0. For large strain amplitudes, the hys-

tereses computed with IS are unrealistic in comparison to the laboratory results (cyclic

triaxial tests). The loops become too slender. This fact is directly reflected in the

damping ratio curve D(γampl). Depending on the material constants, peaks or kinks

may appear in D(γampl) for larger values of the strain amplitude γampl. An example

of kinks in the damping ratio curve is presented in Fig. 3.12, where the result of the

simulation of a simple shear test with control of the strain amplitude is depicted. The

material constants correspond to Hochstetten sand, as reported in [65]. The degrada-
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3.3. Drawbacks of IS

tion of G(γampl) as well as the damping ratio were calculated after 10 cycles of torsion

for each one of the points of strain amplitude plotted in Fig. 3.12. Upon the 10th cycle

of loading, almost completely closed τ−γ cycles are obtained. The kink in the damping

ratio curve appears for γampl ≈ 2× 10−3.
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Figure 3.12: The selection of inadequate parameters may lead to an unrealistic charac-
terisation of the small-strain behaviour. Results of the simulation of a simple shear test
with Incremental Driver, using hypoplasticity with intergranular strain mR = 5,
mT = 2, R = 10−4, βR = 0.5, χ = 6. An abnormal shape is observed in the relative
stiffness (left) and in the damping ratio curves (right) for γampl ≈ 3× 10−3.
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Figure 3.13: τ − γ curves for γampl = 5× 10−4 (left) and γampl = 2× 10−3 (right).

Another significant shortcoming of the intergranular strain originates from the ca-

libration of the parameters. An “optimal” set of parameters can be determined for a

given laboratory curve. However, when a test performed on the same material but un-

der differen strain amplitude as the one used for the calibration, the set of intergranular

strain parameters may produce “overshooting” or “ratcheting”, Fig. 3.14. This means,

that the parameters must be fitted to the conditions of the test. A kind of compromise

must be made between small and large cycles.

A series of undrained triaxial simulations with two cycles of unloading-reloading
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Chapter 3. Intergranular strain in hypoplastic models

shows the influence of the selection of parameters on the correct reproduction of

unloading-reloading loops, Fig. 3.14. The problem of the range of validity of the in-

tergranular strain parameters can be clearly observed (“overshooting”, “ratcheting”).

The intergranular strain parameters (mR = 5, mT = 2, R = 10−4, βR = 0.5, χ = 6)

were calibrated to obtain a realistic curve for qampl = 35 kPa (Fig. 3.14, bottom left).
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Figure 3.14: Influence of the selection of the set of intergranular strain parameters
on a triaxial test simulation. Top Left and Right: “overshooting”. Bottom Right:
“ratcheting” (after Wichtmann [98])

For the smaller cycles (qampl = 10 kPa, qampl = 25 kPa), the model produces an

overshooting in the stress path upon the last reloading, Fig. 3.14 top. The transition

from the reloading stiffness to the monotonic loading occurs too late. For the larger

cycle (qampl = 70 kPa) the transition between the two stiffness takes places much too

early, degenerating into an unrealistic ratcheting [98], Fig. 3.14 bottom right.
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Chapter 4

Hyperelasticity

In this chapter all deformations and stresses are assumed elastic. For brevity the

superscript tel is omitted hereinafter, e.g. εel → ε. A material is said to be elastic if

the stress can be expressed as a single-valued function of the strain [30]:

σij = fij(εij) (4.1)

where fij(εij) is a second-order tensor-valued function of the strain εij . If fij(εij) is

linear in εij , then it can be written σij = fij(εij) = Eijklεkl, where Eijkl is a fourth-

order tensor constant usually called the secant stiffness matrix: this is the case in linear

elasticity. The incremental stress-strain relationship for an elastic material obtained by

time differentiation of (4.1)

σ̇ij =
∂fij(εij)

∂εkl
ε̇kl (4.2)

If the constitutive behaviour is known only in the incremental form (4.2), and (4.1)

does not exist, the material model is called hypoelastic and may yield a complicated

expression for the derivative.

σ̇ij = Eijkl(εij , σij)ε̇kl (4.3)

where Eijkl(εij , σij) is a fourth-order tensor valued function (tangent stiffness) of the

strain or of the stress, or even (rarely) of both. From the experimental point of view

(4.3) is the best form of description because components of E can be directly measured.

If strain energy potential ψ ( Helmholtz free energy) is known, then the matrix is

said to be hyperelastic:

σij =
∂ψ(εij)

∂εij
(4.4)

wherein ψ(εij) is a scalar valued function of the strains.
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Chapter 4. Hyperelasticity

It follows from time differentiation of (4.4) that

σ̇ij =
∂2ψ(εij)

∂εij∂εkl
ε̇kl with Eijkl =

∂2ψ

∂εij∂εkl
(4.5)

Alternatively, it is possible to start from the Gibbs free energy, also known as the

complementary energy ψ̄(σij), which is the Legendre transformation of ψ in which the

roles of the stress and strain are interchanged. It follows that εij = (∂ψ̄/∂σij). If the

model is independent of temperature then ψ is identical with the Helmholtz free energy

and −ψ̄ is the enthalpy or the Gibbs free energy [30].

A hyperelastic material requires only the definition of a scalar function ψ(εij) or

ψ̄(σij) for its complete specification. However, it is not easy to formulate a suitable

analytical expression.

Sometimes it seems easier to specify a hypoelastic material directly, in the form

(4.3). For a closed cycle of stress (or strain), the material can either create or dissipate

energy in a cycle. In the case of hypoelasticity the material may produce an accumu-

lation of strain, thus contradicting the notion of elasticity in the sense of irrecoverable

states [30]. A schematic representation of the stress response obtained from elastic,

hyperelastic and hypoelastic materials is presented in Fig. 4.1.

σ3 Δσ

σ2σ1

σ3

σ2
σ1

hyperelasticity elasticityhypoelasticity

σ3

σ2σ1

WorkWork

given closed
strain loop

ε1
ε2

ε3

Figure 4.1: Schematic stress response of an elastic material, given a closed strain loop
(after [61]). Left: hyperelastic material neither produces energy nor stress accumula-
tion. Center: hypoelastic material may produce energy and stress accumulation. Right:
elastic material may produce energy.

For problems of soil mechanics it is often easier to formulate the complementary

potential (ψ̄(σ) → C(σ)) rather than the strain energy potential (ψ(ε)), because it is

more convenient to start from a known initial stress (like sedimentation or geostatic at

rest condition) than from an initial state of deformation. For a given stress one can

determine strain if the function σ =
∂ψ

∂ε
can be resolved for ε(σ). Sometimes it is

possible in the course of numerical calculations only. On the other hand, the advantage

of defining the stress as a function of the strain lies in having an exact elastic predictor
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4.1. Isomorphic formulation

for the return mapping iteration.

Linear hypoelastic relations (4.3) with constant tangent stiffness E are hyperelastic

with ψ = 1
2εijEijklεkl. However, the soil stiffness is usually pressure-dependent. For a

given stiffness E it is generally not possible to find ψ such that the desired barotropic

E results from double differentiation with respect to ε. Therefore, a number of comple-

mentary potentials ψ̄(σ) and ψ(ε) are examined by trial and error in this chapter. A

methodology to evaluate the order of homogeneity of the potential functions resulting

in the desired compliance/stiffness tensors is developed. The analytical inversion of the

form ε(σ) is also discussed. The stiffness E =
∂2ψ

∂ε∂ε
can be incorporated in elastoplastic

models as well as in hypoplastic models as a replacement of the hypoelastic tensor L.

It can also be used as the maximum stiffness in paraelasticity.

4.1 Isomorphic formulation

Apart from Roscoe invariants p, q, εv, εq Niemunis [57] advocates the usage of isomor-

phic invariants P,Q, εP , εQ because they preserve the true angle between vectors. For

example, in order to evaluate graphically the stress-strain relation the so-called stress

response polars [20] are used (roughly, radial diagrams of stiffness) for different axi-

symmetric stresses using the isomorphic components P,Q, εP , εQ of the stress rate and

the strain rate. Apart from the usual work conjugation

σ : ε = pεv + qεq = PεP +QεQ (4.6)

the following relations hold:

σ : σ = P 2 +Q2 6= p2 + q2 (4.7)

ε : ε = ε2
P + ε2

Q 6= ε2
v + ε2

q (4.8)

The explicit formulas for isomorphic relations are:

• For isotropic portions one has P = −~1 : σ, Ṗ = −~1 : σ̇, εP = −~1 : ε and

ε̇P = −~1 : ε̇ wherein ~1 = 1√
3

diag(1, 1, 1).

• Two different definitions of the deviatoric invariant are used: one for general

tensors and one for axisymmetric ones (say with respect to x1). In a general

case the (always positive) definition Q = ‖σ∗‖ is used. Its time derivative is

Q̇ = ~σ∗ : σ̇∗. Analogously, ε̇Q = ~ε∗ : ε̇∗ follows from the time differentiation of

εQ = ‖ε∗‖.
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Chapter 4. Hyperelasticity

Some useful relations are presented for future use

P = − 1√
3
trσ > 0 with P ′ = −~1 and P ′′ = 0 (4.9)

Q = ‖σ∗‖ with Q′ = ~σ∗ and Q′′ =
1

‖σ∗‖
[
D − ~σ∗ ~σ∗

]
(4.10)

R = ‖σ‖ with R′ = ~σ and R′′ =
1

‖σ‖
[I− ~σ~σ] (4.11)

S = 3
√
−(σ · σ) : σ with S′ = −σ · σS−2 and

S′′ =
1

2
S−5

[
−4(σ · σ)(σ · σ)− S3 S

]
Sijkl = (σilδjk + σikδjl + δikσjl + δilσjk) (4.12)

U = tr (−σ−1) with U ′ = σ−2 and

U ′′ijkl = −1

2

[
σ−1
ik σ

−2
jl + σ−1

il σ
−2
jk + σ−2

il σ
−1
jk + σ−2

ik σ
−1
jl

]
(4.13)

Prime denotes a derivative with respect to stress t′ = ∂t
∂σ

and D = J− ~1~1 is the

deviatoric operator, e.g. t∗ = D : t, with the identity tensor (J)ijkl = δikδjl.

4.1.1 Axisymmetric case

Most experimental results concerning the elastic soil behaviour are obtained in triaxial

tests. Therefore, it is useful to formulate conversion formulas between a general hypo-

elasticity and its P − |Q version with triaxial |Q =
√

2
3(σ1 − σ2). Note that |Q may be

negative, contrarily to Q.

In the special case of x1-axisymmetric stress and strain and for x1-axisymmetric

increments a special symbol is introduced

~1∗ = − 1√
6

diag(−2, 1, 1) (4.14)

redefining the deviatoric invariants as follows

|Q = − ~1∗ : σ (= − ~1∗ : σ∗) (4.15)

|̇Q = − ~1∗ : σ̇ (= − ~1∗ : σ̇∗) (4.16)

ε |Q = − ~1∗ : ε (= − ~1∗ : ε∗) (4.17)

ε̇ |Q = − ~1∗ : ε̇ (= − ~1∗ : ε̇∗) . (4.18)

These axisymmetric invariants P, |Q, εP , ε |Q are identical to the general invariants for

triaxial compression and negative for triaxial extension similarly as the Roscoe’s va-

riables. Note that ~1∗ : ~1∗ = 1, ~1∗ : ~1 = 0. The operation t∗ = ~1∗ ~1∗ : t extracts

the deviatoric part t∗ from t, provided t be a diagonal and x1-axisymmetric tensor.

From the decomposition of the x1-axisymmetric tensors |σ = ~1~1 : σ + ~1∗ ~1∗ : σ
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4.1. Isomorphic formulation

and ε̇ = ε̇ : ~1~1 + ε̇ : ~1
∗ ~1
∗

follows

− |σ = P ~1 + |Q ~1∗ (4.19)

−~|σ =
P

R
~1 +

|Q
R
~1∗ with R = ‖σ‖ =

√
P 2 +Q2 (4.20)

−|̇σ = Ṗ ~1 + |̇Q ~1∗ (4.21)

−|̇ε = ε̇P ~1 + ε̇ |Q ~1∗ (4.22)

In the above expressions the “axisymmetric” definitions |Q, |̇Q and ε̇ |Q are used. Analo-

gous definitions apply to the tangential compliance in terms of isomorphic components.

(ε̇P ~1 + ε̇ |Q ~1∗) = C : (Ṗ ~1 + |̇Q ~1∗) (4.23)

(ε̇P ~1 + ε̇ |Q ~1∗) = C : (Ṗ ~1 + C : ~1∗ |̇Q) (4.24)

(4.25)

and multiplying both sides by ~1 : () or by ~1∗ : () one obtains

ε̇P = ~1 : C : ~1Ṗ + ~1 : C : ~1∗ |̇Q and (4.26)

ε̇ |Q = ~1∗ : C : ~1Ṗ + ~1∗ : C : ~1∗ |̇Q (4.27)

respectively. The above equations can be rewritten in the matrix form{
ε̇P

ε̇ |Q

}
=

[
~1 : C : ~1 ~1 : C : ~1∗

~1∗ : C : ~1 ~1∗ : C : ~1∗

]
·

{
Ṗ

|̇Q

}
(4.28)

The inverse of this tangent compliance C is the tangent stiffness matrix E, which

can be presented in the P − |Q diagram using the polar response envelopes [20] with

[ε̇P (P,Q)]2 + [ε̇Q(P,Q)]2 = const, Fig. 4.2. Response envelopes are polar diagrams

that represent stress rates related with strain rates of different directions but constant

magnitude, e.g. ‖ε̇‖ = ∆t+ const [22].
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Figure 4.2: The constitutive equation ∆σ = f(ε̇∆t) transforms a sphere ‖ε̇∆t‖ = const
prescribed in the strain space into an ellipse in the stress-space. σ0 corresponds to the
initial stress.

Another useful graphic has been proposed by Houlsby [29], based on the experimen-
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Chapter 4. Hyperelasticity

tal work by Shaw and Brown [84]. It consists of isolines εP = const and εQ = const in

the P −Q space. For Houlsby’s [28] model such lines are depicted in Fig. 4.3. Unlike

isotropic elasticity, deviatoric portion of stress is related to the isotropic portion of

strain and vice versa. This coupled response makes the contours of constant εP and εQ

to be curved.
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Figure 4.3: Contours of constant volumetric strain (solid lines) and constant distor-
tional strain (dotted lines) for non-linear elastic model of Houlsby [28], see Sec. 4.6.2.

4.2 Homogeneous elastic potentials ψ(ε) and ψ̄(σ)

It is well known that stiffness E is barotropic. For clays E is proportional to P and

for sands E is proportional to
√
P . More generally, E can be seen as a homogeneous

function of σ, i.e. E(λσ) = λnE(σ) with n ∈ (0.3− 1.0) depending on the kind of soil.

Homogeneity of the tangential stiffness with respect to stress is often reported in the

geotechnical literature [24, 31, 39, 95]. It is not a good idea, however, to preserve the

formal structure of isotropic elasticity keeping constant the Poisson ratio and making

the Young modulus proportional to pressure, say E ∼
(

p
patm

)0.7
. Such “experiment-

based” formulation leads to a hypoelastic model which allows for accumulation of stress

upon small closed cycles and for extraction of mechanical work at the cost of heat

(perpetuum mobile of the second kind).

A sounder approach to the barotropic elastic stiffness should start from an elastic

potential function, say ψ(ε), from which the first and the second derivatives with respect

to elastic strain ε are stress and tangential stiffness, respectively.

Given ψ(ε), the expression for stress σ(ε) is obtained as the partial derivative

σ = (∂ψ/∂ε) (4.29)

In the range of compressive stresses σ(ε) given in (4.29) should be a reasonable one-
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4.2. Homogeneous elastic potentials ψ(ε) and ψ̄(σ)

to-one (possibly non-linear) relation between σ and ε.

Expressing the rate of stress from time differentiation of σij with the chain rule

σ̇ij =
∂2ψ

∂εij∂εkl
ε̇kl = Eijklε̇kl, (4.30)

the tangential stiffness E(ε) is defined. Inverting (4.29) the stiffness could be expressed

as a function of stress E(ε(σ)) if ε(σ) can be derived from σ.

For granular materials, such E(σ) should increase with pressure P = −~1 : σ.

Sometimes it is easier to formulate an expression for the complementary energy ψ̄(σ),

from which one obtains strain and compliance as functions of stress

εij =
∂ψ̄

∂σij
and ε̇ij =

∂2ψ̄

∂σij∂σkl
σ̇kl = Cijklσ̇kl (4.31)

For geotechnical materials the tangential compliance C(σ) should decrease with pres-

sure.

The resulting hyperelastic stress strain relation is conservative, i.e. after any closed

elastic strain cycle neither stress nor energy can change.

It is not easy to formulate a good potential ψ = ψ(ε) or ψ̄(σ) for soils because the

experimental results describe the tangential stiffness E rather than ψ or ψ̄. The desired

properties of ψ(ε) are:

1. Simple expression for stress σ(ε) =
∂ψ

∂ε
and stiffness E =

∂2ψ

∂ε∂ε
with desired order

of homogeneity n (roughly n = 0.5 for sand).

2. Analytical invertibility of ε(σ) or σ(ε) is not necessary but very convenient.1

3. Convexity of the stress-strain relation in the stress range of interest, meaning

that the hyperelastic stiffness Eijkl is positive definite everywhere within the

application range (e.g. where all principal stresses are compressive).

4. The Poisson ratio ν for low stress ratios is approximately ν ≈ 0.2.

4.2.1 Properties of homogeneous hyperelasticity

Knowing the order of homogeneity of E(σ), we examine in this section its implications

for the homogeneity of the elastic potential and of other constitutive functions.

Suppose E(σ) is homogeneous of order n in σ then the compliance Cijkl = E−1
ijkl is

homogeneous of order −n in σ. This can be concluded from E : C = I which holds for

1The Legendre transform ψ̄ + ψ = εij Tij may sometimes ease the inversion of the hyperelastic

stress-strain relation. Given an additional (passive) variable α in ψ(ε, α) and ψ̄(σ, α) the Legendre

transform holds and hence after differentiation with respect to α we obtain (∂ψ̄/∂α) + (∂ψ/∂α) = 0,

[30].
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any argument (λσ),

E(λσ) : C(λσ) = I = λnλ−nE(σ) : C(σ) (4.32)

Analogously to Euler’s theorem about the first derivative of an m-th order homo-

geneous function, ψ̄(σ), namely

mψ̄ =
∂ψ̄

∂σ
: σ, (4.33)

one can formulate2 a relation for the second derivative,

m(m− 1)ψ̄ = σ :
∂2ψ̄

∂σ∂σ
: σ = σ : C : σ. (4.34)

Judging by the product on the right-hand side of (4.34) our potential ψ̄ should be

homogeneous of order 2− n. The homogeneity of ψ̄(σ) of order

m = 2− n (4.35)

with respect to stress σ is a sufficient condition for E(σ) to be homogeneous of order n.

It is not a necessary condition and in general ψ̄ need not be a homogeneous function

at all. Terms which spoil the homogeneity should vanish during differentiation, viz.

(4.30), of course.

4.2.2 Homogeneity of C,E, ε,σ obtained from homogeneous potentials

ψ or ψ̄

From (4.33) and with the order of homogeneity of ψ̄(σ) being m = 2 − n one can

immediately conclude that ε(σ) =
∂ψ̄

∂σ
is homogeneous of order m − 1 or 1 − n with

respect to σ. From the Legendre transform

ψ̄ + ψ = ε : σ (4.36)

it can be concluded that similarly as ψ̄(σ) also the potential ψ(ε(σ)) has order of

homogeneity m = 2− n with respect to σ, although ψ is seldom expressed in terms of

stress. Further, combining the above observations in the equation systemψ(ε(λσ)) = λ2−nψ(ε(σ))

ψ(ε(λσ)) = ψ(λ1−nε(σ))
(4.37)

2τ = σλ is substituted into ψ̄ and then the equation ψ̄(τ ) = λmψ̄(σ) is differentiated twice with

respect to λ using the chain rule on the left-hand side. The resulting equation σ :
∂2ψ̄(τ )

∂τ∂τ
: σ =

m(m−1)λm−2ψ̄(σ) holds for any λ. In particular it holds for λ = 1 and hence (4.34) can be concluded.
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one comes to the conclusion that ψ(ε) is homogeneous of order
2− n
1− n

with respect to

strain ε. Judging by the Legendre transform (4.36) the order of homogeneity
2− n
1− n

pertains also to the complementary potential ψ̄(σ(ε)) if (rarely) expressed with strain.

Applying the Euler theorem to ψ(ε) one obtains therefore

2− n
1− n

ψ(ε) =
∂ψ

∂ε
: ε with σ =

∂ψ

∂ε
(4.38)

and hence σ(ε) is homogeneous of order
2− n
1− n

− 1 with respect to ε. Similarly, for a

homogeneous stiffness Ē(σ) of order n, a homogeneous function ε(σ) of order r and

the stiffness E(ε) of order s the dependence rs = n is easily found from

E(λrε(σ)) = (λr)sE(ε(σ)) = λnĒ(σ) (4.39)

Using the previous results, the following table of homogeneities is then obtained:

Table 4.1: Degrees of homogeneity for E, C, ψ, ψ̄ defined from σ or ε
Function E(σ) C(σ) E(ε) C(ε) ε(σ) σ(ε) ψ̄(σ) ψ(σ) ψ(ε) ψ̄(ε)

homog.
order

n −n n

1− n
−n

1− n
1− n 1

1− n
2− n 2− n 2− n

1− n
2− n
1− n

According to the Legendre theorem one may combine ψ + ψ̄ = σ : ε with either

(2−n)ψ̄ = ε : σ or with
2− n
1− n

ψ = σ : ε (both following from Euler theorem) obtaining

on both ways

ψ(ε) = (1− n)ψ̄(σ(ε)) or ψ(ε(σ)) = (1− n)ψ̄(σ) (4.40)

For the degree of homogeneity n = 1, some expressions in Table 4.1 become infinite.

Therefore inhomogeneous potentials ψ(ε) or ψ̄(σ) need to be proposed to deal with

the special case n = 1, which is relevant to describe the elastic behaviour of clays.

The resulting stiffness or compliance may be homogeneous despite being derived from

non-homogeneous potentials so the observed homogeneity E(λσ) = λnE(σ) may be

preserved.

4.3 Elastic potentials - an overview

In the ensuing sections some potentials from the literature and families of complemen-

tary potentials developed in IBF in the course of this study are discussed.

The first family of potentials considers the sum of stress invariants ψ̄(σ) =
∑

α cαψ̄α

with ψ̄α = PαRβQκUγ , wherein the exponents are material constants that fulfill the

homogeneity condition 2−n = α+β+κ+γ and might be determined from experiments.
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This family produces stiffness suitable for sand (n 6= 1). Note that α need not be an

integer number so
∑

α means a sum over all α−s. Simplified cases of potentials are

derived from the latter family by setting one or various exponents equal to zero or by

taking only one term in the summand. In some cases an analytical form for the inversion

ε(σ) → σ(ε) can be more easily derived for simplified potentials. A second general

group of potentials are non-homogeneous but the homogeneity for C(σ) is n = −1,

suitable for clays [63]. This family of potentials will not be discussed in the document,

as the main focus herein is the description of sands.

It is assured that the hyperelastic stiffness/compliance obtained from ψ̄(σ) is an

isotropic stress function and therefore it is orthotropic. The axes of orthotropy are

given by the principal axes of stress. Apart from the general requirements mentioned

in Sec. 4.2, the desired elastic constants should satisfy the following conditions for

orthotropic elasticity [61]: Ei > 0, Gij > 0, (νij)
2 < Ei/Ej for i, j = 1, 2, 3

The shape of the response ellipse for any admissible stress state is quantified by

the equivalent Poisson ratio νe. This parameter is related to the ratio between the

minimum (λmin) and maximum eigenvalues (λmax) of the compliance tensor E.

νe =
1− λmin/λmax

2 + λmin/λmax
(4.41)

The factor νe describes the ratio between the lengths of minor and major diame-

ters of the response ellipse. If νe ≥ 0.5, the compliance is singular or negative. The

expression for the ratio (4.41) is obtained with the following Mathematica script.

isoElast3333[E_, nu_] := Module[{K, G, lambda},

K = E/(3 (1 - 2 nu)); G = E/(2 (1 + nu)); lambda = (3 nu)/(1 + nu) K;

lambda out[delta, delta] + 2 G identity4sym

];

(isoElast3333[1, nu] // transfer99) // Eigenvalues

Solve[(1 - 2 nu)/(1 + nu) == minmaxC, nu]

Solve[(1/(1 + nu))/(1/(1 - 2 nu)) == minmaxE, nu]

Table 4.2 summarises the properties of elastic potentials analysed later on. Apart

from the order of homogeneity of E(σ) additional information can be found about the

analytical invertibility of function ε(σ) and its corresponding “limit of invertibility”.

The limit of invertibility is defined here as the maximum mobilized friction angle

in compression ϕmax = arcsin
[

3η(2
√

2+η)

8+4
√

2η+η2

]
expressed as a function of the stress ratio

η = Q/P at which the analytical inversion ε(σ) → σ(ε) is still valid. There are some

elastic potentials where a unique analytical inversion valid for the whole range of stresses

in compression can be found. In those cases, no limit of invertibility is indicated in

Table 4.2. A detailed discussion on the analytical invertibility of the elastic potentials

analysed in this document is relegated to Appendix B.

The limit of singularity is an additional property of the elastic potentials. It refers

to the singularity of the compliance stiffness for a given σ. In some families of elastic

potentials a limit of singularity can be graphically observed when the response envelopes

for stress ratios η � 0 or η � 0 become slender or when a rotation of the main axes of
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the ellipse occurs. It is desirable that the condition of singularity should be controllable

by means of some of the material constants defining ψ. After many mathematical

attempts, it has not been possible as yet to establish a methodology to produce elastic

potentials with controllable limit of singularity.

Table 4.2: Properties of different families of homogeneous elastic potentials
Potential Homog. Analyt. ϕmax(νe) Remarks

of E(σ) inv. ε(σ)?

ψ̄ = cPαRβ n Yes 90◦(0.29) -
ψ̄ = cPαUγ n No - -
ψ̄ = cPαQκ n Yes - C(Q = 0) =∞
ψ̄ = CPP

α + CQQ
κ n Yes - C(Q = 0) =∞

ψ̄ = cRβ (Vermeer) n Yes 90◦(0.17) -

ψ̄ = C1
R

P
+ C2R + C3S

1/3 +

C4P [1 − ln(P )] (Niemunis-
Cudny)

1 - - -

ψ̄ = CP
(
P 2 + CQQ

2
)α − λPP

(Houlsby)
n Yes 90◦(0.2) C(Q = 0) 6=∞

ψ =
√
−tr ε(2

5B(−tr ε)2 + Aε∗ :
ε∗) (Liu)

1
3 Yes ? -

ψ = κV + (µ0 +αV )‖ε∗‖ (Borja) f(εP ) ? ? Inhomogeneous
E(ε)

4.4 Remarks on invertibility of ε(σ)

Analytical invertibility is a desired property of elastic stress-strain relations. In nu-

merical calculations with elastic or elasto-plastic models it is of advantage to have the

analytical expression for the so called elastic predictor. Usually the material routine

is given the current stress σt before the increment and the strain increment ∆ε. It

should provide the stress after the increment σt+∆t in return. Knowing analytical

(usually non-linear) relations σ(ε) and ε(σ) one may calculate the elastic predictor

σt+∆t, under assumption of pure elasticity from

σt+∆t = σ(ε(σt) + ∆ε) (4.42)

It is evident that both relations analytical expressions σ(ε) and ε(σ) are useful here.

One should therefore try to inverse ε(σ) and find the analytical expression σ(ε). The

decomposition of stress and strain into deviatoric and isotropic portions

σ = ~1~1 : σ + σ∗ = −~1P + σ∗ (4.43)

ε = ~1~1 : ε+ ε∗ = −~1εP + ε∗ (4.44)

is often useful in the analytical inversion of ε(σ).
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The analytical invertibility of different relations ε(σ) generated from potentials

ψ̄(σ) is discussed in the Appendix B.

4.5 Family of potentials ψ̄(σ) =
∑

α cαψ̄α(σ)

In the pursuit of a suitable hyperelastic model for soils, several families of polynomial

expressions were tested. In all derivations the homogeneity E(λσ) = λnE(σ) is assumed.

This family of potentials is based on the possible sum or multiplication of different stress

invariants Pα, Rβ, Qκ, Uγ . The particular cases analysed in this section correspond to

simplified definitions of ψ̄(σ) wherein only one summand or product (sum) of two stress

invariants are considered. One class of elastic potential is finally recommended.

4.5.1
∑

α P
αR2−n−α - Family

A specific complementary elastic potential of the following form is analysed:

ψ̄(σ) =
∑
α

cαψ̄α(σ) with ψ̄α = PαRβ and β = 2− n− α (4.45)

where P , R are the stress invariants listed in (4.9), cα and α are the constants of the

elastic potential. Note that α-s need not be integer so the symbol
∑

α denotes just the

sum over all α-s. The expression for β results from (4.35)

The α−portions of elastic strain are obtained from the first differentiation

εα =
∂ψ̄α
∂σ

= αPα−1R2−n−α(−~1) + (2− n− α)PαR1−n−α~σ (4.46)

The second derivative of ψ̄(σ) yields the portions of the compliance

Cα =
∂2ψ̄α
∂σ∂σ

= (α− 1)αPα−2R2−n−α ~1~1 +

α(2− n− α)Pα−1R1−n−α(−~1)~σ + (2− n− α)αPα−1R1−n−α~σ(−~1) +

(2− n− α)(1− n− α)PαR−n−α~σ~σ +

(2− n− α)PαR1−n−α 1

R
[I− ~σ~σ] (4.47)

The total elastic strain is

ε =
∑
α

cαεα with ε = ε(σ) (4.48)

with εα given in (4.46) and the total compliance is C =
∑

α cαCα.

The portions of the tangential compliance can be simplified as follows

Cα = Aα ~1~1 +Bα(~1~σ + ~σ ~1) + Cα~σ~σ +DαI (4.49)
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wherein

Aα = (α− 1)αPα−2R2−n−α (4.50)

Bα = −α(2− n− α)Pα−1R1−n−α (4.51)

Cα = (2− n− α)(−n− α)PαR−n−α (4.52)

Dα = (2− n− α)PαR−n−α (4.53)

The following remarks can be of interest:

• The summation of the contributions from different ψ̄α can be performed with

scalar coefficients cαAα, cαBα, cαCα, cαDα.

• The inversion of the resulting compliance matrix can be performed analytically

by multiple use of the Sherman-Morrison formula. Unfortunately the inversion of

ε(σ) is not accomplished in this form.

• Given the inverse E = C−1 (and ψ̄(σ) homogeneous of order m = 2− n, wherein

n ≈ 0.7 is the homogeneity order of the tangential stiffness), an attempt to solve

(4.48) for stress is carried out, given the total elastic strain ε. For this purpose

let us differentiate the Euler theorem

mψ̄ = σ : ψ̄′ → mψ̄′ = σ : ψ̄′′ + ψ̄′ : J hence (4.54)

mε = ψ̄′′ : σ + ε (4.55)

(m− 1)ε = C : σ (4.56)

σ = (m− 1)E : ε (4.57)

This relation (apparently similar to σ̇ = E : ε̇) can be useful for the inversion of

ε = ψ̄′(σ) if E can be expressed as a function of ε. Unfortunately both E = C−1

and C are obtained from ψ̄(σ) as complicated functions of stress.

• An analytical expression may be found for the stress ratio at which the compliance

is positive definite (convexity limit) by solving:

det [cαCα] = 0 (4.58)

using (several times) det(A + ab) = (1 + b · A−1 · a) det(A) known from linear

algebra.

• For isotropic stresses we have ~σ = −~1 and the compliance has the form∑
α

cα(Aα − 2Bα + Cα)~1~1 +
∑
α

cαDαI (4.59)

Comparing this expression to the isotropic elastic relation one may impose a
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desired value of the Poisson ratio (4.41)

1− 2νiso

1 + νiso
=

∑
α cα(n2

α − 3nα + 2)∑
α−cα(nα + αα − 2)

(4.60)

The compliance is not isotropic so the desired Poisson ratio is satisfied on the P -axis

only. In order to represent the stiffness in P −Q space the α-portions of the compliance

can be rewritten in matrix form (4.28) with:

CαPP = ~1 : Cα : ~1 = Aα + 2Bα(−P )R−1 + CαP
2R−2 +Dα (4.61)

CαPQ = ~1 : Cα : ~1∗ = Bα(−Q)R−1 + CαPQR
−2 (4.62)

CαQP = ~1∗ : Cα : ~1 = Bα(−Q)R−1 + CαQPR
−2 (4.63)

CαQQ = ~1∗ : Cα : ~1∗ = CαQ
2R−2 +Dα (4.64)

The response envelopes in P −Q diagram can be plotted with the Mathematica

script provided in Appendix B.

For example, a set of constants α,Cα was adjusted to comply with the tests for

orthotropic elasticity, obtaining the following form of the complementary energy for

prescribed values of νiso = 0.2 and n = 0.5:

ψ̄(σ) = 0.0004P 0.6125R0.8875 + 0.0007P−0.35R1.85 (4.65)

The hyperelastic response envelopes for different stress states (denoted with green

squares) are presented in Fig. 4.4. Red lines mark the tension limit where ϕmob = 90◦,

both for triaxial compression and extension. Blue dots denote isotropic compression/ex-

tension and blue triangles represent isochoric compression/extension. The shape of the

response polars as well as the rotation of the major and minor axes with increasing

stress ratio are adequate. No sudden changes in the form of the envelopes is observed,

even for η on the tension limit.

Figure 4.5 presents the plot of isovalues of strain contours for the same set of

constants. The volumetric strain contours, which correspond to undrained stress paths

for elastic behaviour, have a parabolic form and match the stress-induced anisotropy

observed in laboratory tests [29].

The family of elastic potentials ψ̄ =
∑

α P
αR2−n−α produces reasonable results for

the description of the elastic behaviour of sands. The inclusion of additional summands

renders the elastic potential more flexible and improves the quality of the response

envelopes and some additional requirements of the orthotropic elasticity. However, the

analytical inversion of C is possible using the Sherman-Morrison formula only. The

elastic potential with one summand is also robust and can be inverted analytically,

see Sec. 4.5.2. Hence, the use of the form ψ̄ =
∑

α P
αR2−n−α is recommended if the

inverted relationship σ(ε) is not required.
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Figure 4.4: Hyperelastic response envelopes for ψ̄ =
∑

α cαP
αRβ with n = 0.5, α =

[0.6125,−0.35], cα = [4× 10−4, 7× 10−4]
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Figure 4.5: Contours of constant volumetric strain (solid lines) and constant deviatoric
strain (dotted lines) for ψ̄ =

∑
α cαP

αRβ with n = 0.5, α = [0.6125,−0.35], cα =
[4× 10−4, 7× 10−4]

4.5.2 Recommended potential ψ̄(σ) = cPαR2−n−α for sands

This family of elastic potential is a simplification of ψ̄ =
∑

α P
αR2−n−α because it

considers now only one summand α. It is less flexible than the more general form

examined in the previous Sec. 4.5.1, but some simple analytical formulas that can be
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inverted analytically may be derived. The complementary potential function

ψ̄(σ) = cPαRβ with α+ β = 2− n (4.66)

yields the elastic strain ε(σ) (analytically invertible function)

ε =
∂ψ̄α
∂σ

= α c Pα−1R2−n−α(−~1) + (2− n− α) c PαR1−n−α~σ or (4.67)

ε = ψ̄
(
αP−1(−~1) + βR−2σ

)
(4.68)

and the compliance tensor

Cα = c[A~1~1 +B(~1~σ + ~σ ~1) + C~σ~σ +DI] with (4.69)

A = (α− 1)αPα−2R2−n−α (4.70)

B = −α(2− n− α)Pα−1R1−n−α (4.71)

C = (2− n− α)(−n− α)PαR−n−α (4.72)

D = (2− n− α)PαR−n−α (4.73)

The exponents α, β can be interpreted with the Poisson ratio νiso at Q = 0:

α =
n2νiso − 5nνiso + 6νiso + n2 − 2n

2νiso − 1
and β = 2− n− α (4.74)

The function α(νiso) is presented for different degrees of homogeneity n-s in Fig. 4.6.

The usual values for sands are ν ≈ 0.2, n ∈ (0.5, 0.7) and c ≈ 10−3.
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Figure 4.6: Variation of exponent α in terms of Poisson (ν) for different degrees of
homogeneity (n) for ψ̄ = cPαR2−n−α

The response envelopes for n = 0.4, α = −0.32 and c = 10−3 shown in Fig. 4.7 have

a Poisson ratio at Q = 0 of νiso = 0.20. Contours of εP and εQ for the same potential

are also plotted in Fig. 4.7, right.
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The analytical inversion of ε(σ) is possible, see Appendix B.1, and leads to

σ =
εel∗

c βηαRα+β−2
− ηR~1 , (4.75)

wherein

η2 =
β2 − 2 A α β +

√
β4 − 4A α2β2 − 4A α β3

2(β2 +Aβ2)
(4.76)

R =

[
εel
P

c(αηα−1 + βηα+1)

] 1
α+β−1

and (4.77)

A =
εel∗ : εel∗

εel
P

2 (4.78)

The simplified hyperelastic potential ψ̄ = cPαRβ complies with the conditions for

orthotropic elasticity, produces satisfactory response envelopes, and maintains the pa-

rabolic form of the volumetric strain contours. The advantage of this potential is the

easiness of the analytical inversion of ε(σ). Therefore, this potential can be used in

future improvements of constitutive laws for sands.

The quality of other elastic potentials is explored in the ensuing sections.
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4.5.3
∑

α P
αQ2−n−α - Family

An alternative definition of the potential energy is now analysed, based on the multi-

plication of P with the deviatoric invariant Q instead of R.

ψ̄(σ) =
∑
α

cαψ̄α(σ) with ψ̄α = PαQκ and κ = 2− n− α (4.79)

For this potential, the elastic strain portions are:

εα =
∂ψ̄α
∂σ

= −αPα−1Qκ ~1 + κPαQκ−1 ~σ∗ = (−αP−1 ~1 + κQ−1 ~σ∗)ψ̄ (4.80)

and the contributions to the compliance are:

Cα =
∂2ψ̄α
∂σ∂σ

= (ψ̄,PPP
′ + ψ̄,QPQ

′)P ′ + (ψ̄,QPP,T + ψ̄,QQQ
′)Q′ + ψ̄,PP

′′ + ψ̄,QQ
′′(4.81)

with

ψ̄,P = αPα−1Qκ (4.82)

ψ̄,S = κPαQκ−1 (4.83)

ψ̄,PP = α(α− 1)Pα−2Qκ (4.84)

ψ̄,PQ = ψ̄,QP = ακPα−1Qκ−1 (4.85)

ψ̄,QQ = κ(κ− 1)PαQκ−2 (4.86)

(4.87)

Each α-portion of the compliance can represented in a convenient form:

Cα = Aα ~1~1−Bα(σ∗ ~1 + ~1σ∗) + Cασ
∗σ∗ +DαD , (4.88)

wherein

Aα = α(α− 1)Pα−2Qκ (4.89)

Bα = ακPα−1Qκ−2 (4.90)

Cα = κ(κ− 2)PαQκ−4 (4.91)

Dα = κPαQκ−2 (4.92)

For κ > 2 we have Cα = 0 and for κ < 0 the compliance becomes Cα = ∞. For κ = 2

the compliance is proportional to the identity matrix (νe = 0). In the range κ ∈ (0, 2)

singularity problems occur for Q = 0, and therefore the definition of homogeneous

potentials for sands using the deviatoric invariant Q should be avoided. In conclusion,

the form (4.79) is not suitable for geotechnical elastic potentials.
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4.5.4
∑
P 2−n +Q2−n - Family

A potential considering the sum of the stress invariants P and Q is discussed. The

homogeneity of order 2− n of the potential

ψ̄α(σ) = CPP
α + CQQ

κ (4.93)

requires α = κ = 2− n. The elastic strain obtained from this potential is:

εα =
∂ψ̄α
∂σ

= −αCPP 1−n ~1 + κCQQ
1−n ~σ∗ (4.94)

For κ < 1 the deviatoric strain ε∗ becomes infinitely large at Q = 0. The compliance

is given by:

Cα =
∂2ψ̄

∂σ∂σ
= Aα ~1~1 + Cασ

∗σ∗ +DαD , (4.95)

wherein

Aα = α(α− 1)CPP
−n (4.96)

Cα = κ(κ− 2)CQQ
−n−2 (4.97)

Dα = κCQQ
−n (4.98)

For κ > 2 and Q = 0 this compliance becomes singular (a dyad is singular), which

is not acceptable. For κ < 2 and Q = 0 we obtain C = ∞. For κ = 2 the order

of homogeneity of E(σ) is unrealistic for geotechnical applications, n = 0. Further

discussion of this potential is therefore worthless.

4.5.5 Vermeer’s potential ψ̄(σ) = cR2−n

A specific complementary elastic potential derived as a special case of the family ψ̄ =∑
cPαRβ from Sec. 4.5.1 with one summand and exponent α = 0 is analysed.

ψ̄(σ) = cRβ and β = 2− n (4.99)

Vermeer [92] proposed originally this potential in the form:

ψ̄(σ) =
3p1−β

atm

2G0(1 + β)

(
1

3
σ : σ

)(1+β)/2

(4.100)

The elastic strain obtained from (4.99) is:

ε = c
∂ψ̄(σ)

∂σ
= cβRβ−1~σ (4.101)
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and the compliance and stiffness are

C = B(I +A~σ~σ) and E =
1

B
(I−H~σ~σ) , (4.102)

wherein

A = β − 2 B = cβRβ−2 and H =
β − 2

β − 1
(4.103)

For the inversion of C the Sherman-Morrison formula has been used. The degree of

homogeneity n is a function of the Poisson ratio νiso for isotropic stresses:

n =
3νiso

1 + νiso
, (4.104)

function which can be derived from the following Mathematica script:

Needs["Tensor‘anova‘"]

{T, P, R, Tv, \[Alpha], \[Beta], n, C11, C12, C21, C22, Calpha, C33,

Calpha3333, Aa, Ba, Ca, Da} =.;

onev = normalized[delta];

onevs = -normalized[DiagonalMatrix[{-2, 1, 1}]];

T = -onev*p;

P = -1/Sqrt[3] tr[T];

R = Sqrt[norm2[T]];

Tv = normalized[T];

\[Beta] = 2 - n;

Ca = \[Beta] (\[Beta] - 2)

R^(\[Beta] - 2); (* \[Beta](\[Beta]-2)(R^(\[Beta]-2)) [

\!\(\*OverscriptBox["T", "\[Rule]"]\)

\!\(\*OverscriptBox["T", "\[Rule]"]\)] *)

Da = \[Beta]*

R^(\[Beta] - 2); (* \[Beta] R^(\[Beta]-2) I *)

Calpha3333 = Ca (out[Tv, Tv]) + Da*identity4sym;

C33 = Assuming[p > 0, Simplify[Calpha3333]];

C11 = colon[colon[onev, C33], onev] // FullSimplify;

C12 = colon[colon[onev, C33], onevs] // FullSimplify;

C21 = colon[colon[onevs, C33], onev] // FullSimplify;

C22 = colon[colon[onevs, C33], onevs] // FullSimplify;

Calpha = {{C11, C12}, {C21, C22}} // FullSimplify;

\[Nu]equiv = ((1 - C11/C22)/(2 + C11/C22) //

FullSimplify); (* Subscript[\[Nu], Compliance] = (1-\[Lambda]min/\

\[Lambda]max)/(2+\[Lambda]min/\[Lambda]max) *)

Response envelopes for isotropic and anisotropic stresses are presented in Fig. 4.8.

The set of parameters was calibrated to obtain for isotropic stresses νiso = 0.2.

This potential produces vertical lines of volumetric strain for small values of P

(Fig. 4.8).

ψ̄(σ) = Rβ can be inverted analytically (see details in Appendix B.2):

σ(ε) = (cβ)−1ε
(
(cβ)−1‖ε‖

)(2−β)/(β−1)
(4.105)

The order of homogeneity and the Poisson number cannot be chosen independently

in this potential. The homogeneity of order one is not allowed for.
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Figure 4.8: Hyperelastic response envelopes and isolines of volumetric strain (solid
lines) and constant distortional strain (dotted lines) for ψ̄α = cRβ and with n =
0.45, c = 0.001

4.5.6 Potential ψ̄(σ) = cPαUα−2+n

An alternative not explored so far in the document is to define an elastic potential with

convexity limit at the tension limit. A potential with one summand depending on the

invariant U = tr (−σ−1) is analysed:

ψ̄(σ) = cPαUγ and α− γ = 2− n (4.106)

If U is multiplied by P , a potential similar in its mathematical form to the Matsuoka-

Nakai yield function tr (σ)tr (σ−1) is obtained (see Fig. 4.9):
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Figure 4.9: Variation of ψ̄ for P and Q for ψ̄ = cPαUγ with n = 0.5, α = 1, γ = 2.5,
c = 0.005.
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For the proposed potential, the elastic strain is:

ε = c
∂ψ̄α
∂σ

= −cαPα−1Uγ ~1 + cγPαUγ−1σ−2 (4.107)

and the compliance matrix is given by:

c
∂2ψ̄α
∂σ∂σ

= c((ψ̄,PPP
′ + ψ̄,UPU

′)P ′ + (ψ̄,UPP
′ + ψ̄,UUU

′)U ′ + ψ̄,PP
′′ + ψ̄,UU

′′)(4.108)

with the scalar factors

ψ̄,PP = α(α− 1)Pα−2Uγ (4.109)

ψ̄,UU = γ(γ − 1)PαUγ−2 (4.110)

ψ̄,UP = γαPα−1Uγ−1 (4.111)

ψ̄,P = αPαUγ (4.112)

ψ̄,U = γPαUγ−1 (4.113)

Substituting and simplifying the scalar factors into the abbreviated form of the

compliance, one finally obtains

C = c(ψ̄,PP ~1~1− ψ̄,UPσ−2 ~1− ψ̄,UP ~1σ−2 + ψ̄,UUσ
−2σ−2 + ψ̄,UU

′′) (4.114)

For isotropic stresses the Poisson ratio νiso can be derived as a function of the degree

of homogeneity n and the exponent α:

νiso =
−2− 4(α− 2)α+ 3n− 4α n− n2

2 + 4(α− 0.5)α− 3n+ 4α n+ n2
(4.115)

The response envelopes for this potential (4.106) are presented in Fig. 4.10. For

those stress states that are closer to the tension limits (red lines in Fig. 4.10) the

response envelopes become more slender, indicating that the compliance approaches its

condition of singularity (at least one eigenvalue becomes ≤ 0).

The potential could not be inverted analytically as yet.

The instability limit of ψ̄(σ), where at least one eigenvalue of C is zero, can be

analysed with the following Mathematica script. Fig. 4.11 shows on the deviatoric

plane the eigenvalues of the compliance matrix equal to zero.

Needs["Tensor‘anova‘"];

dev2T[x_, y_,p_] := Module[{aa, c, s},

c = Cos[Pi/6]; s = Sin[Pi/6];

aa = {{0, 1}, {c, -s}, {-c, -s}};

DiagonalMatrix[Simplify[-p - aa.{x, y}]]

];

getCalpha3333[T_, a_, b_, n_] := Module[{P, Q, R, U, Utt3333, T2, T1, onev, i, j, k, l, Aa,

Ba, Ca, Da, Calpha3333},

Calpha3333 = Array[0 & , {3, 3, 3, 3}];
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Figure 4.11: Instability limit of ψ̄α = PαUγ in the deviatoric plane with n = 0.3, α =
1.0, cα = 0.005

Utt3333 = Array[0 & , {3, 3, 3, 3}];

P = isomorphicP[T];

R = Sqrt[norm2[T]];

T1 = Inverse[T];

U = tr[-T1];

T2 = T1*T1;

onev = normalized[delta];

Aa = b*(b - 1)*P^(b - 2)*U^(a);

Ba = a*b*P^(b - 1)*U^(a - 1);

Ca = a*(a - 1)*P^(b)*U^(a - 2);

Da = a*P^(b)*U^(a - 1);

For[i = 1, i <= 3, i++,

For[j = 1, j <= 3, j++,

For[k = 1, k <= 3, k++,

For[l = 1, l <= 3, l++,

Ztt3333[[i, j, k,l]] = -0.5*(T2[[j, l]]*T1[[i, k]] + T2[[j, k]]*T1[[i, l]] + T2[[i, l]]*T1[[j, k]] +
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T2[[i, k]]*T1[[j, l]]);

];];];];

Calpha3333 = Aa out[-onev, -onev] + Ba out[T2, -onev] + Ba out[-onev, T2] +

Ca (out[T2, T2]) + Da*Utt3333;

Calpha3333];

obtainMinEgv[T_, nn_, a1_, coeffa1_] :=

Module[{Compliance3333, ialpha, nalpha, onev, onevs, C11, C12, C21,

C22, Calpha, fmult, Stiffness, Stiffness99},

Compliance3333 = Array[0 & , {3, 3, 3, 3}];

Compliance3333 = coeffa1*getCalpha3333[T, a1, 2 - nn + a1, nn];

onev = normalized[delta];

onevs = -normalized[DiagonalMatrix[{-2, 1, 1}]];

C11 = colon[colon[onev, Compliance3333], onev];

C12 = colon[colon[onev, Compliance3333], onevs];

C21 = colon[colon[onevs, Compliance3333], onev];

C22 = colon[colon[onevs, Compliance3333], onevs];

Calpha = {{C11, C12}, {C21, C22}};

fmult = 1000;

Stiffness = Chop[fmult*Inverse[Calpha]];

Stiffness99 = Chop[fmult*inverse99[Compliance3333]];

Min[Eigenvalues[Stiffness]]

];

plotContourMinEgv[x_, y_, p_, nn_, a1_, coeffa1_] := Module[{TdevPlane},

obtainMinEgv[dev2T[x, y, p], nn, a1, coeffa1]

];

p = 50; ContourPlot[ { plotContourMinEgv[x, y, 25, 0.3, 1.0, 5.0] == 0 ,

Max[Eigenvalues[ dev2T[x, y] ]] == 0 } , {x, -150, 150}, {y, -150, 150}]

It is desirable to have the controllability of the limit of convexity of ψ̄ and the

analytical inversion of ε(σ). This potential shows a quality not observed in the other

families of potentials analysed so far. If one considers a monotonic loading starting

from an isotropic stress condition, the lines of constant volumetric strain presented

in Fig. 4.10 would reproduce a “contractant” behaviour for small values of Q with a

reduction of P and then a “dilatant” behaviour for larger Q, with an increase in the

pressure.

For the time being, the potential could be used if the inverted form is not needed

and if the coincidence of the tension limit with the limit of convexity is considered to

be a reasonable assumption.

4.6 Other families of potentials

Four hyperelastic potentials proposed in the literature [9, 29, 43, 63] are discussed in

this section. The purpose of the discussion is to analyse each potential in the same form

as the one employed in the previous sections, i.e., to plot the response envelopes and

the isolines of volumetric and deviatoric strains. Attempts are also made to invert the

hyperelastic stress-strain form. It is also explored if the potentials have the possibility

of defining a priori the limit of singularity.

4.6.1 Niemunis-Cudny potential for clay with n = 1

A compliance is derived to fulfill the conditions observed in the laboratory tests per-

formed on clays (ν ≈ 0.3, and n ≈ 1.0), based on the potential proposed in [63]:

ψ̄ = C1
QNC

PNC
+ C2

√
QNC + C3R

1/3
NC + C4PNC [1− ln(−PNC)] (4.116)
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with alternative invariants PNC, QNC, RNC defined as:

PNC = trσ; QNC =
σ : σ

2
; and RNC = −(σ · σ) : σ

3
(4.117)

(4.118)

The alternative invariants are equivalent to the invariants defined in Sec. 4.1 with

PNC = −P
√

3; QNC =
1

2
R2; RNC =

1

3
S3. (4.119)

The complementary potential function can be rewritten with the invariants used along

this document as

ψ̄(σ) = K1
R2

P
+K2R+K3S +K4P [1− ln(P )] (4.120)

The elastic strain obtained from the rewritten form of the potential (4.120) is:

ε=(−K1R
2P−2+K4 [1−ln(P )]−K4)(−~1)+(2K1RP

−1+K2)~σ−K3σ · σS−2(4.121)

which has not been inverted as yet, and the corresponding compliance is

C = ψ̄,PP (~1~1)−ψ̄,PR(~σ ~1+ ~1~σ)+ψ̄,RR(~σ~σ)−ψ̄,RR−1(~σ~σ)+ψ̄,RR
−1I+ψ̄,SS

′′(4.122)

wherein

ψ̄,PP = 2K1R
2P−3 −K4P

−1 (4.123)

ψ̄,PR = −2K1RP
−2 (4.124)

ψ̄,RR = 2K1P
−1 (4.125)

ψ̄,R = 2K1RP
−1 +K2 (4.126)

ψ̄,S = K3 (4.127)

S′′ = −1

2
S−5

[
4σ2σ2 + S3 S

]
and (4.128)

Sijkl = (Tilδjk + Tikδjl + δikTjl + δilTjk) (4.129)

An analytical expression is presented to calibrate the constants, based on an imposed

isotropic Poisson ratio νiso

νiso =
9K4

24K1 + 12K2 + 35/68K3 − 6K4
+

1

2
(4.130)

With the set of constants K1 = −0.00637236, K2 = 0.0707, K3 = −0.0194141,

K4 = −0.0128172 this potential delivers νiso = 0.20 for isotropic stress states. The

resulting response envelopes and isolines of constant volumetric and deviatoric strains

are presented in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.12: Hyperelastic response envelopes and contours of constant volumetric
strain (solid lines) and constant deviatoric strain (dotted lines) for K1R

2P−1 +K2R+
K3S + K4P [1− ln(P )] with K1 = −0.00637236, K2 = 0.0707, K3 = −0.0194141,
K4 = −0.0128172

Niemunis and Cudny’s potential produces response envelopes of adequate shape,

the isolines of constant volumetric strain increase their curvature with larger P , and

the tangent stiffness is indeed homogeneous of order 1 (unlike Borja’s potential). The

potential does not have a controllable limit of convexity.

4.6.2 Houlsby ψ̄(σ) = CP (P 2 + CQQ
2)
α − λPP

Recently Houlsby et al.[29] proposed an inhomogeneous complementary energy:

ψ̄(σ) =
1

p1−n
a k(1− n)(2− n)

[
p2 +

k(1− n)

3g
q2

](2−n)/2

− p

k(1− n)
(4.131)

wherein pa is the atmospheric pressure, k is a bulk stiffness factor, g is a shear stiffness

factor, n is a pressure exponent, p, q are Roscoe’s stress invariants.

The potential can be written using the isomorphic invariants (p = 1√
3
P , q =

√
3
2Q)

and some abbreviated factors as:

ψ̄(σ) = CP
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α − λPP with (4.132)

α =
2− n

2
(4.133)

CP =

(
1

3

)α 1

p1−n
a k(1− n)(2− n)

(4.134)

CQ =
9

2

k(1− n)

3g
(4.135)

λP =
1√

3k(1− n)
(4.136)

The first term of ψ̄ simplifies to the Vermeer’s potential ψ̄ = Rβ for CQ = 1.
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The elastic strain with its deviatoric and volumetric components are:

ε = 2αCP
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α−1

[
P (−~1) + CQσ

∗
]

+ λP ~1 (4.137)

εP = 2αCPP
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α−1 − λP (4.138)

εel∗ = 2αCPCQ
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α−1

σ∗ (4.139)

The compliance is obtained and written in an abbreviated form as

C =
∂2ψ̄

∂σ∂σ
= (ψ̄,PPP

′ + ψ̄,PQQ
′)P ′ + (ψ̄,QPP

′ + ψ̄,QQQ
′)Q′ + ψ̄,PP

′′ + ψ̄,QQ
′′(4.140)

with the scalar factors

ψ̄,P = 2αCPP [P 2 + CQQ
2]α−1 + λP (4.141)

ψ̄,Q = 2αCPCQQ[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−1 (4.142)

ψ̄,PP = 2αCP [P 2 + CQQ
2]α−1 + 4α(α− 1)CPP

2[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−2 (4.143)

ψ̄,PQ = ψ̄,QP = 4α(α− 1)CPCQPQ[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−2 (4.144)

ψ̄,QQ = 2αCPCQ[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−1 + 4α(α− 1)CPC

2
QQ

2[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−2(4.145)

(4.146)

The general form of C is free of 1/Q terms, which avoids the indetermination of the

compliance for isotropic stress states.

C = AH(~1~1)−BH(σ∗ ~1 + ~1σ∗) + CH(σ∗σ∗) +DHD with (4.147)

AH = 2αCP [P 2 + CQQ
2]α−1 + 4α(α− 1)CPP

2[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−2 (4.148)

BH = 4α(α− 1)CPCQP [P 2 + CQQ
2]α−2 (4.149)

CH = 4α(α− 1)CPC
2
Q[P 2 + CQQ

2]α−2 (4.150)

DH = 2αCPCQ[P 2 + CQQ
2]α−1 (4.151)

For isotropic stresses, νiso depends only on n and CQ, with the following relation:

νiso =
n+ CQ − 1

1 + 2CQ − n
(4.152)

Fig. 4.13 shows the response envelopes obtained with the constants n = 0.5, νiso =

0.2, CP = 0.000292, CQ = 1, λP = 0.00577. The contours of isovalues of volumetric

and deviatoric strain show a similar form to those obtained with Vermeer’s potential

ψ̄ = cRβ as expected.

Houlsby´s potential can be inverted. The analytical inversion of the form ε(σ) leads
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Figure 4.13: Hyperelastic response envelopes and isovalues of strain for Houlsby’s
potential ψ̄(σ) = CP

[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α − λPP with α = 0.75, CP = 0.000292, CQ = 1,

λP = 0.00577

to (see details in Appendix B.3)

σ =
εel∗

2αCPCQ (1 + CQϑ2)α−1 P 2α−2
− P ~1 with ϑ =

Q

P
(4.153)

wherein

ϑ2 =
εel∗ : εel∗

C2
Q(εP + λP )2

and (4.154)

P =

[
εP + λP

2αCP (1 + CQϑ2)α−1

]1/(2α−1)

(4.155)

In conclusion, Houlsby’s potential produces response envelopes of adequate shape,

the isolines of constant volumetric strain increase their curvature with larger P , and

the elastic relation ε(σ) can be inverted. The potential does not have a controllable

limit of convexity. Despite the formulation of the potential using the invariant Q, the

compliance C does not become indeterminate for isotropic stresses (except when n = 1

or n = 2).

4.6.3 Borja’s potential ψ(ε)

Borja et al. [9] proposed a hyperelastic model based on an inhomogeneous elastic

potential formulated in terms of strain invariants:

ψ(ε) = κVB + (µ0 + αVB)‖ε∗‖2 (4.156)

wherein VB = p0 exp

(
εv − εv0

κ

)
, εv0 is the elastic volumetric strain at p = p0 and κ,

µ0 and α are material constants.
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This potential can be expressed in terms of the isomorphic strain invariants as

follows

ψ(ε) = κp0 exp

(
−
√

3εP − εv0

κ

)
+

[
µ0 + αp0 exp

(
−
√

3εP − εv0

κ

)]
εQ

2(4.157)

From the first derivative we find the elastic stress

σ =

(
√

3 +

√
3αεQ

2

κ

)
V ~1 + 2 (αV + µ0) ε∗ with V = p0 exp

(
−
√

3εP − εv0

κ

)
(4.158)

The stiffness obtained from the potential with the original definition (4.156) is [63]:

E =
VB
κ

1 1 +
αVB
κ

(
2( 1ε∗ + ε∗ 1) +

1

κ
(ε∗ : ε∗) 1 1

)
+ 2(µ0 + αVB)D (4.159)

and from the definition with isomorphic invariants (4.157) is

E =

(
3αV εQ

2

κ2
+

3V

κ

)
~1~1 +

2
√

3αV

κ
(~1ε∗ + ~1ε∗) + 2(αV + µ0)D (4.160)

The stiffness is inhomogeneous in strain. The analytical inversion of σ(ε) is not difficult:

σ∗ = 2(αV + µ0)ε∗ (4.161)

ε2
Q =

Q2

2(αV + µ0)
(4.162)

from which one obtains

P =
√

3 +
1

κ

(√
3α

Q2

2(αV + µ0)

)
V (4.163)

this can be solved for V .

For the isotropic condition, the relation between νiso and the constants of the po-

tential is

νiso =
9p0

6p0 + 2p0ακ+ 2κµ0 exp(
√

3εP + εv0/κ)
− 1 (4.164)

which shows an undesired dependance on εP .

Fig. 4.14 presents the response envelopes for isotropic condition. The shape of the

envelopes changes for proportionally increased isotropic strains, reflecting the inhomo-

geneity definition of the potential. Constants were calibrated to obtain νiso = 0.2 for

εP = 0.03, condition which was fulfilled only by the ellipse corresponding to P = 130

kPa.

The inhomogeneity of the potential, represented in the change of form of the res-

ponse envelopes for different isotropic stresses, renders its application to sandy materials
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Figure 4.14: Hyperelastic response envelopes for Borja’s potential ψ(ε) = κVB + (µ0 +
αVB)‖ε∗‖2 with α = −30.4049, κ = 0.018, µ0 = 5400, p0 = 100, εv0 = 0

inappropriate.

4.6.4 Liu’s potential ψ(ε) =
√
εP [BεP

2 + AεQ
2]

Liu [43] developed a homogeneous potential ψ(ε) of the form

ψ(ε) =
√
−tr ε

[
2

5
BL(−tr ε)2 +ALε

∗ : ε∗
]

(4.165)

which can be written in terms of the isomorphic strain invariants εP = −trε√
3

and

εQ = ‖ε∗‖ as

ψ(ε) =
√
εP
[
BεP

2 +AεQ
2
]

with B = 31/4 6

5
BL and A = 31/4AL (4.166)

The stress-strain relation, obtained from the first derivative of ψ(ε), is

σ(ε) =
5BεP

2 +AεQ
2

2
√
εP

(−~1) + 2A
√
εPε

∗ (4.167)

The volumetric and deviatoric portions of stress are:

P = −~1 : σ =
5BεP

2 +AεQ
2

2
√
εP

(4.168)

|Q = − ~1∗ : σ = 2A
√
εP ε |Q (4.169)

This potential produces σ →∞ for εP = 0.

The stiffness derived from this potential is

E = ψ,εP εP (~1~1)− ψ,εP εQ( ~ε∗ ~1 + ~1 ~ε∗) + ψ,εQεQ ~ε
∗ ~ε∗ + ψ,εQεQ

−1(D − ~ε∗ ~ε∗) (4.170)
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wherein

ψ,εP εP =
15BεP

2 −AεQ2

4εP 3/2
(4.171)

ψ,εP εQ =
AεQ√
εP

(4.172)

ψ,εQεQ = 2A
√
εP (4.173)

The previous terms are replaced in (4.170) and simplified to obtain:

E =
15BεP

2 −AεQ2

4εP 3/2
(~1~1)− A

√
εP

(ε∗ ~1 + ~1ε∗) + 2A
√
εPD (4.174)

E(ε) is homogeneous of order 0.5. From the table of homogeneities we conclude that

the homogeneity of E(σ) is n = 1
3 . This degree of homogeneity is fixed and does not

correspond to the usual values for sands (n ≈ 0.5),

For isotropic conditions, a direct relation is derived between the constants A,B and

the isotropic Poisson ratio νiso

A =
B(15− 30 νiso)

8 + 8 νiso
(4.175)

Fig. 4.15 presents the response envelopes for a set of parameters calibrated from νiso =

0.2. The relation σ(ε) can be inverted analytically, but six different solutions are
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Figure 4.15: Hyperelastic response envelopes and isolines of constant strains for Liu’s
potential ψ(ε) =

√
εP
[
BεP
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]

with A = 750, B = 800

obtained, four of which produce complex strains. The uniqueness of the valid solutions

has not been proved yet.

The potential has the advantage of defining a limit of singularity which lies below

the limit of tension. However, the potential does not allow to choose the degree of

homogeneity, and the predefined value of n = 1
3 does not match the experimental
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results for sands.
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Chapter 5

Paraelasticity

Purely hysteretic constitutive behaviour excludes cumulative effects but allows for non-

unique stress strain dependence. A distinction is made between a strain loop and a

strain cycle. Both denote closed strain paths i.e. the initial strain and the final strain

are identical. A cycle is a special kind of loop which is commenced at a reversal, i.e. at

a turning point of the strain path1. Strain cycles must lead to closed stress paths but

strain loops need not. A non-unique relation between stress and strain is necessary to

εε

σσ strain 
cycle 

strain 
loop

RR

R

Figure 5.1: Closed strain cycle implies closed stress cycle. Closed strain loop does not.

capture damping (energy dissipation) and amplitude-dependent secant stiffness. The

paraelastic model introduces the concept of a strain span e which is a sum of strain

increments measured from the recent reversal. This concept was originally proposed

by [32, 69].

Compared with [32] the present version of paraelasticity contains two novel elements,

namely:

• the definition of the distance from the reversal point and the update rules have been

modified

• the reversible dilatancy - contractancy behaviour has been added

In this chapter, the basic concept of strain path reversals and their update rules are

defined and presented in Section 5.2. The performance of paraelasticity in the descrip-

tion of shear degradation and in the simulation of damping ratio curves is discussed

in Section 5.3.2. Numerical examples for the 1D model and calibration of material

constants are given in Sections 5.3.2.2-5.3.2.3.

1More precise definition is given in Section 5.2
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Chapter 5. Paraelasticity

5.1 Paraelasticity with Euclidean distance

In the seventies Hueckel and Nova [32, 69] proposed a paraelastic model based on the

Euclidean distance d̄AR1 = ‖εA − εR1‖ = ‖e‖ different from the definition introduced

later on in this document (5.2), abbreviated as dAR1. Both concepts are similar except

for the fact that the constitutive behaviour in [32, 69] is defined via the compliance

rather than stiffness and does not include dilatancy. It is not a good idea to use the

definition d̄AR1 = ‖e‖ because of impending discontinuities along the neutral direction

or after a small spiral disturbance, Fig. 5.2.
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S
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thΔεΔεa

Δσa

Δσb

Δεb

d

d<0

d>0

2ε

1ε

2σ

1σ

a) b)

Figure 5.2: Shortcomings of the definition d̄AR1 = ‖e‖ used in [32]. Left: The gi-

ven strain path up to the point R may continue upon unloading (
¯̇
dAR1 < 0) (with

reversal) or loading (
¯̇
dAR1 > 0) with almost the same strain increment ∆εa ≈ ∆εb.

The corresponding stress increments are very different ∆σa � ∆σb. Right: Even an
infinitesimally small spiral detour with continuously increasing d̄AR1 = ‖e‖ can result
in a new R1.

In both situations presented in Fig. 5.2 an infinitesimally small disturbance of the

strain path may cause a substantial change of the stress response. Let us first consider

the case on the left hand side. Two strain increments and ∆εa have been chosen almost

perpendicularly to e so that they lie infinitesimally close to the neutral loading along

the arc d̄AR1 = ‖e‖ = const. The increment ∆εb corresponds to loading, ˙̄dAR1 > 0, and

the increment ∆εa to unloading ˙̄dAR1 < 0. The stress increment ∆σa is much larger

than ∆σb due to the fact that unloading generates a new reversal point and a new

(small) d̄AR1 which increases the stiffness. Almost identical strain increment ∆εa on

the loading side is calculated using the original reversal (no update of R). The distance

d̄AR1 from the first reversal renders the stress response much softer (stress increment

‖∆σb‖ < ‖∆σa‖). The problem disappears using the new definition of distance dAR1,

based on the diameter of the loading circle.

Let us now examine the situation presented in Fig. 5.2, right. A monotonous strain

path (vertical line) is interrupted by a small unloading. If this unloading occurred

vertically downwards and were followed by analogous reloading and overloading (also

along the vertical line) the whole event would be wiped out from the material memory.

Alternatively, however, one may generate a reversal in the form of infinitesimally small
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5.2. The stack of reversals and its update rules

unloading directed to the side, say diverting by more than 90◦ from the vertical direc-

tion. Such disturbance may be followed by a tiny spiral strain path constructed in such

way that the distance d̄AR1 = ‖e‖ upon the spiral is monotonically growing. Along

such path one may return to the original direction of deformation and then continue

along the vertical line. The infinitesimally small spiral disturbance leads to the update

of the reversal point and to the substantial change in the stiffness. Also in this situation

an infinitesimally small disturbance in the strain path may cause finite changes in the

stress response, which is unrealistic and inconvenient for numerical implementation.

5.2 The stack of reversals and its update rules

The paraelastic description of the hysteretic strain-stress behaviour is based on the

strain reversals. They are points in the strain space which may be generated by a

sudden turn in the strain increments and which may be deleted by overloading2 (referred

hereinafter as overloading). Pyke [73] suggested the importance of memorising the

history of reversals in a stack structure to comply with the extended Masing rules. In

this section the reversals and their properties are described:

• condition for a generation and deletion of a strain path reversal

• loading direction, strain span, distance between reversals

• loading circle, reversal circle

• stack of reversals and push, pop and drag operations defined on the stack

• root reversal

• splitting of the strain span

The sequence of reversals describes the history of deformation. The PE stress-strain

relation is path dependent because it depends on the stack.

5.2.1 Stack of reversals

Like most nonlinear constitutive models the paraelastic model works with strain in-

crements ∆ε. Starting from the most recent reversal R1 (defined further) the strain

increments are added in a so-called strain span e = ε− εR1. The model describes the

stress span s = σ−σR1 as a function of the strain span. A reversal is established when

the distance3 (denoted as dAR1)4 in the strain domain, between the current state A and

the most recent reversal R1 starts to decrease. The oldest reversal, a so-called root

reversal L, must be specially initialised. The youngest reversal R1 = {εR1, σR1, NR1,

eR1, dRR1, PRR1} consists of the following information: strain εR1, stress σR1, loading

direction NR1, void ratio eR1 corresponding to this reversal, the corrected pressure PRR1

2The concept of overloading is explained in Section 5.2.3.
3Definition is given further in this section.
4At this moment the notation with long indices may seem clumsy, however, it will become natural

in more complex cases.
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accounting for dilatancy/contractancy effects, and the distance dRR1 from R1 to the one

but last reversal R2 = {εR2, σR2, NR2, eRR2, dRR2, PRR2}. Older reversals R3 = {εR3,

σR3, NR3, eRR3, dRR3, PRR3} etc. have the same structure. The root reversal L = {εL,
σL, NL, eL, dL, PRRL = 0} is indelible and needs a special treatment. Its distance dL is

a material constant defining the size of the paraelastic region. The current state is sto-

red in an analogous collective variable A = {ε,σ,N, eA, dAR1, PAR1}. Sometimes it is

necessary to distinguish between the current states An = {εn,σn,Nn, en, dnAR1, P
n
AR1}

and An+1 = {εn+1,σn+1,Nn+1, en+1, dn+1
AR1, P

n+1
AR1} before and after a given strain incre-

ment, respectively.

The current state and all reversals are kept in a LIFO5 list {A,R1, R2, . . . L} of

length l termed the stack of reversals.

A turn in the strain path may generate a new reversal (a reversal is pushed onto the

stack) and during a monotonic (over-)loading the most recent reversals are removed

from the stack (popped). An example of the sequence of LIFO operations performed on

the stack of reversals is presented in Fig. 5.3.

R1

R1

R2

RL

R2
R3

R4
RL+1

R1
R2

R3

RL RL-2

2x poppush

R1
R2

Figure 5.3: Left: a new reversal is pushed onto the head of the stack of reversals
(Last In). The numbering of older reversals is increased in 1 and the size of the list
augments. Right: two reversals are popped from the stack. The head and the second
reversal in the stack are removed, older reversals are renumbered and the length of the
list is reduced.

In a series of cycles with decreasing amplitude (a shakedown) all reversals are mea-

ningful and the stack may become too large for the computer memory. In order to

restrict the memory requirement of the model a consolidation of stack may be perfor-

med.

5.2.2 Loading and reversal circles

The loading circle (a hyper-sphere in the 6D strain space) is uniquely defined by the

following conditions, Fig. 5.4:

• it passes through εR1 and εn+1

• it has a unit outer normal NR1 at εR1

5Last In, First Out.
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ε

Figure 5.4: Loading circle (small) and reversal circle (large) in the strain space gene-
rated by the strain path with reversals.

Given a reversal R1 = {εR1,σR1,NR1, eR1, dRR1, PRR1} and the updated current strain

εn+1 = εn + ∆ε, the centre c and the radius r of the loading circle are calculated from

the equation system c = εR1 − rNR1

r = ‖εn+1 − c‖
(5.1)

The distance between An+1 and R1 is now defined as the diameter dn+1
AR1 = d = 2r

of the loading circle. The diameter can be calculated from

c = εR1 − d

2
NR1

‖ε− c‖2 = ‖εR1 − c‖2

‖εn+1 − εR1 +
d

2
NR1‖2 = ‖εR1 − c‖2

‖εn+1 − εR1 +
d

2
NR1‖2 = ‖d

2
NR1‖2

‖e +
d

2
NR1‖2 =

d2

4
NR1 : NR1

e : e + d · e : NR1 +�������d2

4
NR1 : NR1 = �������d2

4
NR1 : NR1

dn+1
AR1 = d = − e : e

e : NR1
with e = εn+1 − εR1 (5.2)

rather than from the Euclidean norm ‖εn+1 − εR1‖.
Equation (5.2) is valid for e : NR1 < 0 only and dn+1

AR1 =∞ must be used6 otherwise.

All dARi must be smaller than the diameter of the root circle dL (a material constant).

The loading direction Nn+1 is defined as a unit normal with respect to the loading circle

Nn+1 =
[
εn+1 − c

]→
=
[
εn+1 − (εR1 − rNR1)

]→
(5.3)

at An+1.

6dn+1
AR1 = 10dL is sufficient for practical purposes.
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Chapter 5. Paraelasticity

Unloading occurs if dn+1
AR1 < dnAR1. In such case the loading circle passing through An

becomes a reversal circle with the properties {εn,σn,Nn, enA, d
n
AR1, P

n
AR1} memorised

as the youngest reversal R1. Moreover, the indices of the older reversals in the stack

are increased by one. This procedure is denoted henceforth as the push operation.

The distance between any two consecutive reversals Ri+1, Ri is denoted as dRRi.

It can also be calculated from (5.2) using e = εRi+1 − εRi and NRi. Note that dARi

satisfies the axioms of distance:

• dAR1 ≥ 0 (non-negativity)

• dAR1 = 0 if and only if A = R1 (identity of indiscernibles)

• symmetry dAR1 = dR1A

• dAR2 + dAR1 ≥ dRR1 (triangle inequality)

5.2.3 Update rules for the stack

The calculation of the paraelastic model is performed applying small7 strain increments

∆ε. Given ∆ε one may find the new state An+1 using εn+1 = εn + ∆ε, en+1 = en +

tr (∆ε)/(1 + en), Equations (5.2) and (5.3) for dn+1
AR1 and Nn+1 respectively. The stress

σn+1 and dilatancy/contractancy pressure Pn+1
AR1 are calculated as presented in the next

subsections.

Under loading conditions

dn+1
AR1 > dnAR1 and dn+1

AR1 < dRR1 (5.4)

the diameter of the loading circle is monotonically increasing. No reversals are either

generated or deleted.

Under unloading condition

dn+1
AR1 < dnAR1 (5.5)

the current loading circle (passing through R1 and An) is memorised as the most recent

reversal circle and a new loading circle develops from An. Moreover, the indices Ri of

the remaining reversals are incremented by one, and An is pushed onto the stack,

Fig. 5.5. The new (usually very small) loading circle is passing through An and An+1

and has a common outer normal direction with the new reversal circle at εR1.

Under overloading condition

dn+1
AR1 > dRR1 (5.6)

7Large increments may lead to inconsistencies in the constitutive description. One can show that wi-

thin a single large increment a new unloading surface may appear and then be erased. The constitutive

consequences of this are visible only if this increment is calculated with several small sub-increments.
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5.2. The stack of reversals and its update rules

the current loading circle outgrows the most recent reversal circle defined between R1

and R2 with diameter dRR = dRR1

The reversal point R1 is swept out of the material memory and the indices of the

remaining reversals are decreased by one, Fig. 5.5. This update of stack is termed pop.

If the distance from An+1 to the new R1 is larger than the new dRR1, the new R1 must

be popped too. The reversals are popped until the loading condition dn+1
AR1 < dRR1 is

reached or until the root reversal L is overloaded (it cannot be popped). Note that

unloading cannot occur during multiple pop (when several reversals are popped by a

single increment ∆ε). It can be shown that dAR1 remains a continuous function of

strain upon a single or multiple pop. In other words, an infinitesimally small increment

∆ε may pop a reversal but dAR1 with respect to new R1 remains almost identical as

dAR1 with respect to the old one.

The diameter dL of the outermost circle corresponds to the root reversal L which

cannot be popped. Therefore, if the current distance dAR1 exceeds dL, a special

dragging procedure is activated. Given a strain increment ς∆ε that surpassed the root

circle dn+1
AR1 > dL a division is made between a part ς∆ε of this increment that lies

within the root circle and another part (1− ς)∆ε that protrudes outside of it (Fig. 5.7).

The decomposition of the strain increment is termed split.
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εA
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N
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N
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21
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εR3

εR2

R3

εA

N

N

R2
NR1N

N

3UL

εR1

Figure 5.5: The strain path creating new reversal circles upon unloading (3UL) or
swallowing them upon loading (3L).

The conditions for push, pop and drag operators can be summarized as follows
dn+1
AR1 < dnAR1 : renumber Rn+1

i+1 := Rni , and add Rn+1
1 := An

ln > 2 and dn+1
AR1 > dnRR1 : erase Rn1 , ln+1 = ln − 1, renumber Rn+1

i := Rni+1

L = R1 and dn+1
AR1 > dL : dragging

(5.7)
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The index i = 1, · · · , L denotes the sequence of reversals stored in the stack.

Conditions for push and pop operations are shown schematically in Fig. 5.6.

push push pop
R1 R2

R1 R2

R1

R2

R3 R3 R2

pop

xxxxRR111

xxxRR11

ε2

ε1

Figure 5.6: Closed strain cycle with sub-cycle. Each unloading generates a reversal.
Each overloading removes a reversal. Reversals are renumbered as they are created or
deleted.

If An lies inside the root circle and An+1 lies outside of it, the increment ∆ε must be

split into two portions: the inner paraelastic portion ∆εPE and the protruding dragging

portion ∆εHP .

∆ε = ∆εPE + ∆εHP = ς∆ε+ (1− ς)∆ε (5.8)

One can easily determine ς as follows. The parameter ς

ς1,2 =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
with (5.9)

a = ∆ε : ∆ε (5.10)

b = 2r : ∆ε (5.11)

c = r : r−
d2
L

4
(5.12)

is the solution to the quadratic form

d2
L

4
= (r + ς∆ε) : (r + ς∆ε) with (5.13)

r = εn −
(
εL − dL

2
NL

)
The valid solution is max(ς1, ς2, 0) .

Under dragging condition,

dn+1
AR1 > dL (5.14)

L is proposed to move parallel to A with identical increments of stress ∆σ = ∆σL and

strain ∆ε = ∆εL. The loading direction N remains unchanged while dragging.
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Figure 5.7: After an increment the new strain may lie outside the great circle. In such
a case the increment must be split into two portions: the first one (ς∆ε) corresponds to
the portion between εn and the point on the great circle before dragging. The second
portion is the protruding part outside the great circle ((1−ς)∆ε). Dragging takes place
along the protruding portion.

An additional constitutive rule is required for the first unloading after dragging

dnAR1 = dL and dn+1
AR1 < dL (5.15)

A usual push operation would add a new state An+1 on the top of the stack keeping

An as a reversal R1 with dAR1, and preserving L with the same size dL. However, only

one reversal point with dL is allowed for. Therefore L is removed from the stack and

R1 is treated as the new L. This special case is handled by the push algorithm. The

following Mathematica script calculates the push, pop and split procedures for the

isomorphic P-Q space:

push[ An1_] := Module[ {},

state = Prepend[state, An1];

completeStrain[ ] ;

If[Length[state] == 3 && state[[2, 4]] ~approx~ state[[3, 4]],

state = Delete[state, 3] ]; (* from two reversals on the hmax circle take the most recent one as root *)

completePEStress[ ];

];

pop[ ] := Module[ {\[Epsilon], \[Sigma], N0, d0, epor0,

aP1, \[Sigma]1, \[Epsilon]1, N1, d1 , epor1, cP1, koniec},

If[Length[state] <= 2, Print["POP: Dragging "]; Goto[koniec] ; ];

d0 = state[[1, 4]]; (* An1 *)

d1 = state[[2, 4]]; (* R1 *)

If[d0 < d1, Goto[salida];]; (* no need to pop *)

state = Delete[state, 2];

completeStrain[ ] ;

completePEStress[];

If[ state[[2, 4]] ~smallerApprox~ state[[1, 4]],

pop[ ] ; ]; (* recursive call of pop *)

Label[salida];

];

split[ An_, An1_, R1_ ] :=
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Module[{ dBefore, dAfter,

dL, \[Epsilon]A, \[Epsilon]n1, \[Epsilon]1, N1, ab, hA, deps, rb,

a, b, c, discr, PEPortion, \[Epsilon]x, Nn1, SplitExit, depsPE,

depsDrag}, (* splits the increment in a paraelastic portion,

updates stress and returns the protruding portion of

the increment which has to be dragged *)

{dBefore, dAfter, dL} = { An[[4]], An1[[4]], R1[[4]] }; (* A^n+1, R1 *)

{\[Epsilon]A, \[Epsilon]n1, \[Epsilon]1} = { An[[1]], An1[[1]],

R1[[1]] };

N1 = R1[[3]];

deps = \[Epsilon]n1 - \[Epsilon]A ;

rb = \[Epsilon]A - (\[Epsilon]1 - R1[[3]]*dL/2 );

c = rb.rb - dL^2/4;

b = 2*rb.deps;

a = deps.deps;

If[a~approx~0, PEPortion = 1; depsPE = 0*deps; depsDrag = 0*deps;

Goto[SplitExit] ];

discr = b^2 - 4*a*c;

If[discr < 0, Print["Error in Split"]; Abort[];,

discr = Sqrt[discr]; ];

PEPortion = Max[(-b + discr)/(2*a), (-b - discr)/(2*a), 0];

depsPE = PEPortion*deps;

depsDrag = (1 - PEPortion) * deps ; (* Strain increment for dragging *)

Label[SplitExit];

{depsPE, depsDrag }

];

5.2.4 Initialisation of the stack

The initialisation of the stack should represent the loading history of the soil. The

paraelastic stack must consist at least of two components {A,R1 = L} which define the

root reversal circle and the current loading circle.

If the soil is freshly pluviated as it would be the case of a sample prepared in the

laboratory, the normal vectors defining the paraelastic circles ought to be aligned along

the vertical direction, as shown in Fig. 5.8, left.

Soils subjected to small cyclic perturbations should be initialised with a series of

cycles with smaller amplitudes (shakedown) about the K0 direction. This shakedown

condition is illustrated in Fig. 5.8, right.

The initial stress σA, initial void ratio e, and the initial strain ε = 0 are usually

prescribed. The reversals for the shakedown process up to the root reversal are unknown

and would have to be calculated backwards. Instead one may perform a forwards

calculation starting from L = A and then correct the starting position L until the

desired state A is reached. In this case the subroutine SDVINI uses the procedures of

the main UMAT routine.
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Figure 5.8: Initialisation the stack with reversals. Left: a freshly pluviated soil can be
initialised with a monotonic loading along the vertical (x1) direction. Right: shakedown
condition defining a series of nested circles generated by vertical (propagating along x1)
shear waves with decreasing amplitude.

5.3 Stress-strain relation and PE stiffness

Let us denote the total strain difference e = ε − εR1 and the total stress difference

s = σ − σR1 measured from the latest reversal R1. For any monotonously growing

strain path with dn+1
AR1 > dnAR1, the stress-strain relationship is proposed in the following

form

s = H : e = (1− fdχAR1)E : e , (5.16)

wherein dAR1 is given in (5.2) and E is the isotropic elastic stiffness tensor

E = λ 1 1 + 2µI (5.17)

with the Lamé constants8 λ and µ. For applications restricted to small dAR1, the rela-

tion (5.16) is unique and can be inverted. The tangential stiffness (Jacobian) obtained

from (5.16) is

∂s

∂e
= H− fχdχ−1

AR E : e η with η =
∂dAR
∂e

=
−2$~e + NR1

$2
and $ = ~e : NR1

wherein η is an outer normal tensor to the loading circle at A as discussed further, see

Fig. 5.23.

The material constants f > 0 and χ > 0 must guarantee that the secant stiffness

(1− fdχAR1)E in (5.16) and the tangential stiffness (5.18) be positive.

For a rough estimation of the restrictions on f and χ the inequality (5.41) or (5.48)

derived in Section 5.5 may be used.

8The elastic moduli depend on the stress and on the void ratio corresponding to the centre of the

root circle. These values may change only due to dragging and hence the moduli may be considered as

material constants within the paraelastic model.
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5.3.1 Smooth transition to a large strain model

The hypoplastic (HP) tangential stiffness applied during dragging and the paraelastic

tangential stiffness at dAR1 = dL should be similar. By this similarity strong kinks in

stress-strain curves are avoided upon overloading of the dL circle. Due to directional

dependence of both stiffnesses, a requirement of smooth transition for all directions of

loading would be too restrictive. Let us assume, for simplicity ν = 0 (λ = 0). Let the

HP stiffness be EHP =
2µ
mR

I, that is mR - times smaller than the largest PE stiffness.

Moreover, it is assumed that EHP remains constant for all strain spans e in the root

circle and for all directions of loading ė. Depending on the span e and on the loading

direction ė the paraelastic stiffness given by (5.18) varies between 2µ(1− (1 + χ)fdχL)I

for ė‖e and 2µ(1 − fdχL)I for all perpendicular directions. It is assumed ν = 0, hence

the stiffness upon unloading E = 2µI holds.

The PE parameter f should be chosen in accordance with mR in such way that the

HP stiffness lies between the extreme values of the PE stiffness, namely

(1 + χ)f ≥ mR − 1

mRd
χ
L

≥ f (5.18)

5.3.2 Properties of the 1D hysteretic loop

5.3.2.1 Peak stress

In the 1D version the proposed model simplifies to a scalar σ − ε constitutive relation

with the definition of distance dAR1 = |ε − εR1| = |e| and with the scalar spans e =

ε−εR1 and s = σ−σR1 measured from the latest reversal R1. The constitutive relation

(5.16) takes the form

s = (1− fdχAR)Ee with dAR = |e| (5.19)

The material constants E, f and 0 < χ < 1 are all positive. In the case e > 0 and ė > 0

one has |e| = e and differentiating s = Ee − fEeχ+1 with respect to e the tangential

stiffness is obtained

dσ

dε
=

ds

de
= E − fEdχAR [χ+ 1] = 0 (5.20)

A limit of applicability of the 1D model can be established using (5.20) to find the

largest possible value of the diameter dL such that ds/de = 0

dL = [(χ+ 1)f ]−1/χ (5.21)

which is less restrictive than (5.18).

The concavity of the constitutive relation is obtained from its second derivative

− fEdχ−1
AR

[
χ+ χ2

]
< 0 (5.22)
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5.3. Stress-strain relation and PE stiffness

from which it can be concluded that the 1D stress-strain relation becomes convex for

−1 < χ < 0 with positive f .

An example of the constitutive response is shown in Fig. 5.9.

0.002 0.006 0.010
ee

0.2

0.4

s
s

max

max

Figure 5.9: 1D Model with E = 100, fE = 5000, χ = 1 started at a reversal point,
i.e. at s = 0, e = 0 with ė > 0 has the limit strain dL = 0.01 and the corresponding
smax = EdL − fEdχ+1

L

5.3.2.2 Damping D(dAR) and secant stiffness H(dAR)

The damping ratio D is defined using the area A = AL +AU −AT , Fig. 5.10, enclosed

within the hysteretic loop and normalised with stress and strain amplitudes (maximum

elastic stored energy)

D =
AL +AU −AT
4π 1

2s
amplεampl

(5.23)

The area enclosed within the hysteretic loop (Fig. 5.10) can be found from the

analytical integration of the constitutive model.

Au
AL AT = s a

AuAL AT

s s s

R1

R1

e e
a a-a

+ -

E a - a F a E(-a)-(-a) F aχ

Figure 5.10: The dissipated work upon a closed strain cycle.

Using the notation introduced in Fig. 5.10 and the abbreviation F = fE the follo-

wing areas are calculated for strain cycles with a constant double amplitude

The energy supply AL for de > 0 in the range from e = 0 to e = a = 2εampl is

AL =

a∫
0

E e− e fE |e|χde =
1

2
Ea2 − 1

2 + χ
fEa2+χ
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The complementary energy for de < 0 is identical AU = AL and using

AT = a (1− faχ)Ea (5.24)

one obtains

AL +AU −AT =
χfEa2+χ

2 + χ
(5.25)

The damping ratio can be calculated for any χ as:

D =
AL +AU −AT

4π 1
8AT

=
2fχa1+χ

π(2 + χ) [a− fa1+χ]
(5.26)

The secant stiffness, evaluated at ε = a and for any value of χ is:

H =
s

e
= E(1− faχ) (5.27)

Realistic curves of modulus degradation and damping ratio vs. shear amplitude are

obtained with PE, Fig. 5.11.

The material parameters χ, f can be determined from experimental results. Firstly,

the ratio mR between secant PE stiffness H for two different strain amplitudes must

be defined. One of the selected strain amplitudes should coincide with the largest PE

stiffness (plateau on the modulus degradation curve), Fig. 5.11, left.

The ratio mR is proposed to be determined from (5.27) in the range of amplitudes

between e = 0.01dL and 10dL with dL = 10−4, namely

mR =
1− f10−2χdχL
1− f10χdχL

(5.28)

with mR ≈ 5.0 according to [45].

For a given mR, dL and D(dL), e.g. from Fig. 5.12 one may numerically solve (5.28)

and (5.26) for f and χ.

Fig. 5.11 shows the variation of the PE secant stiffness H and of the damping

ratio D for different values of mR. The curves are calibrated for dL = 0.2h and

D(dL) = 0.02 taken from Fig. 5.12, right. The stiffness ratio mR is calculated between

strain amplitudes 2× 10−6 and 2× 10−3.

These values coincide with experimental curves [26, 45, 85, 100] for a clean sand,

Fig. 5.12. A residual value of D ≈ 0.005 for vanishingly small strain amplitudes is

reported in [100]. This effect was disregarded here. The small residual value of damping

may be caused by an experimental device. The experimental damping curve is shifted

by 0.005 downwards before calibration.
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5.3. Stress-strain relation and PE stiffness
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Figure 5.11: Normalized secant stiffness H/E and damping ratio D(a) curves obtained
with PE using dL = 0.2h and D(dL) = 0.02 for mR = 2.0 and mR = 5.0 with the
common E. Fitting the experimental curves D − ln γampl and G− ln γampl one should
consider γampl/

√
2 = εampl = a/2.
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Figure 5.12: Modulus degradation curves G/Gmax vs γ and damping ratio D vs γ
curves obtained from RC-tests for different mean pressures and relative densities Dr0

[100]. Note that γ/
√

2 = ε = dAR holds. The sub-angular natural quartz sand used
in the RC-tests has the following characteristics: d50 = 2 mm, Cu = 4, emin = 0.439,
emax = 0.728. Ranges of damping ratios from studies documented in the literature are
represented with the shaded zones.

5.3.2.3 Masing rule

A sequence of cycles with gradually decreasing amplitude until it becomes vanishingly

small is termed a shakedown. Let us examine the behaviour upon a monotonic loading

applied after a 1D shakedown.

According to the second Masing rule [51] the back-bone curve σ = F (ε) should

perfectly fit the unloading curve if scaled by two and rotated by 180◦, that is

σ − σR

2
= F

(
ε− εR

2

)
(5.29)

wherein σR and εR denote stress and strain at the most recent reversal point, and F is

the function describing the 1D relation between σ and ε for the first loading.

Various propositions for F (γ) can be found in the literature, e.g. [5, 26, 71, 75] for

the 1D case, but their 3D generalizations are not presented.
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Chapter 5. Paraelasticity

The Masing rule is satisfied by the PE model if the number of reversal points during

shakedown is sufficiently large, Fig. 5.13.

monot

-2 * monot

monot

-2 * monot

σ σ

εε

Figure 5.13: Calculated strain cycles with decreasing amplitude followed by the mo-
notonic loading. Left: 34 reversals, right 200 reversals. The Masing rule is satisfied.

One can also recognize the stress and strain spans appearing in (5.29).

5.4 Continuity of stress

In the present section the 3D version of the PE model is discussed. The symmetry of

the distance dAR1 guarantees that in the case of monotonous loading and unloading

(only a single change of the latest reversal point) is given by the relation

s(e) = −s(−e) (5.30)

for monotonous loading and monotonous unloading (only a single change of the latest

reversal point). The stress span, which has been built up upon loading, vanishes com-

pletely upon closing of the strain cycle independently of the strain path. Note that s is

a function of the current distance dAR1 and the current strain span e only and therefore

our result holds despite of possible intermediate (=overloaded) loops, even if they were

not closed. The reversibility of stress upon the outer closed cycle is preserved.

The stress σ(ε) should be a continuous tensorial function (without jumps) of strain.

The continuity of stress must hold in general case. The continuity of stress for push

and pop is examined.

5.4.1 Continuity of stress after push

Continuity of σ(ε) means that infinitesimally small changes in strain increment cannot

cause finite changes in stress increment. This requirement should be satisfied by any

pair of similar strain increments, i.e. ∆εb ≈ ∆εa, should result in ∆σa ≈ ∆σa.

Let us consider strain increments close to the neutral direction. Let ∆εa cause

unloading dn+1
AR1 < dnAR1 so that εn is pushed on the stack whereas ∆εb (≈ ∆εa)

corresponds to loading with dn+1
AR1 > dnAR1 (in Fig. 5.14).
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Figure 5.14: Continuity of stress after push. The given strain path up to the current
point (star) may continue upon unloading (ḋAR1 < 0) (with reversal) or loading (ḋAR1 >
0) with almost the same strain increment ∆εa ≈ ∆εb. The definition of distance based
on the current loading circle guarantees the continuity of stress ∆σa ≈ ∆σb.

The increments are considered to be almost neutral and hence the incremented

strains εn+1
a and εn+1

b must lie very close to the circle passing through εn and εR1. They

practically touch this circle from the inside and from the outside, respectively. In both

cases, therefore, the stress is calculated using the same stiffness H corresponding to

dn+1
AR1 ≈ dnAR1. The updated stress for unloading with ∆εa is

σn+1
a = σR1 + H : en+1 (5.31)

= σR2 + H : (εR1 − εR2) + H : (εn+1 − εR1)

For the case of loading with ∆εb one obtains

σn+1
b = σR2 + H : (εn+1 − εR2) (5.32)

wherein the most recent reversal is denoted as R2 (instead of R1) to use the same

nomenclature as in (5.31). Since (5.31) and (5.32) are calculated using the same stiffness

H (based on the common dn+1
AR1 ≈ dnAR1) the stresses in both cases are almost identical

and hence the continuity is satisfied.

The continuity of stress response for different directions of stretching can be visua-

lized using polar plots of stiffness, so called response envelopes or response polars [20].

The definition (5.2) of distance9 causes a rapid change of stiffness which looks like a kink

in the response envelope for neutral strain directions with N : e ≈ 0, (see the profiles in

Fig. 5.15). Despite this kink, the continuity of stress response across the neutral direc-

tion is satisfied which is of advantage compared to the definition proposed in [32, 69].

Admittedly, an abrupt change in the stiffness at cosα = −~e : NR1 ≈ 0(α ≈ 90◦) for

small ‖e‖ can be disadvantageous from the numerical point of view. Similar concave

kinks are often generated by elastoplasticity.

9as the diameter of the circle connecting the reversal R1 and the current state A
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(P,Q)
0

(P,Q)
0

Figure 5.15: The response envelopes in the P-Q space generated by strain increments
(∆εP )2 + (∆εQ)2 = 0.0052 for loading and unloading at dAR = 0.005 and dL = 0.01 .
Strain increments in different direction are applied to a constant origin state (εP , εQ)0,
and (P,Q)0. The response envelopes are obtained with dAR defined by (5.2). Left: the
origin state was preceded by purely deviatoric deformation (blue arrow). Right: the
origin state was preceded by purely volumetric deformation (red arrow).

5.4.2 Continuity of stress after pop

The continuity of stress should also hold after a reversal is popped. Consider an in-

finitesimally small strain increment ∆ε ≈ 0 that pops the reversal R1, Fig. 5.16.

R2R1 R2R1

A A

ε

ε

ε

ε

n

n+1

dRR1

n
d AR1

n+
1

d AR1

Figure 5.16: Stress continuity during pop. Left: the strain state just before pop.
Right: the strain state after pop.

The small strain increment implies almost equal distances dnAR1 ≈ dRR1 ≈ dn+1
AR1

and dnAR1 < dRR1 < dn+1
AR1. Before pop, the current stress σn is calculated from R2 as

σn = σR1 + H : en (5.33)

= σR2 + H : (εR1 − εR2) + H : (εn − εR1)

with both stiffnesses H corresponding to dnAR1 ≈ dRR1, see Fig. 5.16, left. After the

increment R1 is popped preserving the numbering of reversals, i.e., R2 is not renamed as

R1 yet, see Fig. 5.16, right. The updated stress σn+1 corresponding to εn+1 is calculated
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5.5. Validity range

from R2

σn+1 = σR2 + H : (εn+1 − εR2) with (5.34)

εn+1 − εR2 = εn+1 − εR1 + εR1 − εR2

and with H corresponding to dn+1
AR1 ≈ dRR1. Comparing (5.33) and (5.34) for infinitesi-

mally small increment, that is for dnAR1 ≈ d
n+1
AR1 and εn ≈ εn+1 it can be concluded that

σn ≈ σn+1, which means that the continuity condition is satisfied.

An example of the continuity condition is presented in Fig. 5.17. Two strain paths

departing from the same point A are described. The first one reaches the middle

point C1 and continues with a pure deviatoric component (90◦ turn). The second one

reaches the point B along the εP axis, makes a 180◦ turn to arrive at the point C2

(which coincides with C1). The same stress is obtained at point D either from path

A−C1 −D or from A−B−C2 −D

A B

D

D

BB

P

P

AA

C1
C1

C2C2

C2
εP

εP

C1

εQ

Q

Figure 5.17: The continuity of stress is guaranteed independently of the strain path.
Top: prescribed strain paths starting from A and ending in D. Bottom-Left: P − εP
hysteretic loop. Bottom-Right: P − Q curves obtained from the prescribed strain
paths. Note the curvature of the curves depending on the strain direction from the last
reversal.

5.5 Validity range

The usual range of application of the PE is 2εampl < dL ≈ 0.2h. However, for the

completeness of the formulation a hypothetical case is analysed, for which σ(ε) given

by (5.16) is not invertible, 2εampl � 0.2h. A rough estimation of the invertibility

limit is then sought. In order to preserve a 1-1 dependence between e and s within

the paraelastic regime it is postulated that the s − e-curve should be monotonically

increasing. For this purpose the distance dAR1 must be restricted to such values dAR1 <
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dult that guarantee the positive tangential stiffness

∀ė ė : ṡ = ė :
[
(1− fdχAR1)E− fχdχ−1

AR1E : e η
]

: ė > 0 (5.35)

meaning that all eigenvalues of the tangent stiffness

∂σ

∂ε
=
∂s

∂e
= (1− fdχAR1)E− fχdχ−1

AR1E : e η (5.36)

are positive. Equation (5.16) is valid only for dAR1 < dult. Let us examine the ultimate

case det(∂s/∂e) = 0, namely

∂s

∂e
= E :

[
J(1− fdχAR1)− fχdχ−1

AR1e η
]

(5.37)

Stiffness E is positive definite, therefore the singularity condition results from the ex-

pression in brackets. Using det(A + a b) = det(A)(1 + b : A−1 : a) one obtains

det
[
J(1− fdχAR1)− fχdχ−1

AR1e η
]

= 0 (5.38)

det
[
J(1− fdχAR1)

] [
1−

fχdχ−1
AR1

1− fdχAR1

η : J : e

]
= 0 (5.39)

and using η : J : e = −‖e‖/$ = dAR1

det
[
J(1− dχAR1f)

] [
1−

fχdχAR1

1− fdχAR1

]
= 0 (5.40)

from which follows the maximum double amplitude

dAR1 < min
{
f−1/χ, [(1 + χ)f ]−1/χ

}
= [(1 + χ)f ]−1/χ (5.41)

Alternatively, one may postulate that the Euclidean norm of stress span path must

increase monotonously with dAR1, (s : s)· > 0 at ḋAR1 > 0. This condition is somewhat

more restrictive than the positiveness of s′

s : s = (1− fdχAR1)2uE2 with u = e : e (5.42)

to formulate the condition

∂s : s

∂dAR1
> 0 (5.43)

∂s : s

∂dAR1
= 2(1− fdχAR1)(−χfdχ−1

AR1)uE2

+(1− fdχAR1)2 ∂u

∂dAR1
E2 > 0 (5.44)
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wherein

∂u

∂dAR1
= −e : NR1 =

u

dAR1
(5.45)

Substituting the latter expression in (5.44) one obtains

∂s : s

∂dAR1
=

>0︷ ︸︸ ︷
uE2(1− fdχAR1)

[
2(−χfdχ−1

AR1)

+(1− fdχAR1)
1

dAR1

]
> 0 (5.46)

∂s : s

∂dAR1
= −2χfdχAR1 + 1− fdχAR1 > 0 (5.47)

and finally

dAR1 < [f(1 + 2χ)]−1/χ (5.48)

In the extreme case one can find for the curvature condition

dc =

(
1

f + 2χf

)1/χ

(5.49)

dult

dc
=

[(1 + χ)f ]−1/χ

(f(1 + 2χ))−1/χ
(5.50)

dult

dc
=

(
1 + 2χ

1 + χ

)1/χ

(5.51)

dult must be larger than dc, but the only possible condition to comply with this requi-

rement is when χ < 0. An alternative definition dD of the usual paraelastic range is

based on a desired damping ratio

dD =

(
Dπ(χ+ 2)

f(2χ+Dπ(χ+ 2))

)1/χ

(5.52)

dD

hc
=

(
Dπ(χ+ 2)(1 + 2χ)

(2χ+Dπ(χ+ 2))

)1/χ

(5.53)

For the case
dD

dc
= 1,

χ =
1− 2Dπ

Dπ
with χ < 0 for D >

1

2π
≈ 0.159 (5.54)

A schematic example is presented in Fig. 5.18, where dD < dc < dult. Under certain

initial conditions it is possible to obtain σ(dult) < σmax, with a vanishing tangential

stiffness as shown in Fig. 5.18
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εdc dultdD

σ

σmax

Figure 5.18: Schematic example with the definition of dD < dc < dult. For dult the
tangential stiffness vanishes.

5.6 Drift of stress paths

The performance of PE upon strain paths in the isomorphic εP−εQ space are examined.

Due to the diagonal isotropic elastic stiffness

E =

[
3K 0

0 2G

]
(5.55)

one could at first expect that the stress response to a rectangular strain path, say

first along εP and then along εQ axis will also be rectangular. However, the portion

of the stress path corresponding to deviatoric deformation is slightly curved and this

curvature depends on the direction from which the turning point (it is not a reversal)

is approached. Such behaviour can be simulated as depicted in Fig. 5.19.

P P

Q Q

300300

Figure 5.19: Influence of the former volumetric deformation on the shape of the stress
curve obtained with paraelasticity upon deviatoric strain path.

The continuity of stresses combined with the volumetric coupling explained in this

section may lead to a zigzag form in the stress path upon a shakedown initialisation

of the stack, followed by monotonic deviatoric shearing. Fig. 5.20 presents an example

of a shakedown initialisation along the volumetric direction εP , followed by shearing

in εQ. After a pop takes place, the curvature of the stress path changes every time a
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Figure 5.20: The continuity of stress combined with the drift of the stress path pro-
vokes changes in the curvature of the stress increments after a shakedown followed by
consecutive pops.

reversal circle is exceeded. The changes in the curvature produce a zigzag stress path.

The drift of the stress path during an increase of eQ at eP = const can be quantified

using {
sP

sQ

}
= (1− fdχAR1)

[
3K 0

0 2G

]
·

{
eP

eQ

}
(5.56)

Due to the increment dεQ the following stress increments are obtained{
dsP

dsQ

}
= −χfdχ−1

AR1d
′
AR1deQ

{
3KeP

2GeQ

}

+(1− fdχAR1)

{
0

2GdeQ

}
(5.57)

wherein d′AR1 =
∂dAR1

∂εQ
. The deviation of the stress path from purely deviatoric direc-

tion can be quantified by dsP /dsQ as follows

dsP
dsQ

=
−χfdχ−1

AR1d
′
AR1deQ3KeP

−χfdχ−1
AR1h

′deQ2GeQ + (1− fdχAR1)2GdeQ
(5.58)

dsP
dsQ

=
−χfdχ−1

AR1d
′
AR13KeP

−χfdχ−1
AR1d

′
AR12GeQ + (1− fdχAR1)2G

(5.59)

dsP
dsQ

=
−χfdχAR1d

′
AR13KeP

−χfdχAR1d
′
AR12GeQ + dAR1(1− fdχAR1)2G

(5.60)

dsP
dsQ

=
3KeP

2GeQ +
dAR1

d′AR1χ

(
1− 1

dχAR1f

)
2G

(5.61)

Note that for a given eQ the inclination
dsP
dsQ

of the stress path depends on the sign of

eP . This explains the zigzag stress path shown in Fig. 5.20. For the special case ν = 0,

3K = 2G holds, and for eP ≈ eQ ≈ dAR1/2 with d′AR1 ≈ 2 the following estimation is
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obtained

dsP
dsQ

=
1

1 +
1

χ

(
1− 1

dχAR1f

) (5.62)

For the desired smoothness of the stress path

∣∣∣∣dsPdsQ

∣∣∣∣ < 1/z = 1/10 the application of

the model must be roughly restricted to (see Fig. 5.21)

dAR1 <

[
f

(
z + 1 +

1

χ

)
χ

]−1/χ

≈ 0.2h (5.63)

assuming χ ≈ 0.9 and f ≈ 300.

1

SP

SQ

z

Figure 5.21: The slope of an increment in the stress span dsP /dsQ is quantified as
a function of dAR1, f, χ. A reduced value of dAR1 can be chosen to reduce the zigzag
effect.

An analogous effect is observed in stress controlled laboratory tests [4, 86, 87]. In

order to follow a purely deviatoric stress path one needs a small volumetric compression

or extension depending on the sense of direction upon which the turning point was

approached, Fig. 5.22. It shows that after a 90◦ turn of the stress path from hydrostatic

direction to deviatoric direction the straining is not purely deviatoric. The deviation

from the deviatoric strain path depends on the direction of the preceding hydrostatic

deformation [86].

The drift of the stress path is caused by the dAR1−dependent secant stiffness H =

(1−fdχAR1)E proposed in (5.16). The effect can be understood examining the tangential

PE stiffness K

K =
∂σ

∂ε
=
∂s

∂e
= H− χfdχ−1

AR1E : e η with (5.64)

η =
∂dAR1

∂e
=
−2$~e + NR1

ψ2
and $ = ~e : NR1 (5.65)

It can be shown that ‖η‖ = 1/$2 and that η is perpendicular to the loading circle.
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Figure 5.22: Strain vectors observed experimentally after the turning point O of the
stress path [86].

This distribution of η on a loading circle is presented10 in Fig. 5.23. Note that the

norm ‖η‖ → ∞ for A→ R along the loading circle.
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Figure 5.23: Distribution of η on a loading circle. Note that 1/‖η‖ and not infinite
‖η‖ is plotted.

The resulting stress rate consists of the basic portion H : ε̇ and of the drift of the

stress path −fχdχ−1
AR1E : e η : ε̇ after a 90◦ turn in the deviatoric direction. These

portions need not be parallel and the drift leads to a characteristic curvature of the

stress path obtained from a rectangular strain path. The drift to the side compared to

the basic stress rate is maximal for large ‖η‖ and if ε̇ ‖ η and ~e ⊥ η.

Let us compare stress rates obtained for deviatoric strain rate in two cases depicted

10

eb = {r, 0} + r {Cos[a], Sin[a]};

Nb = {-1, 0};

h = -eb.eb/(eb.Nb);

{solu} = Solve[ h == 2 , r][[1]];

\[Psi] = Normalize[eb /. solu].Nb;

etanorm = 1/\[Psi]^2;

PolarPlot[{r /. solu, r + 1/etanorm /. solu}, {a, -Pi, Pi}]
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in Fig. 5.24. In both cases one has the same dAR1,η. One may notice that the difference

P

Qε

ε
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Qε

ε
R R

A A
e

e
dεdε

ηη

co
m

p
ext

Figure 5.24: Left: deviatoric strain path (ext) preceded by isotropic extension. Right:
deviatoric strain path (comp) preceded by isotropic compression. The volumetric defor-
mation has too strong impact on the tangential stiffness for large distances dAR1 ≈ dL.

between stress rates in these two cases using (5.64) is

(Kcomp−Kext) : ε̇ = −fχhχ−1E : (ecomp−eext)η : ε̇ (5.66)

which shows the contribution from two drift terms acting in different directions.

5.7 PE and the Masing rule

This section deals with the analytical proof of the compliance of PE with the second

Masing rule.

Let us assume that loading takes place inside a single reversal circle. Starting a

monotonic deformation from the initial state being a reversal

ε0 = εR and σ0 = εR (5.67)

the stress grows according to

s = (1− fdχ)Ee with s = σA − σR and e = εA − εR (5.68)

with the rate form

ṡ = −χfdχ−1ḋEe+ (1− fdχ)Eė = [1− (1 + χ)feχ]Eė (5.69)

In the case considered in this Section, σR = const and εR = const, hence the rate

form is

σ̇R = [1− (1 + χ)feχ]Eε̇A (5.70)

because for the 1d case d = e.

Next, let us consider loading started after a perfect shakedown. This means that the

monotonic deformation is commenced after a series of cycles with decreasing amplitudes
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di = di+1−a by a small amount a. The final amplitudes are also vanishingly small, i.e.

d1 ≈ 0.

7 65 4

d 6

d 5

a

Figure 5.25: Reversal circles during shakedown.

It is assumed that none of the reversal circles is removed during shakedown (un-

limited memory of the material). The stresses at the constitutive reversals can be

calculated from

σR6 − σR7 = (1− fdχ6 )Ed6 (5.71)

σR5 − σR6 = (1− fdχ5 )E(−d5) (5.72)

σR5 − σR7 = (1− fdχ5 )E(−d5) + (1− fdχ6 )Ed6 (5.73)

as shown in Fig. 5.25. One may substitute d6 = d7 − a and d5 = d6 − a = d7 − 2a

and examine the influence of a on the change of stress σR5 − σR7 starting from a given

σR7 = const. Let us consider an initial state initialised by a perfect shakedown with

infinite number of reversals a→ 0 until the distance d between the subsequent reversals

in strain vanishes, d ≈ 0.

For a monotonic reloading (say with ε̇A > 0, i.e. rightwards in Fig. 5.25) one has a

development of stress due to changes in εA. It is accompanied by a series of double-pop

operations due to which the current reversal point is moving leftwards. If the current

strain is moving from 4 to 6, then the reversals moves from 5 to 7, Fig. 5.25. These

pop-operations affect both s and e.

Suppose the current strain εA is moving to the right by ε̇Adt = da. For the infinite

number of reversals one has da → 0 and the pop procedure becomes a continuous

process of evolution of σR.

dσR5

da

∣∣∣∣
a→0

= − [1− dχf(1 + χ)]E (5.74)

In the process of overloading upon a strain path from 4 to 6 with da = ε̇Adt the
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circles are popped and the reversal stress evolves from σR5 to σR7 with the rate

σ̇R = − [1− dχf(1 + χ)]Eε̇A (5.75)

which corresponds to the rate form of σR7−σR5 from (5.73). Upon a monotonic loading

path from 4 to 6 or more generally from εA − ε0 = 0 to εA − ε0 = x the evolution of

the reversal stress is described by

σR − σ0 = −E(1− xχf)x (5.76)

which can be easily obtained by integration of (5.75). During the monotonic straining

the series of double pops cause the evolution of the reversal stress according to (5.76)

but also the evolution of the reversal strain

ε̇R = −ε̇A (5.77)

and hence the double growth rate of the strain span d. Integrating (5.77) starting from

εA ≈ εR ≈ ε0 (ideal shakedown) one has

d = εA − εR = 2(εA − ε0) = 2x (5.78)

Substituting (5.76) and (5.75) into (5.68) one obtains

s = (1− fdχ)Ee (5.79)

σA − σR = (1− fdχ)E(εA − εR) (5.80)

(σA − σ0) + (1− xχf)Ex = (1− f(2x)χ) E 2 x (5.81)

σA − σ0 = (1− f(2x)χ) E 2 x− (1− xχf)Ex (5.82)

σA − σ0 = F (2x)− F (x) = B(x) (5.83)

wherein F (2x) is the PE stress span function within a single reversal (no pop) and

σA − σ0 = B(x) describes the reloading curve after shakedown (or backbone curve). A

possible solution of (5.83) for B(x) is

B(x) = F (x) =
1

2
F (x) (5.84)

which is equivalent to the 2. Masing rule. The latter express the reloading curve F (x)

as a function of the backbone curve B(x)

F (y) = 2B(y/2) with y = εA − εR = 2x (5.85)
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5.8. Numerical check of conservation of energy

5.8 Numerical check of conservation of energy

In this section numerical simulations are used to analyse whether the production of

energy along a closed strain path depends on the sense of circulation, and if it is possible

to obtain negative work. Reversible dilatancy-contractancy effects are not considered

in the analysis.

We examine if the model may violate the Second Law of Thermodynamics. E is

based on the pressure in the middle of the root circle and hence it remains constant

unless dragging occurs. In pure PE range the pressure dependence of E cannot therefore

lead to a perpetuum mobile of the second kind. However, the non-unique σ(ε) relation

could. The energy integral
∫

e : H : ė dt is generally path-dependent because H is not

constant.

According to the PE model, any circular strain follows a reversal circle and hence

the secant stiffness H is constant. For example, let us consider a circular strain path

e(t) = {eP , eQ} = 1
2dAR1{cos t, sin t} with 0 < t < 2π and with ė(t) = {ėP , ėQ}

= 1
2dAR1{− sin t, cos t}. The dissipated energy is

∮
σ : dε =

∮
s : de because both

strain and stress path are closed. We examine dissipation on a stress cycle that starts

and ends at the same reversal point so that the state variables are unchanged. In such

case a circular path must correspond to the same distance dAR1 and the secant stiffness

must be constant. In this example, the dissipated energy vanishes

∮
s : ė dt =

2π∫
0

1

4
d2
AR1(− sin t HPP cos t+ cos t HQQ sin t)dt = 0 (5.86)

because the distance dAR1 is constant upon the whole path and thus the secant stiffness

(in particular the components HPP and HQQ) is constant. Of course
2π∫
0

sin t cos tdt = 0

holds, contrarily to uniaxial cycles with damping given in (5.26). The usual symmetry

HPQ = HQP has been assumed so the contributions from the off-diagonal terms of H

must vanish.

The mathematical derivation of the amount of dissipated energy for more complica-

ted loading paths leads to cumbersome expressions. A series of numerical calculations

is examined in εP , εQ space with combinations of loading paths along and across the

loading circle.

Firstly a strain path formed by two segments is considered: an isotropic loading

portion defining a loading circle with dAR1 = 2r, and an arc segment with constant

dRR1 = R1 − R2. The sequence of the loading produces two general paths: first arc

and then isotropic loading (AL) or first isotropic and then loading along the arc (LA).

Both paths can be performed in a clockwise sense (CW = +1) or in a counterclockwise

sense (CW = −1) and are presented in Fig. 5.26.
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CCW CWCCWCW

R1 R1

Figure 5.26: Left: line-arc (LA) strain paths starting from R2 in clockwise and coun-
terclockwise senses of rotation. Right: arc-line (AL) strain paths starting from R2 in
counterclockwise (CCW) and clockwise (CW) senses.

The work produced along the prescribed strain path is

W =

∮
σ : dε =

∮
s : de =

R1∫
R2

s : de +

R2∫
R1

(s + sR1) : de (5.87)

Using the simplified notation d = dAR1 = dRR1 the produced work for the line-arc path

is

WLA = −3

2
Ed2(1 + fdχ − 2f |d|χ) +

3Ed2(2 + χ− 2f |d|χ)

2(2 + χ)
(5.88)

and for the path arc-line, the resulting work is

WAL = −3

2
Ed2(−1 + fdχ) +

3Ed2(−2− χ− 2f |d|χ + 4fdχ + 2fχdχ)

2(2 + χ)
(5.89)

The obtained work is always positive, irrespectively of the material parameters χ, f

as shown in Fig 5.27. Hence, it can be concluded that for the specified paths arc-line

and line-arc the sense of rotation does not influence the sign of the work.

f

χ

W

1

0.5

0

10

5

Figure 5.27: Minimum values of work obtained from AL and LA strain paths in clock
and counterclockwise directions. The obtained work is always ≥ 0

Another type of closed strain path is considered. The path is composed of two

arc segments (h = const) joined by two diagonal lines, as shown in Fig. 5.28. The

counterclockwise path is formed by the succession of line-arc-line-arc (LALA) loadings.
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The clockwise path is formed by the succession of arc-line-arc-line (ALAL) segments.

Qε

Pε
R2

R3

R1

CW

R4

Qε

Pε
R2R4

R1

R3

CCW

Figure 5.28: Left: Arc-line-arc-line path (clockwise sense). Right: Line-arc-line-arc
strain path (counterclockwise rotation).

The work along the proposed path is calculated from:

W =

∮
s : de

=

R3∫
R4

s : de+

R2∫
R3

(s+sR3) : de+

R1∫
R2

(s+sR3+sR2) : de+

R4∫
R1

(s+sR3+sR2+sR1) : de(5.90)

The parametric description of the strain path CW (ALAL) along the reversal points in

{εP , εQ} is:

eR4−R3 = r {(1− cos (πt/2)), sin (πt/2)} ; d = 2r (5.91)

eR3−R2 = r{t,−t}; h = − ‖eR3−R2‖
~eR3−R2.{0, 1}

(5.92)

eR2−R1 = −r {(1− cos (πt/2)), sin (πt/2)} ; d = 2r (5.93)

eR1−R4 = −r{t,−t}; h = − ‖eR1−R4‖
~eR1−R4.{0,−1}

(5.94)

and the CCW strain path (LALA) is described by

eR4−R3 = r{t,−t}; h = − ‖eR4−R3‖
~eR4−R3.{−1, 0}

(5.95)

eR3−R2 = r {sin (πt/2) , (1− cos (πt/2))} ; d = 2r (5.96)

eR2−R1 = −r{t,−t}; h = − ‖eR2−R1‖
~eR2−R1.{1, 0}

(5.97)

eR1−R4 = −r {sin (πt/2) , (1− cos (πt/2))} ; d = 2r (5.98)

Substituting the corresponding terms and their derivatives the work for the arc-line-

arc-line path is

WALAL =
2χfd2

(
dχ(2G− 3K)(2 + χ)− 2d−χ(2G− 3K(1 + χ))|d|2χ

)
2 + χ

(5.99)
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and for the CCW path line-arc-line-arc one obtains

WLALA = −
2χfd2

(
dχ(2G− 3K)(2 + χ)− 2d−χ(−3K + 2G(1 + χ))|d|2χ

)
2 + χ

(5.100)

Fig. 5.29 presents values of WALAL as a function of the parameters χ, f . The volumetric

component was given a stronger influence than the deviatoric component by setting

K = 107 and G = 10. For any combination of χ and f the resulting work is always

positive. Similar positive contours are obtained for WLALA.
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Figure 5.29: Isolines of work obtained from arc-line-arc-line strain path with K = 107

and G = 101.

Additional paths were tested, but none produced negative work. Two examples

are presented in Fig. 5.30 where the isolines of work for a line-zigzag and a line-line-

arc paths were tested. Negative work could only be produced when χ < 0, which

constitutes a condition in the PE formulation (change of concavity in the s(e) curve).
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Figure 5.30: Line-zigzag and line-line-arch paths with their corresponding isolines of
work with K = 107 and G = 101. For both cases W ≥ 0.

A routine to produce random paths in the form ALAL (CW) or LALA (CCW) was

developed. Four points {εP , εQ} were randomly generated on a circle with diameter d.

A schematic example is presented in Fig. 5.31. The initial point R4 is set always to

the coordinate origin {0, 0}. The strain path is closed, returning to the departure point
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R4. The work obtained from random paths is always positive, both for CW and CCW
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Figure 5.31: Random paths following the sequence arc-line-arc-line (left) and line-arc-
line-arc (right), with their corresponding closed loop in the P -εP plane. W ≈ 0 is
obtained for paths with predominantly longer arc portions (left).

circuits. W ≈ 0 occurs when the arch portion is dominant over the line portion (Fig.

5.31, left).
The following Mathematica script computes the work along a closed ALAL strain

path generated randomly.

plotworkRandomALAL[r_, trand_, \[Chi]_, f_, K_, G_] :=

Module[{ work1, work2, work3, work4, ee, ss, ss1, ss2, ss3, ss4, dee, t, tinc, ee0, ee1, ee2, ee3, ee4,

h, EE, NR1, W , t0, t1, t2, t3, tcirc },

ss = {0, 0}; ee = {0, 0}; tinc = 100; EE = DiagonalMatrix[{3 K, 2 G}];

{t0, t1, t2, t3} = trand;

{ee0, ee1, ee2, ee3} = r {(1 - Cos[2 Pi #]), Sin[2 Pi #]} & /@ trand; (* Reversal points randomly

generated on hmax circle *)

(* Circular loading with h=const *)

ee = r {(1 - Cos[2 Pi t]), Sin[2 Pi t]}; dee = D[ee, t]; h = 2 r; ss = (1 - f h^\[Chi]) EE.ee;

ss1 = ss //. {t -> t1};

ePeQ1 = Table[{ee[[1]], ee[[2]]}, {t, 0, t1, t1/tinc}];

ePP1 = Table[{ee[[1]], ss[[1]]}, {t, 0, t1, t1/tinc}];

eQQ1 = Table[{ee[[2]], ss[[2]]}, {t, 0, t1, t1/tinc}];

work1 = Assuming[\[Chi] >= 0, Integrate[(ss + {0, 0}) .dee, {t, 0, t1}]];

(* Straight unloading *)

ee = Norm[ee2 - ee1] *Normalize[ee2 - ee1 ] {t, t}; dee = D[ee, t]; NR1 = Normalize[ee1 - {r, 0}];

h = -Norm[ee]/Normalize[ee].NR1;

ss = (1 - f h^\[Chi]) EE.ee; ss2 = ss //. {t -> 1};

ePeQ2 = Table[{ee[[1]] + ee1[[1]], ee[[2]] + ee1[[2]]}, {t, 1/tinc, 1, 1/tinc}];

ePP2 = Table[{ee[[1]] + ee1[[1]], ss[[1]] + ss1[[1]]}, {t, 1/tinc, 1, 1/tinc}];

eQQ2 = Table[{ee[[2]] + ee1[[2]], ss[[2]] + ss1[[2]]}, {t, 1/tinc, 1, 1/tinc}];

work2 = Assuming[\[Chi] >= 0, Integrate[(ss + ss1) .dee, {t, 0, 1} ] ];

(* Circular loading with h=const *)

If[(t3 - t2 ) < 0, tcirc = 1 + (t3) , tcirc = (t3) ];

ee = r {(1 - Cos[2 Pi t]), Sin[2 Pi t]}; (* It yields the real \[Epsilon] and not e *)

dee = D[ee, t]; h = 2 r; ss = (1 - f h^\[Chi]) EE.ee; ss3 = (ss //. {t -> tcirc}) - (ss1 + ss2);

ePeQ3 = Table[{ee[[1]] , ee[[2]] }, {t, t2, tcirc, (tcirc - t2)/tinc}];
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ePP3 = Table[{ee[[1]] , ss[[1]]}, {t, t2, tcirc, (tcirc - t2)/tinc}];

eQQ3 = Table[{ee[[2]] , ss[[2]]}, {t, t2, tcirc, (tcirc - t2)/tinc}];

work3 = Assuming[\[Chi] >= 0, Integrate[(ss(*+ss1+ss2*)) .dee, {t, t2, tcirc}]];

(* Straight unloading *)

ee = Norm[ee0 - ee3] *Normalize[ee0 - ee3 ] {t, t}; dee = D[ee, t]; NR1 = Normalize[ee3 - {r, 0}];

h = -Norm[ee]/Normalize[ee].NR1;

ss = (1 - f h^\[Chi]) EE.ee; ee4 = ee //. {t -> 1}; ss4 = ss //. {t -> 1};

ePeQ4 = Table[{ee[[1]] + ee3[[1]], ee[[2]]+ ee3[[2]]}, {t, 1/tinc, 1, 1/tinc}];

ePP4 = Table[{ee[[1]] + ee3[[1]], ss[[1]] + ss1[[1]] + ss2[[1]] + ss3[[1]]}, {t, 1/tinc, 1, 1/tinc}];

eQQ4 = Table[{ee[[2]] + ee3[[2]], ss[[2]] + ss1[[2]] + ss2[[2]](**)+ ss3[[2]]}, {t, 1/tinc, 1, 1/tinc}];

work4 = Assuming[\[Chi] >= 0, Integrate[(ss + ss1 + ss2(**) + ss3) .dee, {t, 0, 1} ] ];

W = work1 + work2 + work3 + work4;

Print["W=", W];

Print["\[CapitalSigma]\[Sigma]=", ss1 + ss2 + ss3 + ss4];

{ListPlot[ {ePeQ1, ePeQ2, ePeQ3, ePeQ4}, AxesLabel -> {"\[Epsilon]P", "\[Epsilon]Q"}, PlotRange -> Full,

AspectRatio -> Automatic],

ListPlot[ {ePP1, ePP2, ePP3, ePP4}, AxesLabel -> {"\[Epsilon]P", "P"}],

ListPlot[ {eQQ1, eQQ2, eQQ3, eQQ4}, AxesLabel -> {"\[Epsilon]Q", "Q"}] }

]

trand = {0}; AppendTo[trand, RandomReal[{0, 1}]]; AppendTo[trand, RandomReal[{trand[[2]], 1}]];

AppendTo[trand, RandomReal[{trand[[3]], 1}]];

plotworkRandomALAL[hmax/2, trand, \[Chi], f, 10^7, 10^1]

In spite of varying the form of the cycles, the starting position, the sense of circula-

tion and the number of reversals a negative dissipation of energy never occurred. None

of the tested cycles could produce mechanical work from heat. A formal mathematical

proof of the compliance of PE with the Second Law seems cumbersome, especially if

the reversible dilatancy-contractancy formulation is analysed. In the next Section, a

simplified mathematical approach is proposed to check the conservation of energy of

PE using a hyperelastic potential.

5.9 Analytical check of conservation of energy

The positiveness of the energy

W =

∫
σ : ε̇ dt (5.101)

dissipated by PE on a closed path ε(t) in the strain space is analysed now in this section

from a purely mathematical approach, using a hyperelastic definition of the stress span

and some convenient assumptions.

Hereafter it is assumed that the strain path is commenced at a reversal point in

order to exclude changes in stress after the loop. If stress span s resulted from a

potential function (like ψ(ε) in Chapter 4) one would have a 1-1 stress - strain relation

(path-independence), but not vice versa, i.e. a single-valued relation s(e) does not

always suffice to derive a potential ψ(e). In PE one has a single-valued dependence

s(e) but the energy is path dependent and no elastic potential function ψ(e) exists.

For an increment of strain de (at a constant reversal), the increment of the energy of
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deformation can be found from

dW = σR1 : de + e : H : de with H = (1 + fdχ) E and de = ε̇dt (5.102)

The secant stiffness H and the maximal stiffness E are symmetric and positive definite

tensors. The distance d = d(e) is a scalar function of e. The integrated energy W is

strain-path dependent. If one attempts to integrate the dissipation rate (σR+e : H) : ε̇,

a complication may also arise: the reversal point σR could change upon the strain loop.

In the following sections two special cases of closed strain paths are considered, namely

with one and with two reversal points.

5.9.1 Strain loop with a single reversal

In this subsection it is assumed that only one reversal point (εR,σR) exists on the

whole strain cycle after which the initial stress is recovered. A possible closed path

with a single reversal must lie on a hypersphere in strain space, Fig. 5.32-left. The

path is commenced at a reversal R lying on this sphere (say with diameter d) and for

all points on the sphere the distance to the reversal is constant, d(e) = const. Hence,

the secant stiffness Hu = (1 + fdχ) e : E is constant (and symmetric) too. Moreover,

ε̇ = ė holds on the whole path because the reversal does not change. The dissipation

is calculated from ∮
(σR1 + e : Hu) : de (5.103)

The constant stress σR1 does not dissipate energy
∮
σR1 : de = 0 on a closed path.

The stress span s = e : Hu with constant stiffness Hu on the sphere can be considered

as derived from the following hyperelastic potential

ψ(e) =
1

2
e : Hu : e viz. s =

∂ψ

∂e
= Hu : e (5.104)

so for all paths on the sphere ∫ u

0
s(e)de = ψ(u), (5.105)

holds independently of the path e(t) provided it starts at e = 0, lies on the surface of

the sphere and ends at e = u.

In particular, a closed path (with u = 0) cannot dissipate energy if the whole strain

trajectory remains on the sphere. Herewith all paths on a reversal sphere corresponding

to dAR1 = const are shown to preserve energy.

5.9.2 Strain loop with two reversals

Let us assume that only two reversals (εR,σR) appear on the whole strain cycle,
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R

Rd

Rr

u

d

Figure 5.32: Dissipation on a closed paths. Left: closed path on a 6D sphere, Right:
closed path with change of a reversal from Rd to Rr

• ( 0,σRd) holds for the “departure” portion of the strain loop (from e = 0 to

e = u)

• (u,σRr) holds for the “return” portion of the strain loop, Fig. 5.32-right.

The reversal stresses are inter-related

σRr = σRd + Hu : u with Hu = (1− fdχ)E and d = d(u) = const. (5.106)

The strain span u between the reversals is assumed to be fixed, i.e. all strain paths

from e = 0 to e = u and back from e = 0 to e = −u are considered. The work

performed by the stress during departure is∫ u

0
σRd : de +

∫ u

0
s : de = σRd : u +

∫ u

0
s : de (5.107)

and on the way back

∫ −u

0
σRr : de +

∫ −u

0
s : de =

∫
σRr:ė︷ ︸︸ ︷

σRd : (−u) + (−u) : Hu : u +

∫ −u

0
s : de (5.108)

wherein Hu is the secant stiffness at the reversal Rd i.e. at e = u.

The total work dissipated upon the loop is∫ u

0
e : H : de +

∫ −u

0
e : H : de− u : Hu : u (5.109)

Minimum of this expression cannot be negative. In order to show this we argue as

follows:

• the stiffness H can only be scaled by a scalar multiplier and hence it can be written

as [1 + µ(e)] Hu with a scalar function µ(e)

• The function µ(e) = f(dχ(u) − dχ(e)) ≥ 0 is positive valued. The smallest
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possible secant stiffness within the reversal circle between Rd and Rr is denoted

by Hu .

• Using the smallest stiffness Hu one obtains

1

2
u : Hu : u +

1

2
(−u) : Hu : (−u)− u : Hu : u = 0 (5.110)

This corresponds to a path on the reversal circle between Rd and Rr.

• Using the positive definite stiffness H = (1 + µ)Hu we find∫ u

0
(1 + µ) e : Hu : de +

∫ −u

0
(1 + µ) e : Hu : de− u : Hu : u (5.111)

and with abbreviation ψ(u) = 1
2u : Hu : u∫ u

0
(1 + µ) e : Hu : de +

∫ −u

0
(1 + µ) e : Hu : de− 2ψ(u) = (5.112)

ψ(u) + ψ(u)− 2ψ(u) +

∫ u

0
µ e : Hu : de +

∫ −u

0
µ e : Hu : de = (5.113)∫ u

0
µ e : Hu : de +

∫ −u

0
µ e : Hu : de (5.114)

For non-negative dissipation it is sufficient to show that the inequality∫ u

0
µ e : Hu : de +

∫ −u

0
µ e : Hu : de ≥ 0 (5.115)

is satisfied. This can be proofed independently for each summand, e.g. for the

first one. The first summand corresponds to the “departure” path and the loading

condition

η : de ≥ 0 with η =
∂d

∂e
(5.116)

must be satisfied along the path. Integrating the first summand in (5.115) by

parts one obtains∫ u

0
µ e : Hu : de = µ(e)ψ(e)|u0 −

∫ u

0
ψµ′ : de with µ′ =

∂µ

∂e
= −fχdχ−1η(5.117)

and using ψ( 0) = 0 and µ(u) = 0 we obtain the dissipated energy in the form∫ u

0
µ e : Hu : de =

∫ u

0
ψ(e) fχdχ−1η : de (5.118)

Under loading conditions (5.116) and with positive f, χ and d it can be concluded

that the integral of the positive-valued function ψ(e) on the right hand side cannot

be negative. The other summand in (5.115) can be proven positive in the same
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way.

5.10 Coupling paraelasticity with von Wolffersdorff’s hy-

poplasticity

The paraelastic and hypoplastic models can be coupled by means of the superposition

of their stress increments. Given a prescribed strain increment ∆ε the corresponding

stress increments are:∆σHP = L : ∆ε+ N‖∆ε‖

∆σPE = f(e) when dragging→ ∆σPE = 0
(5.119)

Note that e = εA
n+1 − εR1 does not change during pure dragging. It it is not the case

during pure rotation (a strain path that lies on the loading circle) although in both

cases ‖e‖ = dL remains constant.

The proposed coupling weights the contribution of the non-linear portion of the

hypoplastic stress increment using the current diameter of the loading circle dAR1 as the

weighting factor. When dAR1 approaches dL the non-linear portion of the hypoplastic

stress increment gets a weighting factor close to 1. For pure dragging the paraelastic

stress increment vanishes because e does not change. Therefore no weighting factor is

required for the paraelastic portion. The total stress increment is therefore composed

of two portions:

∆σ = (L− HL(1− w)) : ∆ε+ N‖∆ε‖w + ∆σPE (5.120)

with w =

〈
dAR1 − d0

dL − d0

〉β
and HL = H(dL)

where 〈t〉 = (|t|+t)/2 are the Macaulay brackets, and d0 and β are two new constants:

• d0 delimits the strain level up to which the stress increment is only produced

by the paraelastic model. No cumulative effects are possible during strain cycles

with double amplitudes smaller than d0.

• β controls the increase of the cumulative effects within the range of double strain

amplitudes between d0 and dL.

The influence of β is presented in Fig. 5.33. It is desired that the hypoplastic contribu-

tion starts to be significant for strain levels close to dL, in order to preserve the loops

closed for lower levels of strain (pure paraelastic contribution).

For large values of dL it is suggested to give more weight to the hypoplastic stress

during the interpolation, i.e. large β.
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Figure 5.33: Variation of the weighting factor w with β for dL = 0.05 and d0 = 10−4.
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Figure 5.34: Coupling between hypoplasticity and paraelasticity. A kink is observed
at the point where dragging commences (full hypoplastic stress increment with w = 1).
The initial loading circle has in this example a diameter dAR1 = 0.75dL, with the
coupling parameters β = 0.75, d0 = 0.1dL, and elastic material constants K = 13500,
ν = 0.2.

A simulation in Mathematica of a monotonic triaxial compression is presented in

Fig. 5.34, using the coupling between vW hypoplasticity and the paraelastic model.

The coupling (5.120) shows a strong dependance on the conditions on which the

loading circle is initialized, namely the diameter of the circle before the deviatoric

loading path, the initial stress state for the same circle, and the direction of loading

affecting the curvature of the paraelastic path. The implementation of the coupled

model in its fully tensorial form for Abaqus R© has not been completed as yet.
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5.11 Reversible dilatancy and contractancy (RDC)

It is well known that the volumetric strains (porosity changes) may be caused not only

by the changes of pressure but also due to shearing. The second effect is known as

dilatancy/contractancy (DC) and is typical for granular materials even at isotropic

stress [81]. Pure DC manifests itself as a change of volume or a change of pressure due

to deviatoric deformation under isobaric or isochoric conditions, respectively.

Soil behaviour is always contractant directly after a reversal. Upon continuation of

straining the initial contractancy is overridden by the dilatancy.

Usually DC effects are modelled in the plastic part of the constitutive model as it

has been proposed in the well known models Sanisand [88] or Severn-Trent [19].

In PE one has to render DC perfectly reversible upon any closed cycle. The RDC

behaviour is conveniently expressed in terms of pressure rather than in terms of volume-

tric change. In isochoric tests contractancy manifests itself as a decrease of pressure P

and the dilatancy as an increase of P . Moreover, for the sake of simplicity dilatancy is

expressed as a function of the total strain ‖ε̇‖, rather than of its deviatoric portion ‖ε̇∗‖
only. The consideration of RDC may be important for dynamic calculations without

cumulative effects but with relatively large amplitudes.

It turns out that the RDC is stronger if the preceding monotonous deformation is

longer (e.g. for large amplitudes). This effect is incorporated in the present extension

of PE described below.

5.11.1 Evolution equations for RDC in 1D case

In order to describe the RDC behaviour an additional term has been introduced into the

PE constitutive equation (5.16). At first we consider a 1D case of isotropic compression.

For the sake of simplicity let us assume that the PE model is linear elastic, P = K εP ,

that means, H(dAR1) = K is constant. Starting deformation from a single (L = 1)

reversal at εP = 0 with diameter dRR1 = dL the following expression is proposed for

the RDC pressure

PAR1 = −C K dAR1 (dχRR1 − d
χ
AR1) < 0 with (5.121)

dAR1 = |εP − εPR1|

At this moment the notation with long indices may seem clumsy, however, it will

become natural in more complex cases. The pressure (5.121) is meant to be added to

the conventional PE pressure, in the 1D case to P = KεP . At first the RDC pressure

decreases with the distance dAR1, Fig. 5.35. Upon continuation of straining the negative

PAR evolves towards lim
dAR1→dRR1

P (dAR1) = 0. This evolution is described by (5.121).

The RDC effect can be switched off setting the material constant C = 0. In general,

the RDC-curve P (dAR1) need not be symmetric, P (dεP ) 6= P (dRR1 − εP ).

Next, let us consider straining ε̇P > 0 commenced at R2 and halted (reversed) at
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=dRR1
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PR2

P=PR1

d

PAR1

PRR1

R2

R1

K

(1-C dRR1 )K
χ1

Figure 5.35: The dashed black line shows the simplified (linear) 1D constitutive res-
ponse P = KεP without hysteretic effect and without RDC. The continuous blue
curve departing from PR2 shows the RDC effect for ε̇P > 0: initially PAR1 de-
creases (due to contractancy) down to −CKdχ+1

RR1a(1 − aχ) with a = (χ + 1)−1/χ at
εP = dRR1(χ + 1)−1/χ. Upon further straining an increase of PAR1 (due to dilatancy)
occurs up to PAR1 = 0 at εP = dRR1. The discontinuous (red) curve depicts analogous
behavior for ε̇P < 0 after a reversal at εP = dRR1.

εP < dRR2. This reversal is denoted as R1, Fig. 5.36. The RDC pressure at R1 is

negative, PAR1 < 0, because the dilatancy has not completely counterbalanced the

initial contractancy. The change of the RDC pressure between reversals Ri+1 and Ri is

denoted as PRRi and memorised on the stack. Let us continue the strain path leftwards

(red discontinuous line, ε̇P < 0) from R1 back to R2, Fig. 5.36 top. As the current

strain εP approaches R2, the RDC should vanish. However, (5.121) cannot satisfy this

requirement because PRR1 gained during straining rightwards remains. The level of

return for the red discontinuous path (with ε̇P < 0) is the lower dashed line instead of

the upper one. In consequence, the residual pressure P (0) − PR2 = PRR1 is left over.

The red discontinuous line in Fig. 5.36 top can be described by

P (εP )− PR2 = [K · dRR1 + PRR1] (5.122)

+ [K · (εP − dRR1) + PAR1)]

with PAR1 = −C K dAR(dχRR1 − d
χ
AR) and dAR = |εP − dRR|. Closing the strain loop

A→ R2 with εP → 0 we are left with a stress remainder

P (0)− PR2 = PRR1 (5.123)

(note that lim
dAR1→dRR1

PAR1 = 0 in (5.123)).

The remainder (5.123) has to be corrected to prevent a stress jump in case of

overloading (leftwards). 11 A desired correction is depicted in Fig. 5.36 bottom. The

process of erasing of the remainder has been distributed along the whole path leftwards

from R1 to R2 so that the corrected RDC pressure P cAR1 ( measured from the lower

11Otherwise, the stress P (0) would immediately jump to the value PR2 on the upper reference dashed

line.
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dashed line) takes the form

P cAR1 = PAR1−PRR1ϑ1 (5.124)

with abbreviation ϑ1 = dAR1/dRR1. Substitution of P cAR1 from (5.124) into (5.123) in

place of PAR1 leads to

P (εP )− PR2 = [K · dRR1 + PRR1]

+ [K · (εP − dRR1) + P cAR1] (5.125)

P (εP )− PR2 = [K · dRR1 + PRR1] + [K · (εP − dRR1)

+PAR1 − PRR1ϑ1] (5.126)

For dAR1 → dRR1 i.e. for εP → 0 and ϑ1 → 1, the RDC pressure gained prior to

R1 is completely canceled out by P cAR :

(P (εP )− PR2)|dAR1→ dRR1
εP→0

= [KdRR1 + PRR1]

+ [K·(εP − dRR1) +���PAR1 − PRR1ϑ1] = 0 (5.127)

εP

εP=dRR2

εP

P
K

PR2

P(0)

PR2

P=PR3

PAR1

PRR1

PRR1

dAR1

d=dRR1

d=dRR1

P K P=PR3

εP=dRR2

Pc
AR1

R2

R2

dAR1 R1

R1

Figure 5.36: Top: the pressure PAR1 after the (dot-dashed red discontinuous line)
strain path from R1 to R2 does not cancel out the RDC pressure PRR1 gained upon
(continuous blue) path from R2 to R1 if calculated with uncorrected evolution equation
(5.123). Bottom: the RDC pressure P cAR1 (red discontinuous path from R1 to PR2)
guarantees the reversibility if calculated with corrected evolution equation (5.126 ) )

The presented approach with corrected P c can be extended to strain paths with

multiple reversals.
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5.11. Reversible dilatancy and contractancy (RDC)

5.11.2 RDC for isomorphic strain space εP − εQ̄

The RDC formulation presented in the previous subsection is extended to the 2D case,

preserving full reversibility upon any closed loop. However, a qualitatively new problem

emerges with so-called “semi-reversals”.

In order to explain this problem let us assume linear elasticity with the constant

stiffness H(dAR) = E = const.{
sP

sQ̄

}
=

[
3K 0

0 2G

]
·

{
eP

eQ̄

}
(5.128)

Moreover, let the prescribed strain paths be purely deviatoric and the initial pressure

be P = 0 so that all changes in pressure can be interpreted as the RDC effects only.

They can be conveniently demonstrated in εQ − P diagrams.

Let us consider a strain path from RL to R1 shown in Fig. 5.37 (red line). Both re-

versals lie on the great circle and by definition the remainder from previous deformation

history is absent, P (RR1) = 0. The RDC pressure simplifies to

P cAR1 = PAR1+
=0

�����P (dRR1) ϑ1 (5.129)

= −C K dAR1(dχRR1 − d
χ
AR1). (5.130)

The minimal value P cmin = −CKdχ+1
RR1a(1 − aχ) with a = (χ + 1)−1/χ lies at εQ =

dRR1(χ+ 1)−1/χ, Fig. 5.37 b.

After a “semi-reversal” R1, with an angle of reversal let’s say of α ≈ 95◦, the

current strain εA approaches the reversal circle (Fig. 5.37, a) and just before reaching

it the diameter (distance) dAR1 between A and R1 is identical to dRR1 between R1 and

RL. According to (5.130) the minimal values P cmin on both spans (dashed green and

continuous red) would be identical, which seems unrealistic. Therefore, for the 2D case,

a modified formula for PAR1 is proposed superseding (5.121):

PAR1 = −C K d1−m
AR1 (dχRR1 − d

χ
AR1)d̄ m

AR1. (5.131)

Novel elements are the Euclidean distance d̄AR1 = ‖εA − εR1‖ and a new material

constant m ≈ 1.0. In 1D case dAR1 = d̄AR1 and (5.131) simplifies to (5.121). It is

evident that over the short span A − R1 the values d̄AR1 are much smaller than dAR1

and hence Pmin over the short (green) span must be much smaller than Pmin from the

span R1 −RL, Fig. 5.37 c. The contours of PAR1 without and with d̄AR1-modification

differ strongly in the vicinity of a reversal as shown on the deviatoric strain plane in

Fig. 5.38 left and right respectively. The contour plots were generated for the same

strain path. The black diamonds depict the minimum values P cmin. The advantage

of the novel formulation with Pmin ≈ −3.5 compared with Pmin ≈ −8.5 from P (d) is
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Figure 5.37: The RDC pressure produced in the straining segment departing from the
“semi-reversal” R1 (a) shows an excessively strong RDC upon a short path between
R1 and A (b). The incorporation of the Euclidean distance d̄ in (5.131) reduces the
minimal value P cmin on the span A−R1 (c).
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Figure 5.38: Enlargement of isobars P = const produced in the segment R1−RL in the
vicinity of R1. Left: isovalues of P (d) calculated from the original definition (5.124).
Right: modified isovalues of RDC obtained from (5.131) considering the Euclidean
distance d̄. Pmin for both cases are marked with black diamonds.

evident.

Both RDC pressures PAR1 (with or without d̄AR1) vanish for overstraining. Upon

overstraining of the reversal circle (dashed circle in Fig. 5.39) a problem of discontinuity

of stress (due to RDC pressure) is encountered.

This discontinuity of pressure emerges independently of the definition of PAR1, and

requires a similar correction as the one introduced in (5.124). For this purpose the
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εL εR1

εA=εB

3

ε1
*

P
εQ

A

B

εL

εR1

Figure 5.39: The straining process starts from εL towards εR1 (red line). After the
reversal the blue path approaches εA on the dRR1 dashed circle. At the current strain
εA, P (d, d̄) reaches the reference value depicted with the bottom dashed line (bottom).
Upon overloading, RDC pressure jumps to the value P (B) which would be obtained
after a hypothetical direct strain path from εL to εB = εA. The undesired jump in
stress is depicted with a vertical arrow.

following distances between the current point A and the reversal Ri are introduced

d̄ARi = d̄(A,Ri) = ‖εA − εRi‖ (5.132)

dARi = d(A,Ri) =
‖εA − εRi‖

−NRi : (εA − εRi)→
(5.133)

For example d2 is calculated between R2 and A as if they were on the common loading

circle (the reversal R1 is ignored). Moreover, after each reversal the most recent d1 is

memorised (in stack) as dRR1, so in general we have

dRRi = d(Ri+1, Ri) and d̄RRi = d̄(Ri+1, Ri). (5.134)

Note that distances d̄RRi are not used in RDC and need not be memorized on the stack.

The graphical interpretation of distances dARi, dRRi and d̄ARi is presented in Fig. 5.40.

In the example, one has just two reversal and two contributions to P are calculated:

1. PAR1 = P (dAR1, d̄AR1) from the current span R1 −A.

2. P cAR2 = P c(dAR2, d̄AR2) from a fictitious span RL − A (as if the reversal R1 did

not exist.)

The latter contribution is weighted with the factor dAR1/dRR1. For dAR1 = dRR1

the first contribution vanishes and the weighting factor of the second contribution

becomes dAR1/dRR1 = 1. The corrected RDC pressure depends on dAR1, dAR2, and on
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Figure 5.40: Definition of distances: dRRi = diameter of i-th reversal circle, dARi =,
diameter of a (pseudo=dashed) loading circle between A and Ri, d̄ARi = Euclidean
distance between A and Ri

d̄AR1, d̄AR2

P cAR1 = PAR1 + [P cAR2 − P cRR1]
dAR1

dRR1
(5.135)

guarantees the continuity upon overloading (pop), see Fig. 5.41. P cRR1 is the RDC

pressure at R1 with respect to R2. For the large circle, L = 2 we have P cRR2 = PRR2

because there is no need for corrections.

3

ε1
*

AB   PRR1=PRR1
c

εL

εL

εR1 εR1

εA=εB εA=εB

P
εQ

Figure 5.41: Contour plot of corrected RDC pressure P c after strain path analogous
to the one in Fig. 5.39. The undesired jump of pressures has been erased.

A numerical test of reversibility and continuity of stress upon overloading is shown

in Fig. 5.42. As expected we can observe kinks but no jumps in the stress path.
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Figure 5.42: Perfect reversibility of stress upon monotonic loading 9. The stresses at
previous reversals were generated by cycling shearing 1-8 and could be recovered. The
P−axis has been strongly stretched in this figure.

5.11.3 General 3D case

Finally the formulation of the complete version of PE with RDC and without any

simplifications is presented. The pressure due to RDC upon a (fictitious for i ≥ 2) the

span Ri −A, is analogous to (5.131)

PARi=CKd1−m
ARi (dχARi − d

χ
RRi)d̄

m
ARi for i = 1, .., L (5.136)

and it is vanishing for dARi = 0, dARi = dRRi and additionally for d̄ARi = 0. This

formula assumes PRRi = 0. In general it is not the case and P cARi instead of PARi must

be used.

The stress σ consists of two portions, one purely paraelastic sPE and another one

due to P cARi

σ − σR1 = s =

=sPE︷︸︸︷
H : e−

=sD︷ ︸︸ ︷
~1P cAR1 (5.137)

wherein −~1P cAR1 results from RDC pressure12 on the span R1−A including corrections

due to PRRi 6= 0.

The PE part of σ in (5.137) has been shown to satisfy continuity upon unloading

and overloading already in the Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.2. In order to avoid jumps in the

stress upon pop of the ith reversal the value of RDC pressure PARi is superposed by

corrections (P cARi+1−P cRRi) weighted with factors ϑi = dARi/dRRi ∈ (0, 1) and denoted

as P cARi.

12the minus sign results from the definition P = −~1 : σ
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All P cARi are calculated recursively

P cAR1 = PAR1 + ϑ1(P cAR2 − P cRR1) (5.138)

P cAR2 = PAR2 + ϑ2(P cAR3 − P cRR2) (5.139)

. . .

P cARi = PARi + ϑi(P
c
ARi+1 − P cRRi) (5.140)

. . .

P cARL = PARL + ϑL(
=0

P cARL+1 −
=0

P cRRL) (5.141)

Note that for the special case of the great circle we have P cARL+1 = 0, P cRRL = 0 and

dRRL = dL = const per definition. In order to avoid repetitive calculations we memorise

dRRi and P cRRi on the stack.

Upon a reversal (push) the current state is memorised, in particular P cAR1 turns

into P cRR1. The current dAR1 is stored as dRR1.

In order to demonstrate the continuity of stress upon overloading P cAR1 is calculated

for dAR1 approaching dRR1, see Section 5.11.5.

5.11.4 Continuity of stress after unloading (push)

Consider a turn of the strain path chosen in such a way that in one case an infinitesi-

mally small unloading occurs (push) with εu and in the other case we follow the neutral

direction just to continue loading with εl (see Fig. 5.43). For the purpose of compari-

son we have renumbered the reversals even for the case where no push has taken place.

Suppose that for the loading case the stack has the form

{{εl, σ, N, dAR2, e, P cAR2},
{εR2, σR2, NR2, dRR2, eR2, P cRR2},

{εR3 = εRL, σR3, NR3, dRR3, eR3, P cRR3 = 0}}
(5.142)

After unloading (push) a new reversal R1 appears and the stack has the form

{{εu, σ, N, dAR1, e, P cAR1},
{εR1, σR1, NR1, dRR1, eR1, P cRR1},
{εR2, σR2, NR2, dRR2, eR2, P cRR2},

{εR3 = εRL, σR3, NR3, dRR3, eR3, P cRR3 = 0}}

(5.143)

wherein εl ≈ εu. In the unloading case we have dRR1 ≈ dAR1 = d and for loading we

have approximately the same distance dAR2 ≈ d and hence the same stiffness HRR1 =

HAR1 = HAR2 = H = (1 − fdχ)E applies for the spans R2 − R1, R1 − A and R2 − A.
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5.11. Reversible dilatancy and contractancy (RDC)

Therefore the stresses (without dilatancy effect) are additive and

σu = σR1 + H : e with σR1 = σR2 + H : f (5.144)

σl = σR2 + H : (f + e) (5.145)

σl = σu (5.146)

Thus the continuity of stress without RDC pressure is satisfied after push. We used

abbreviations e = εA − εR1, f = εR1 − εR2. For the case with dilatancy we need an

additional consistency of the RDC pressures. The stress after unloading

σu =

σR1︷ ︸︸ ︷
σR2 + H : f− ~1P cRR1 +H : e− ~1P cAR1 (5.147)

should be identical σl = σu with the stress for loading

σl = σR2 + H : (f + e)− ~1P cAR2 (5.148)

Using the result (5.146) this identity results in the consistency condition of the RDC

pressures

unloading︷ ︸︸ ︷
P cRR1 + P cAR1 =

loading︷ ︸︸ ︷
P cAR2 (5.149)

which can be shown to be satisfied on substituting

P cAR1 =
=0
PAR1 +

=1
ϑ1 (P cAR2 − P cRR1) (5.150)

We could set PAR1 = 0 and ϑ1 = 1 because dRR1 ≈ dAR1 holds. P cAR2 for unloading

(5.150) is identical with P cAR2 for loading (RHS of 5.149) because εAl ≈ εAu and

dlAR2 ≈ duAR2 and d̄lAR2 ≈ d̄uAR2.

R2

R3=RL R3=RL

R1

d R
R

2

d R
R

1

A
A

εl

R2

f
e+f

e=εu

Figure 5.43: Continuity after push. Left: the strain increment ∆εL continues the loa-
ding process. Right: the strain increment ∆εU generates a new reversal R1. Continuity
of stress is guaranteed including the dilatancy/contractancy effect.
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Chapter 5. Paraelasticity

5.11.5 Continuity of stress after overloading (pop)

The continuity of the evolution of stress requires that the stress just before pop and

just after pop be almost identical. Suppose that the initial stack

{{ε, σ, N, dAR1, e, P cAR1},
{εR1, σR1, NR1, dRR1, eR1, P cRR1},
{εR2, σR2, NR2, dRR2, eR2, P cRR2},

{εR3 = εRL, σR3, NR3, dRR3, eR3, P cRR3 = 0}}

(5.151)

is popped (R1 vanishes) and the indices of all reversals should be decremented by one.

However we proceed without renumbering, and the stack takes the form

{{ε, σ, N, dAR2, e, P cAR2},
{εR2, σR2, NR2, dRR2, eR2, P cRR2},
{εR3, σR3, NR3, dRR3, eR3, P cRR3 = 0}}

(5.152)

With such notation we have d = dAR1 = dAR2 ≈ dRR1 < dRR2 for the moment of

overloading. The stress σb just before overloading is

σb =

σR1︷ ︸︸ ︷
σR2 + H : f− ~1P cRR1 + H : e− ~1P cAR1 (5.153)

with abbreviations f = εR1−εR2 and the common stiffness H = (1−fdχ)E. This secant

stiffness is identical for the span R2 −R1 for A−R1 and for A−R2 because all three

states lie on the common reversal circle of diameter d, see Section 5.4.2. This stress

should be almost identical with the stress σa after tiny overloading

σa = σR2 + H : (f + e)− ~1P cAR2 (5.154)

From the comparison σa = σb follows

before overloading︷ ︸︸ ︷
P cRR1 + P cAR1 =

after overloading︷ ︸︸ ︷
P cAR2 (5.155)

which is indeed satisfied expanding P cAR1 according to (5.138) with ϑ1 = 1 and PAR1 = 0

due to dAR1 ≈ dRR1. Pressures P cAR2 before and after overloading are almost identical

because εAb ≈ εAa and therefore dbAR2 ≈ daAR2 and d̄bAR2 ≈ d̄aAR2.

5.11.6 Continuity of stress after double overloading

The continuity of stress when two reversals are simultaneously (within a single incre-

ment) removed is now analysed, Fig. 5.44. The states before and after popping R1 are

compared without renumbering the reversals. For the state Ab directly before overloa-
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5.11. Reversible dilatancy and contractancy (RDC)

ding (tb) the stack has the form

{{εb, σ, N, dbAR1, e, PAR1},
{εR1, σR1, NR1, dRR1, eR1, PRR1},
{εR2, σR2, NR2, dRR2, eR2, PRR2},

{εR3 = εRL, σR3, NR3, dL, eR3, PRR3 = 0}}

(5.156)

We assume that the current strain surpasses the reversal circle at R2, that is εb ≈
εa ≈ εR2. This leads to a double pop because the circle R1 and the circle R2 are

simultaneously overloaded. After the double overloading the stack has the form

{{εa, σ, N, daAR3, e, PAR3},
{εR3 = εRL, σR3, NR3, dL, eR3, PRR3 = 0}}

(5.157)

R2
d R

R
1

A RL=R3RL=R3

R1R1

d R
R

2

Ab

Aa

e

e

fg

Figure 5.44: Left: after unloading at R1 the current strain A moves towards the
reversal R2. Right: double overloading is caused by an infinitesimally small increment
from εAb to εAa surpassing the reversals exactly at R2.

When A approaches R2 (before pop) the stress σb can be calculated from

σb = σR1 +H1 : e− ~1P cAR1 expanding (5.158)

σR1 = σR2 + H1 : f− ~1P cRR1 and (5.159)

σR2 = σR3 + H3 : g− ~1P cRR2, (5.160)

wherein H1 = (1 − fdχAR1)E, H3 = (1 − fdχRR2)E, e = εA − εR1, f = εR1 − εR2 and

g = εR2 − εR3. For εA → εR2 we have f = −e, dAR1 = dRR1, ϑ1 = 1 and PAR1 = 0.

Eq. (5.158) expands to

σb = σR2 − ~1P cRR1 (5.161)

−~1

P cAR1︷ ︸︸ ︷[
=0
PAR1 +

=1
ϑ1 (P cAR2 − P cRR1)

]
with σb = σR2 − ~1P cAR2.
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Chapter 5. Paraelasticity

Expanding again we find

σb =

σR2︷ ︸︸ ︷
σR3 + H3 : g− ~1P cRR2 (5.162)

−~1

P cAR2︷ ︸︸ ︷ =0
PAR2 +

=0
ϑ2 (P cAR3 − P cRR2)︸ ︷︷ ︸

=0


σb = σR3 + H3 : g− ~1P cRR2 (5.163)

After pop we have

σa = σR3 + H3 : g− ~1P cAR3 (5.164)

and the desired continuity σb = σa holds because P cAR3 = P cRR2.

5.12 Paraelastic model in P −Q space

Two different definitions of the deviatoric invariant are used in this paper: one for

general tensors and one for axisymmetric ones (say with respect to x1). In the general

case we use Q = ‖σ∗‖ ≥ 0 and εQ = ‖ε∗‖ ≥ 0. For the special case of x1-axisymmetric

stress and strain and for x1-axisymmetric increments we prefer to use Q̄ = ~1∗ : σ and

εQ̄ = ~1∗ : ε, wherein

~1∗ = − 1√
6

diag(−2, 1, 1) (5.165)

holds. Similarly like the Roscoe’s q = −(σ1 − σ2) both Q̄ and εQ̄ can take negative

values. Our paraelastic quantities are analogously:

sP = −~1 : s eP = −~1 : e (5.166)

sQ̄ = − ~1∗ : s ēQ̄ = − ~1∗ : e (= − ~1∗ : e∗) (5.167)

with ~1 = − 1√
3

diag(1, 1, 1)

The deviatoric invariants sQ̄ and eQ̄ are positive for triaxial compression and nega-

tive for triaxial extension. The invariants sP and eP are positive for compression. Note

that ~1∗ : ~1∗ = 1, ~1∗ : ~1 = 0. The operation ”extract the deviatoric part” t∗ from t
can be written as t∗ = ~1∗ ~1∗ : t provided t is diagonal and x1-axisymmetric.

Using the secant stiffness

H = (1− fdχAR1)E (5.168)

we notice that H preserves the x1-axial symmetry in s if e is x1-axial symmetric.
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5.13. Hypoelastic model in P −Q space

Therefore for all x1-symmetric strains and stresses we may write

s = ~1~1 : s + s∗ = ~1~1 : s + ~1∗ ~1∗ : s (5.169)

= −~1sP − ~1∗sQ̄

e = ~1~1 : e + e∗ = ~1~1 : e + ~1∗ ~1∗ : e (5.170)

= −~1eP − ~1∗eQ̄

and hence [
−~1sP − ~1∗sQ̄

]
= H :

[
−~1eP − ~1∗eQ̄

]
− ~1aP1 (5.171)

In order to express the paraelastic relation (5.137) in terms of sP , sQ̄, eP , eQ̄{
sP

sQ̄

}
=

[
HPP HPQ

HQP HQQ

]
·

{
eP

eQ̄

}
+

{
aP1

0

}
(5.172)

we can just pre-multiply (5.171) either with ~1 or with ~1∗ to obtain:

HPP = ~1 : H : ~1 = (1− fhχ)3K (5.173)

HPQ = ~1 : H : ~1∗ = 0 (5.174)

HQP = ~1∗ : H : ~1 = 0 (5.175)

HQQ = ~1∗ : H : ~1∗ = (1− fhχ)2G (5.176)

5.13 Hypoelastic model in P −Q space

As soon as the strain increment exceeds the dL circle, it causes dragging. In this case,

the stress-strain relation is usually described by elastoplastic or hypoplastic constitutive

equation which can be seen as a kind of kinematic hardening rule. Here a simple case is

considered in which dragging is described by hypoelasticity. We preserve the notation

introduced in Section 5.10 and denote the increment with ∆tHP and not with ∆tHE .

The stress increment is calculated with an isotropic hypoelasticity, dependent on the

pressures Pn+1 = −~1 : σn+1, Pn = −~1 : σn. Let us denote

E = Pn+θ Ě with (5.177)

Ě =
1

κiso

[
3ν

1 + ν
1 1 +

2− 4ν

1 + ν
I

]
and

Pn+θ = Pn+1θ + Pn(1− θ)

Isomorphic κiso interrelates P and void ratio e according to the formula by Butter-

field

ln

(
1 + e

1 + e0

)
= −κiso ln

(
P

P0

)
(5.178)
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Chapter 5. Paraelasticity

The increment ∆σHP is calculated as

∆σHP = [Pn+1θ + Pn(1− θ)]Ě : ∆εDrag with (5.179)

Pn+1 =
Pn + Pn(1− θ)~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

wherein Pn = is the pressure at the state An before the increment, on the dL circle,

and θ controls the type of integration method (θ = 1 implicit, θ = 0.5 semi-implicit,

θ = 0 explicit). For numerically stable time integration θ ≥ 1/2 should be chosen. Ě is

the isotropic elasticity defined via the isomorphic κiso and Poisson ratio ν.

The tangential stiffness of ∆σHP = Pn+θĚ : ∆εDrag can be calculated as:

∂∆σHP

∂∆ε
= Pn+θĚ + Ě P′n+θ :̂ ∆εDrag with (5.180)

P′n+θ =
Pnθ(1− θ)~1 : Ě

1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag
+ (5.181)

θ2(Pn + Pn(1− θ)~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag)(~1 : Ě)

(1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag)2

5.14 Barotropy in PE

The stiffness of granular materials depends on pressure. The following formulation

E =

(
p

patm

)n
Ê and K =

(
p

patm

)n
K̂ , (5.182)

commonly used in geomaterials is adopted, wherein n ≈ 1 for clay and n ≈ 0.5 for

sand and the normalized stiffness Ê and K̂ corresponds to the reference pressure p =

patm = 100 kPa. In this formulation the Poisson ratio ν is assumed constant. Using

(5.182) directly with (5.137) a closed strain loop need not generate a closed stress loop,

Fig. 5.45 so the essential feature of the paraelastic model would get spoiled. In order to

s
s

s

e

e

R
e

e

R

R

R

P s
P

P

Q

Q Q

Q

Figure 5.45: A closed strain loop that do not generate a closed stress loop using (5.182)
with (5.137)

preserve stress after a closed strain loop we propose to use (5.182) with the pressure PL
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5.14. Barotropy in PE

of the last (indelible) reversal rather than with P of the current stress. This pressure

remains constant except for dragging so the conservation of stress within the paraelastic

model is obeyed.
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Chapter 6

Application of PE to boundary

value problems

Paraelasticity is now tested in the FE solution of boundary value problems (BVP). The

consistent Jacobian matrix for the paraelastic model with the RDC effect is derived.

Then two examples of application of PE using FE models are presented, namely the

simulation of a cyclic torsion test emulating the conditions of a resonant column test,

and the calculation of settlements beneath a shallow footing subjected to 10 000 cycles

of vertical loading.

6.1 Calculation of the consistent Jacobian matrix

In order to derive the tangential stiffness D =
∂s

∂εA
the following abbreviation t′ = ∂t

∂εA
is introduced just for this section, for example D = s′. It is assumed that no push or

pop operation is activated upon differentiation. Therefore all dRRi and P cRRi values are

treated as constant parameters. Using (5.137) we find

s′ = H + H′̂:e− ~1P′cAR1 (6.1)

H′ = −fχdχ−1
AR1E d′AR1 (6.2)

P′cARi =


P′ARi + ϑ′i(P

c
ARi+1 − P cRRi)

+ϑiP
′c
ARi+1 for i < L

P′ARi for i = L

(6.3)
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6.2. Cyclic torsion test

wherein

ϑ′i = d′ARi/dRRi (6.4)

d′ARi =
NRi − 2

(
d̄
′
ARi : NRi

)
d̄
′
ARi(

d̄
′
ARi : NRi

)2 with (6.5)

d̄
′
ARi = (εA − εRi)→ (6.6)

P′ARi =
mPARi
d̄ARi

d̄′ARi +
∂PARi
∂dARi

d′ARi (6.7)

∂PARi
∂dARi

= CKd−mARid̄
m
ARi

[
(1−m)(dχARi − d

χ
RRi) (6.8)

+χdχARi
]

6.2 Cyclic torsion test

The first example is the simulation of a cyclic torsion test using the user’s material

routine UMAT with the commercial FE program Abaqus R© . The soil sample is cylin-

drical, with diameter 2r0 = 0.10 m and height 0.10 m. The sample was subjected to

10 cycles of torsion around its vertical axis, applied through a rigid plate placed on the

top of the sample, analogously to the RC test but under quasi-static load.

The sample is fixed to the bottom plate. The contact between the plates and the

soil sample is perfectly rough, i.e. no slipping between the surfaces is allowed. Vertical

displacements are not restricted in the top plate. The FE mesh of the soil sample

presented in Fig. 6.1 consists of 4980 C3D8 linear elements and is based on a similar

model used by Rebstock [76].

X1
X2

X3

ω

X1

X3
X2

Figure 6.1: FE model of a torsional test using paraelasticity. Left: Initial configuration
with top and bottom plates. Rotations are prescribed upon the top rigid plate. Right:
deformed sample after a torsion of 0.002 rad.
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Chapter 6. Application of PE to boundary value problems

The PE stack was initialized with a simple monotonic loading, defining a stack with

the largest reversal plus the loading circle with diameter 0.5dL. Three sets of tests were

performed with initial isotropic pressures of 100 kPa, 200 kPa and 400 kPa. Twelve

different amplitudes of twist angles ω between 2×10−7 and 2×10−4 were applied. They

correspond to shear strain amplitudes between γ = 10−7 and 10−4 at r = r0 required

to calculate the shear modulus degradation and damping curves shown in Fig. 6.3. The

material parameters listed in Table 6.2 were calibrated for a damping ratio D = 0.02

at γ = 2× 10−4, based on the experimental results previously shown in Section 5.3.2.

χ f κPE ν C

(-) (-) (-) (-) (-)

0.956 304.58 0.001 0.20 0.50

Table 6.1: Material parameters used for the FE model.

The curves of degradation of the shear modulus, normalized shear modulus G/Gmax

and damping ratio vs prescribed shear strain are presented in Fig. 6.2 and Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.2: Shear modulus G degradation curve for confining pressures P = 100 kPa,
P = 200 kPa and P = 400 kPa. The influence of the pressure disappears when the
normalized curves G/Gmax are plotted.

The distribution of the shear strain calculated as γ =
√
γ2

13 + γ2
23 within the sample

is presented in Fig. 6.4. The exemplary result shown in Fig. 6.4 corresponds to the

distribution of γ for the increment when the angle of twist about the vertical axis

ω = 2 × 10−4 rad is applied on the top plate. Four nodes denoted as A = 0.3r0,

B = 0.7r0, C = 0.9r0 and D = 1.0r0 are selected along the radius of the sample to plot

the hysteresis cycles τ23 vs. γ23. Nodes close to the core of the sample show practically

no hysteretic damping, whereas nodes located on the periphery are subjected to larger
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Figure 6.3: G/Gmax degradation curve and damping ratio vs. shear strain amplitude
for confining pressure P = 100 kPa.

shear strain amplitudes and consequently produce thicker hysteresis cycles.

The distribution of the average calculated γ with the radius of the sample is prac-

tically linear, as depicted in Fig. 6.5.

The RDC effect is observed in the doubled frequency of the vertical displacement u3,

Fig. 6.6 because we have two contractant and two dilatant vertical movements within

each shear cycle.

Other effects caused by RDC can be easier observed via pore pressure measurements

under constant volume condition (undrained condition). Hence, the change of volume

of each element is now restricted. This condition is simulated using the bulk modulus

of the water-air mixture Kf = 0.2 GPa instead of Kw = 2 GPa in order to prevent

volume locking. The compression modulus of the fluid phase Kf = 0.2 GPa indicates

the presence of 1− 2h content of free gas [70]. The fluid stiffness has been just added

to the normal components of the Jacobian matrix D, as explained in [64]. The isochoric

simulation is performed using an exaggerated value for the dilatancy coefficient, C =

50.0, with the purpose of obtaining changes of pw within the scale of approximately 0.1

kPa. The initial state of the stack is defined with two circles.

The RDC effect manifests itself in oscillations of the pore water pressure pw with

doubled frequency compared to the excitation frequency. Pore water pressure exhibits
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Figure 6.4: Distribution of shear strain on the sample for the maximum value of applied
torsion γ = 1× 10−4. τ23 vs γ23 curves for four nodes chosen along the radius.
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Figure 6.5: Linear distribution of average shear strain γ =
√
γ2

13 + γ2
23 along the radius

(r0 = 0.05m).
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Figure 6.6: Top: prescribed cyclic shear strain applied on the top plate. Bottom: effect
of RDC on the vertical displacement u3 during the first 5 cycles of loading observed as
a doubled frequency response in comparison to the prescribed cyclic torsion.

an inhomogeneous distribution within the sample after the first torsion is applied, as

shown in Fig. 6.7. Larger values of pw are observed in the core than in the shaft of the

sample. This inhomogeneous distribution of the amplitude of pw remains qualitatively

unaltered during the rest of the cyclic loading (in this example, 10 cycles). The inho-

mogeneity arises as a consequence of the initialisation of the PE stack with two circles.

The first loading alters the initial state of the stack and produces the biggest change

in the amplitude of pw. Fig. 6.8 shows the amplitude of pw.

The pore water pressure generated between the second and fifth cycles of torsion,

obtained in some selected nodes along the radius of the sample, is presented in Fig. 6.9.

The applied torsion (gray line) is superimposed schematically, to show the doubled

frequency effect on pw.

The change of pw vs the shear strain obtained in the nodes 0.3r0, 0.7r0, 0.9r0 and

1.0r0 is presented in Fig. 6.10. The largest changes in pw are observed during the first

torsion, when the initial state of the stack is modified by push and pop operations. It

is interesting to note that the amplitude of pw for γ23 < 0 is slightly larger than for

γ23 > 0. This difference is also a consequence of the monotonic initialisation of the

stack and its ensuing modification (push-pop operations) upon the first loading with
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Figure 6.7: Inhomogeneous distribution of pw during the torsion test. The inhomoge-
neity develops rapidly during the first torsion and remains henceforth.
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Figure 6.8: Changes in the pore pressure observed during the contractive (left) and
dilative (right) phase of the fifth loading cycle.

γ23 > 0. Reversible dilatancy/contractancy guarantees the continuity of pw between

reversals, producing closed hysteretic cycles.

6.3 Estimation of the amplitude of the strain field

A second example using the paraelastic UMAT with Abaqus R© is presented in this sec-

tion. A shallow footing is subjected to 10 000 cycles of vertical loading. Paraelasticity

is used in combination with the high-cycle accumulation model (HCA) [67] in order

to estimate the accumulation of deformation with the number of cycles. HCA predicts

the permanent deformations due to a high-cyclic loading, which means a loading with

a large number of cycles N > 103 and with small strain amplitudes εampl < 10−3. The

HCA model has been validated and calibrated for various sands with different grain-

size distribution curves [99]. Paraelasticity is employed in this example to determine
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Figure 6.9: Evolution of pore water pressure pw on some selected nodes along the
radius of the sample. The doubled frequency effect is observed when comparing pw
with the applied torsion (grey sinus curve)
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Figure 6.10: Influence of RDC on the generation of excess pore water pressure pw
during the first 5 cycles of loading.

the spatial field of the strain amplitude εampl, before a large package of cycles is ap-

plied to the footing. The strain amplitude plays a key role in the HCA model, because

the accumulation rate ε̇acc is proportional to the square of the strain amplitude, i.e.,

ε̇acc ∼ (εampl)2, for small-strain amplitudes (εampl < 10−3) [98].

The first cycle is irregular since the deformations in this cycle can significantly differ

from those in the following cycles. In this example, the first (irregular) cycle of loading

is calculated using hypoplasticity. The second cycle is used for the determination of
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Figure 6.11: Explicit procedure to calculate the accumulation of strain (after [98]).
The first cycle is calculated with hypoplasticity. In this example, the cycle of control,
which is used to find εampl, is calculated using PE. The accumulation of deformation is
obtained from the HCA model.

εampl, Fig. 6.11 and is estimated in this example with paraelasticity.

The strain amplitude εampl is determined from the strain path ε(t) recorded in each

integration point during the second cycle [99]. The procedure described by Niemunis

et al. [67] has already been implemented in his HCA-UMAT.

Vertical displacements u3 were measured in the model test [104]. The amplitude of

the recorded displacement during the second cycle of loading is the value to be compared

with the results of the FE simulations, Fig. 6.12. The subsequent accumulation of strain

depends on the magnitude of εampl but it is of no interest for the purpose of this example.
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Figure 6.12: Measurements of vertical displacements beneath the shallow footing for
the first 12 cycles of loading. The amplitude of u3 for the second cycle of loading is
4.75µm. This displacement is compared to the results of the FE simulation using HP
with intergranular strain and using PE.
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6.3. Estimation of the amplitude of the strain field

The FE mesh for the footing subjected to vertical cyclic loading, see Fig. 6.13,

was kindly provided by Zachert [104] and consists of 16356 plane strain elements with

reduced integration CPE4R, Fig. 6.13.

X1

X2

F

Figure 6.13: FE model of a shallow footing subjected to 10 000 cycles of vertical
loading [98, 104].

The loading package follows the sequence applied on a scale-model test, as reported

in [101]. Two sets of FE simulations were prepared to reproduce in Abaqus R© the

experimental sequence of loading. The reproduction of the loading process was divided

into six steps:

I. Geostatic step with hypoplasticity.

II. Self-weight of footing with hypoplasticity.

III. Monotonic vertical loading Fz = 30 N with hypoplasticity.

IV. First cycle with amplitude Fz = 30± 25 N with hypoplasticity / paraelasticity.

V. Control cycle (recording cycle) to estimate the amplitude of strain, calculated

with hypoplasticity / paraelasticity.

VI. 10 000 cycles of vertical loading calculated with HCA.

The first set of simulations used the UMAT implementation of HCA and HP models

provided by Niemunis. In this first set, the third, fourth, and fifth steps were calculated

using the hypoplastic model with intergranular strain. The second set of FE simulations

employed a modified UMAT with the implementation of HCA, HP, and PE models.

Within this second group of simulations, the third step was calculated hypoplastic, but
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Figure 6.14: Sequence of loading applied to the footing in Abaqus R© using HCA, HP,
and PE models [104].

fourth and fifth steps (control cycles) were calculated with PE. The sequence of steps

used in the second set of simulations is described in Fig. 6.14.

The magnitude of vertical displacements u3 for a node beneath the centre of the

footing were obtained from the two sets of FE simulations. Two curves of settlements

are plotted in Fig. 6.15, one with the results of the first set (HCA + HP) and the other

showing the results of the second set of simulations (HCA + HP + PE).
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Figure 6.15: HCA simulation of accumulated settlement underneath the shallow foo-
ting, along the history of loading (Log(N)). The estimation of the amplitude of the
strain field during the second cycle of loading (control cycle) is performed with hypo-
plasticity + intergranular strain (HP) and with paraelasticity (PE).

Paraelasticity produces a stiffer response within the control cycle than the result

obtained with hypoplasticity. The calculated amplitude of settlement during the se-

cond cycle of loading is closer to the measurements using paraelasticity (4.5µm) than
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6.3. Estimation of the amplitude of the strain field

hypoplasticity (9.25µm). The subsequent magnitude of the accumulated displacement

and the serviceability of the footing is strongly influenced by the amplitude of the

control cycle, because it serves as input for the HCA model. PE produces almost no

accumulation during the 10 000 cycles of loading in comparison to the accumulation

obtained with the hypoplastic control cycle.

The purpose of the FE simulation, namely the reasonable estimation of the ampli-

tude of settlement after the second cycle of loading, was achieved with the combination

of HCA, HP, and PE models. Calculations with additional PE control cycles after N

cycles of loading are currently not possible, because the dragging process of the largest

PE circle is not satisfactorily coupled as yet with the accumulation model.
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Chapter 7

Summary and outlook

7.1 Summary

The adequate characterisation of the small-strain stiffness soil behaviour plays an im-

portant role in the prediction of displacements of retaining walls and footings subjected

to monotonic and/or cyclic loading.

This document recounts the main experimental features observed on monotonic and

cyclic element tests performed on sandy and clayey soil samples that allowed to coin

the term small-strain stiffness in the 1970’s.

The starting point in this thesis is the analysis of the hypoplastic equation with

intergranular strain. The basic version of hypoplasticity [102] cannot reproduce many

aspects of the cyclic behaviour observed on sands. The concept of intergranular strain

(IS) [65] was then introduced as an internal variable needed to memorise the most

recent strain history in order to reduce the ratcheting of the model and to take into

account abrupt changes of stiffness upon changes of straining direction. However, a

significant accumulation of strain is still obtained within the small-strain range (SSR).

Some parameters of the IS must be adjusted to the amplitude of the strain loops and

even then may lead to overshooting problems. Kinks in the damping ratio curves are

obtained for strain amplitudes comprised in the SSR.

Elastoplastic models based on the bounding surface plasticity concept perform well

when simulating cyclic loading, specially for large strain amplitudes. Models like Sani-

sand [16, 88] define a very narrow yield surface under the concept of vanishing elastic

region [17]. Within the Drucker-Prager cone, a linear hypoelasticity controls the soil

response, rendering the description of the small-strain stiffness effects inaccurate. No

damping can be observed for γampl < 10−4.

The inaccurate description of some features of the small-strain stiffness behaviour

observed both in hypoplasticity with intergranular strain and elastoplastic models can

be repaired with the reformulated version of Hueckel & Nova’s paraelasticity [32].

The new paraelasticity has been devised as a non-linear elastic model comprised in

the range of small strains (γampl < 10−4). Within this range the perfect reversibility of
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stress and strain cycles is guaranteed at all reversal points (also in full 3D case). The

model follows the Masing rules and reproduces the degradation of the shear modulus

and the damping ratio curves. The model describes purely hysteretic constitutive

behavior and excludes any cumulative effects, which may be delegated in the future to

the coupling with the new version of hypoplasticity [66]. Paraelasticity needs only four

material constants, two of them are the usual elastic parameters K, ν and the remaining

two f, χ control the nonlinearity of the elastic behavior.

A non-unique relation between stress and strain is necessary to capture the damping

(energy dissipation). The paraelastic model introduces the concept of a strain span e

which is the sum of strain increments measured from the most recent reversal.

The modified paraelasticity introduces a new definition of distance from reversal

points based on the diameter of a hyper-sphere in the 6D strain space, which passes

through the current strain and the most recent reversal strain. This definition corrects

the discontinuities (jumps) of stress observed in the old paraelasticity upon neutral

loading.

One of the main problems that arises when dealing with cycles is the handling of

the history of reversals. The new paraelasticity uses a stack-type structure to memorise

each point of reversal. Stress state, void ratio and some geometric elements that define

the reversal circle like diameter and normal unit tensor are also stored. Three operations

modify the structure of the stack, namely:

• push: unloading occurs. The diameter of the current circle dn+1
AR1 calculated with

the increment of strain εn + ∆ε is smaller than the diameter of the loading circle

dnAR1 before the increment. The loading circle with dnAR1 is memorised as the

most recent reversal circle and a new loading circle emerges. The new loading

and reversal circle are appended to the head of the stack.

• pop: overloading occurs. The diameter of the loading circle exceeds the diameter

of the last reversal circle and therefore this reversal must be removed from the

stack.

• drag: the range of small-strain is exceeded. Cumulative effects become relevant.

Only the largest paraelastic circle and the current strain are kept in the stack

memory.

The stack can be seen as a list of state variables and this list requires initialisation.

An initial state represents the loading history of the soil sample. Two extreme cases

can be considered. Firstly, a monotonous loading along the vertical direction, as in the

case of a freshly deposited soil. Secondly, a shakedown state which would represent

a soil subjected to small cyclic perturbations about the K0 direction, with decreasing

strain amplitudes.

An extension to paraelasticity with a perfectly reversible dilatant-contractant be-

haviour (RDC) is incorporated in the model. This dilatancy affects any closed cycle
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leading in case of shear cycles to volumetric pulsation with doubled frequency. The

extension can be easily deactivated by setting one variable to zero. RDC is model-

led as an extra change in the pressure. This additional effect can prove useful in the

simulation of dynamic problems. FE simulations of cyclic torsional test demonstrate

the advantage of RDC as a doubled frequency effect on the generation of pore water

pressure.

Finally, the corner-stone of a general methodology to develop hyperelastic potentials

has been laid. Some relevant features of each potential as well as the properties of the

resulting stiffness tensor are thoroughly investigated. In the future it is expected that

one of the hyperelastic stiffness proposed in the document may replace the current

hypoelastic tensors used in paraelasticity and in the extended hypoplasticity.

7.2 Outlook

Many questions remain open upon the conclusion of this work. Some of the topics,

which are worth to be investigated in the future are presented.

A validation of the proposed methodology to determine the paraelastic parameters

from resonant column tests is needed. Correlation functions based on granulometric

curves or other parameters could possibly be derived. The experimental validation of

the reversibility of stresses and the reversible dilatancy-contractancy behaviour within

the SSR are desirable. Undrained resonant column and cyclic hollow cylinder tests

with accurate measurements of small strains and pore pressure could prove useful for

this purpose.

The coupling of paraelasticity with other constitutive laws like the new hypoplas-

ticity [66], Sanisand [16] and high-cyclic accumulation [67] models is desirable. A

simple alternative to couple paraelasticity with any model responsible for cumulative

effects has been presented in the document. However, the dependance of the stiffness

with the loading direction, as in the case of hypoplasticity, may render the proposed

parallel coupling inadequate. More sophisticated alternatives can be explored based on

the elastoplastic framework (non-associated flow rules).

The inclusion of a new elastic stiffness E based on an invertible homogeneous hy-

perelastic potential is possible. Laboratory tests using the hollow-cylinder or biaxial

apparatuses could help to calibrate the parameters of the chosen hyperelastic poten-

tial. Special attention should be paid to the evolution of the rotation of the response

envelopes with increasing stress ratios. At present there is not enough experimental

evidence to verify the validity of the assumed elastic potential. Additionaly, anisotropy

of elastic response can be implemented. Some information on the anisotropy is avai-

lable from dynamic tests with bender elements. More effort should also be invested

in the development of a family of potentials in which the limit of singularity could be

controlled with the set of parameters.

Regarding the current implementation of paraelasticity, an improvement is needed
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in the procedure to consolidate the stack of reversals, once the predefined size of the

straining memory be exceeded.

For strain amplitudes γampl < 10−8 an explicit definition of a linear elasticity could

help to render the implementation more stable, especially when working with small

strain increments within one step.

The process of evaluating whether a strain increment should define a reversal or

not is strongly affected by the numerical precision. The use of advanced mathematical

tools such as the applied interval analysis would be advantageous.
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Appendix A

Fortran95 routines

A.1 nice constitutive names.f

MODULE nice constitutive namesPE

implicit none

save ! “save” preserves values between calls

type MATERIALCONSTANTSPE ! MATERIAL CONSTANTS
character(LEN=5) :: matnam

real(8) ::

& kappaPE, ! κPEiso = P/K = 0.006

& nuPE, ! νPE = 0.2

& f, ! f = 3.0

& chi, ! χ = 0.2 associated to the damping ratio

& C, ! c = 2.0 if 0, RCD effect disappears.

& dL, ! dL = 0.0002 diameter of the largest PE circle

& m, ! m = 0.15 exponent controlling the shape of dilatancy loops

& kappaHP, ! κHP iso = P/K = 0.006

& nuHP, ! νHP = 0.2

& KWater ! Kw ≈ 2.0× 106

real(8) :: tension begin = 1.d−5

real(8) :: Pref = 0.d0 ! Improves initialization when Tb is small

end type MATERIALCONSTANTSPE

type STATEVARIABLESPE ! STATEVARIABLES
double precision ::

& L, ! statev(1) length of stack L

& epor, ! statev(2) void ratio

& uwater ! statev(3) pore water pressure

end type STATEVARIABLESPE

type CONTROLSPE ! CONTROLS
real(8) :: !

& theta=0.5d0, ! Control of integration. θ = 1: implicit; θ = 0: explicit

& subincr length=2.0d−5 !

logical ::

& easy inhomogeneous=.TRUE. !

end type CONTROLSPE

type OFFSETPE ! .. OFFSETPE
integer :: ! offset+1 is the statev-index of the first component of a table.

& HP= 0, ! from here onwards come PE state variables. If no other model is used, HP=0
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& stack= 10, ! offset to start storing the stack, after L, epor, uw

& reversal = 21 ! Length of the variables stored for every reversal

end type OFFSETPE

end MODULE nice constitutive namesPE

A.2 ParaelasticModule.f

MODULE ParaelasticModule ! MODULE NIEMUNIS TOOLS
use nice constitutive namesPE

use niemunis tools lt

use niemunis tools addons

implicit none

save ! ”save” preserves values between calls

integer,parameter :: LMAX=30 ! Lmax: maximum length of the stack

real(8),dimension(3,3,3,3) :: D3333=0.0d0

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: dT

type REVERSAL ! ... REVERSAL
real(8) ::

& epor , ! e void ratio

& d , ! d diameter

& PcRRi ! P cRRi RDC pressure between reversals R and Ri

real(8),dimension (1:3,1:3) ::

& eps , ! ε

& sig , ! σ

& Nb ! N outer normal to the circle at ε

end type REVERSAL

type DILATANCY

real(8),dimension(1:LMAX) :: dARi,dARibar,PcARi,PARi,dARim, ! Temporary structure called in Ja-

cobianPE and GetPcARi. di = {0, d1, d2, ..., dL}
& dARichi,dARibarm,dRRichi

end type DILATANCY

type STACK ! ...STACK
integer:: L ! L current length of the stack

type (REVERSAL), dimension(1:LMAX) :: R ! R = {εi,σi,Ni, dARi, ei, P
c
RRi} reversal structure

end type STACK

type(STACK) :: state,path

type(MATERIALCONSTANTSPE) :: matPE ! κPEiso, νPE , f , χ, c, dL, m, κHP iso, νHP

type(CONTROLSPE) :: ctrlPE

type(DILATANCY) :: dil

type(STATEVARIABLESPE) :: svPE

type(OFFSETPE) :: offPE

! =============use these interfaces only======================

interface operator(.stateNo.) ! Extracts {εi,σi,Ni, dARi, ei, P
c
RRi} from the stack

module procedure ExtractStateNumber

end interface

interface operator(.EpsNo.) ! Extracts εi from ith position in the stack

module procedure ExtractEpsNumber

end interface
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interface operator(.SigNo.) ! Extracts σi from ith position in the stack

module procedure ExtractSigNumber

end interface

interface operator(.NbNo.) ! Extracts Ni from ith position in the stack

module procedure ExtractNbNumber

end interface

interface operator(.dNo.) ! Extracts dARi from ith position in the stack

module procedure ExtractdNumber

end interface

interface operator(.PcRRiNo.) ! Extracts P cRRi from ith position in the stack

module procedure ExtractPcRRiNumber

end interface

interface operator(.EporNo.) ! Extracts ei from ith position in the stack

module procedure ExtractEporNumber

end interface

interface operator(.pos.) ! Converts the position of MMa stakc {A,R1, R2, ..RL} into the position of

Fortran stack RL, ..., R2, R1, A

module procedure Position

end interface

interface ZeroReversal ! Initialises R = {ε = 0,σ = 0,N = 0, dARi = 0, ei = 0, P cRRi = 0}
module procedure ZeroReversal1,ZeroReversal2,ZeroReversal3

end interface

private ExtractStateNumber, ExtractEpsNumber, ExtractSigNumber,

& ExtractdNumber,ExtractNbNumber,ExtractPcRRiNumber,

& ExtractEporNumber,ZeroReversal1,ZeroReversal2,

& ZeroReversal3

! ==these module functions are accessible through above interfaces only ===

CONTAINS

function ExtractStateNumber(i)

integer, intent(in) :: i

type (REVERSAL) :: ExtractStateNumber

ExtractStateNumber = state%R( .pos. i )

end function ExtractStateNumber

function ExtractEpsNumber( i)

integer, intent(in) :: i

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: ExtractEpsNumber

ExtractEpsNumber = state%R( .pos. i )%Eps

end function ExtractEpsNumber

function ExtractSigNumber( i)

integer, intent(in) :: i
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real(8), dimension(3,3) :: ExtractSigNumber

ExtractSigNumber = state%R( .pos. i )%Sig

end function ExtractSigNumber

function ExtractdNumber( i)

integer, intent(in) :: i

real(8) :: ExtractdNumber

ExtractdNumber = state%R( .pos. i )%d

end function ExtractdNumber

function ExtractEporNumber( i)

integer, intent(in) :: i

real(8) :: ExtractEporNumber

ExtractEporNumber = state%R( .pos. i )%Epor

end function ExtractEporNumber

function ExtractNbNumber( i)

integer, intent(in) :: i

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: ExtractNbNumber

ExtractNbNumber = state%R( .pos. i )%Nb

end function ExtractNbNumber

function ExtractPcRRiNumber( i)

integer, intent(in) :: i

real(8) :: ExtractPcRRiNumber

ExtractPcRRiNumber = state%R( .pos. i )%PcRRi

end function ExtractPcRRiNumber

function Position( i)

integer, intent(in)::i

integer:: Position

Position = state%L+1−i

end function Position

subroutine PrependTo(A) ! Adds a new reversal to the stack

type(REVERSAL), intent(in) :: A

if(state%L >= LMAX ) then

call PrintStack(6)

stop ’PrependToState: state is full’ ! state stack is full. In the future: call consolidateStack

endif

state%L = state%L+1

state%R( state%L ) = A

end subroutine PrependTo

subroutine ZeroReversal1(A)

type (REVERSAL), intent(inout) :: A

A%eps = 0.0d0

A%sig = 0.0d0

A%Nb = 0.0d0

A%epor = 0.0d0

A%PcRRi = 0.0d0
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A%d = 0.0d0

end subroutine ZeroReversal1

subroutine ZeroReversal2(A,B)

type (REVERSAL), intent(inout) :: A,B

A%eps = 0.0d0

A%sig = 0.0d0

A%Nb = 0.0d0

A%epor = 0.0d0

A%PcRRi = 0.0d0

A%d = 0.0d0

B%eps = 0.0d0

B%sig = 0.0d0

B%Nb = 0.0d0

B%epor = 0.0d0

B%PcRRi = 0.0d0

B%d = 0.0d0

end subroutine ZeroReversal2

subroutine ZeroReversal3(A,B,C)

type (REVERSAL), intent(inout) :: A,B,C

A%eps = 0.0d0

A%sig = 0.0d0

A%Nb = 0.0d0

A%epor = 0.0d0

A%PcRRi = 0.0d0

A%d = 0.0d0

B%eps = 0.0d0

B%sig = 0.0d0

B%Nb = 0.0d0

B%epor = 0.0d0

B%PcRRi = 0.0d0

B%d = 0.0d0

C%eps = 0.0d0

C%sig = 0.0d0

C%Nb = 0.0d0

C%epor = 0.0d0

C%PcRRi = 0.0d0

C%d = 0.0d0

end subroutine ZeroReversal3

subroutine ZeroStack() ! Initialises the whole stack with zeros

Integer :: i

do i=1,LMAX

Call ZeroReversal(state%R(i))

enddo

end subroutine ZeroStack

subroutine ZeroDil() ! Initializes with zeros the structure dil needed for the calculation of the PE Jaco-

bian matrix

dil%dARi = 0.0d0

dil%dARibar = 0.0d0

dil%PcARi = 0.0d0

dil%PARi = 0.0d0

dil%dARim = 0.0d0
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dil%dARichi = 0.0d0

dil%dARibarm = 0.0d0

dil%dRRichi = 0.0d0

end subroutine ZeroDil

subroutine DeleteReversal( i ) ! Removes i− 1 reversal or A for i = 1 from stack

implicit none

integer, intent(in) :: i

if(i == 1) then

call ZeroReversal( state%R( .pos. i ) ) ! Deletes current state

state%L = state%L−1

endif

if (i == 2) then

state%R( .pos. 2 ) = state%R(.pos. 1 )

call ZeroReversal( state%R( .pos.1 ) )

state%L = state%L−1

endif

if (i == 3) then

state%R( .pos. 3 ) = state%R(.pos. 2 )

state%R( .pos. 2 ) = state%R(.pos. 1 )

call ZeroReversal( state%R( .pos.1 ) )

state%L = state%L−1

endif

if(i > 3) stop ’Delete: R i>3 not implemented as yet’

end subroutine DeleteReversal

subroutine PrintReversal(A,channel) ! write(channel,..) or write(*,..) if no i

implicit none

integer,optional :: channel

type (REVERSAL), intent(in) :: A

if( present(channel) ) then

write(channel,∗) ’A%eps =’

write(channel,’(3(” ”,g17.11))’ ) Transpose(A%eps)

write(channel,∗) ’A%sig =’

write(channel,’(3(” ”,g17.11))’ ) Transpose(A%sig)

write(channel,∗) ’A%Nb =’

write(channel,’(3(” ”,g17.11))’ ) Transpose(A%Nb)

write(channel,’(3(A4 ,g17.11))’ ) ’ h=’,A%d,’ PcRRi=’,

& A%PcRRi,’ e=’,A%epor

else

write(∗,∗) ’A%eps =’

write(∗,’(3(” ”,g17.11))’ ) Transpose(A%eps)

write(∗,∗) ’A%sig =’

write(∗,’(3(” ”,g17.11))’ ) Transpose(A%sig)

write(∗,∗) ’A%Nb =’

write(∗,’(3(” ”,g17.11))’ ) Transpose(A%Nb)

write(∗,’(3(A6 ,g17.11))’ ) ’ h=’,A%d,’ PcRRi=’,A%PcRRi,

& ’ e=’,A%epor

endif

end subroutine PrintReversal

subroutine PrintStack(channel) ! write(channel,..) or write(*,..) if no i

implicit none

integer,optional :: channel

Integer :: j
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do j = state%L,1,−1

if( present(channel) ) then

write(channel,’(a,i3,a)’) ’Record No.’,j,’: ’

Call PrintReversal(state%R(j),channel)

else

write(∗,’(a,i3,a)’) ’Record No.’,j,’: ’

Call PrintReversal(state%R(j))

endif

enddo

end subroutine PrintStack

subroutine PrintPath(channel,heading) ! Output txt file with state[[1]] after each increment

implicit none

integer :: channel

integer,optional :: heading

type (REVERSAL) :: RPrint

real(8) :: stress(6),strain(6),Nbvec(6)

if (present(heading)) then ! Prints heading in the text file

write(channel,’(a10,30a17)’) ’h’,’epor’,’PcARi’,’eps P’,’eps Q’,

& ’P’,’Qsign’,’stran(1)’,’stran(2)’,

& ’stran(3)’,’stran(4)’,’stran(5)’,’stran(6)’,

& ’stress(1)’,’stress(2)’,’stress(3)’,’stress(4)’,

& ’stress(5)’,’stress(6)’,

& ’Nb(1)’,’Nb(2)’,’Nb(3)’,’Nb(4)’,’Nb(5)’,’Nb(6)’

endif

RPrint = .stateNo.1

stress = map2stress(RPrint%sig,6)

strain = map2stran(RPrint%eps,6)

Nbvec = map2stran(RPrint%Nb,6)

write(channel,’(25(e17.11,” ”))’) RPrint%d,RPrint%epor, ! {h, epor, cP , εP , εQ, P,Q, ε,σ,N}
& RPrint%PcRRi,Piso(RPrint%eps), QisoSigned(RPrint%eps),

& Piso(RPrint%sig),QisoSigned(RPrint%sig), strain,stress,Nbvec

end subroutine PrintPath

function GetdEucl(A,B) ! Euclidean distance between reversals A and B d̄(A,B)

implicit none

type (REVERSAL), intent(in) :: A,B

real(8) :: GetdEucl

GetdEucl = norm(A%Eps−B%Eps) ! d̄ = ‖εA − εB‖
end function GetdEucl

function GetdDiameter(A,B) ! Diameter between reversals A and B

implicit none

type (REVERSAL), intent(in) :: A,B

real(8) :: GetdDiameter,prod

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: eb

eb = A%Eps − B%Eps ! span e = εA − εB

prod = eb.xx.(B%Nb) ! e : NB

if (prod .LTA. 0.0d0) then

if (all(eb.approx.0)) then
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GetdDiameter = 0.0d0

else

GetdDiameter = −(eb.xx.eb)/prod ! d(A,B) =
‖εA − εRi‖

−NRi : (εA − εRi)→
endif

else

GetdDiameter = 10∗matPE%dL ! d(A,B) =∞
endif

end function GetdDiameter

function getPm() ! Calculates pressure at the center of the dL circle

implicit none

real(8) :: PL,Kmod,aux0

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: EpsC,TbC,getPm

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: E3333

type (REVERSAL) :: RL

call ZeroReversal(RL)

RL = .stateNo.state%L

PL = −onev.xx.RL%sig

EpsC = RL%eps − RL%Nb∗(matPE%dL/2.0d0) ! εc = εL −NLdL/2

E3333 = 0.0d0

Kmod = (PL+matPE%Pref)/matPE%kappaPE

E3333 = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuPE, K=Kmod ) ! hypoelasticity Ě(ν,K = 1/κ) with barotropy PL

aux0 = 1.d0 − matPE%f∗(matPE%dL/2.0d0)∗∗matPE%chi

TbC = aux0∗(E3333.xx.(EpsC−RL%eps))+RL%sig ! σc = (1− f(dL/2)χ)PLĚ : (εc − εL)

! getPm = -onev.xx.TbC

getPm = TbC

end function getPm

function getPmHyp() ! Calculates pressure at the center of the dL circle using hyperelasticity

implicit none

real(8) :: PL,Kmod,aux0

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: EpsC,TbC,getPmHyp

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: E3333,C3333

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: Tb,Tbvec,onebvec

real(8) :: Aa, Ba, Ca, Da, alpha, P, RR, n, Calpha

logical :: ok

type (REVERSAL) :: RL

call ZeroReversal(RL)

RL = .stateNo.state%L

PL = −onev.xx.RL%sig

EpsC = RL%eps − RL%Nb∗(matPE%dL/2.0d0) ! εc = εL −NLdL/2

E3333 = 0.0d0

n = 0.4d0

alpha = −3.2d−1

Calpha = 4.0d−5

C3333 = 0.0d0

Tb = RL%sig ! Stress dL

Tbvec = normalized(Tb) !
−→
T
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P = −onev.xx.Tb ! Pressure at dL

if (P<0.0d0) stop ’error getPmHyp: P < 0’

RR = norm(Tb) ! R = ‖T‖

Aa = (alpha−1)∗alpha∗P∗∗(alpha−2)∗RR∗∗(2−n−alpha) ! Aα = (α− 1)αPα−2R2−n−α

Ba = −alpha∗(2−n−alpha)∗P∗∗(alpha−1)∗RR∗∗(1−n−alpha) ! Bα = −α(2− n− α)Pα−1R(1− n− α)

Ca = (2−n−alpha)∗(−n−alpha)∗P∗∗alpha∗RR∗∗(−n−alpha) ! Cα = (2− n− α)(−n− α)PalphaR−n−α

Da = (2−n−alpha)∗P∗∗alpha∗RR∗∗(−n−alpha) ! Dα = (2− n− α)PαR−n−α

C3333 = Aa∗(onebvec .out. onebvec) ! Cα = Aα
−→
1
−→
1 +Bα(

−→
1
−→
T +

−→
T
−→
1 + Cα

−→
T
−→
T +DαI)

& + Ba∗((onebvec .out. Tbvec)+(Tbvec .out. onebvec))

& + Ca∗(Tbvec .out. Tbvec) + Da∗Idelta

C3333 = Calpha∗C3333

E3333 = inv(C3333,ok) ! Stiffness: numerical inversion of C

if (ok ==.false.) then

STOP ’error getPmHyp: Compliance matrix could not be inverted ’

endif

aux0 = 1.d0 − matPE%f∗(matPE%dL/2.0d0)∗∗matPE%chi

TbC = aux0∗(E3333.xx.(EpsC−RL%eps))+RL%sig ! σc = (1− f(dL/2)χ)PLĚ : (εc − εL)

! getPmHyp = -onev.xx.TbC

getPmHyp = TbC

end function getPmHyp

subroutine ParaStiff(E3333) ! Returns the paraelastic stiffness matrix

implicit none

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) , intent(out) :: E3333

real(8) :: dARi,aux0,PL,Kmod,PC,Estiff(3,3,3,3)

type (REVERSAL) :: RL

call ZeroReversal(RL)

RL = .stateNo.state%L

E3333 = 0.0d0

Estiff = 0.0d0

dARi = (.dNo.1)

if (dARi <0.0d0) then

write(6,∗) ’error ParaStiff: dAR1 <0!’

stop ’error ParaStiff: dAR1 <0!’

endif

aux0 = 1.d0 − matPE%f∗dARi∗∗matPE%chi

!! PL = -onev.xx.RLPC = -onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle

if (PC<0) then

! write(*,*) ’error ParaStiff: PC ¡ 0’

! stop

endif

Kmod = (PC+matPE%Pref)/matPE%kappaPE

E3333 = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuPE, K=Kmod ) ! hypoelasticity Ě(ν,K = 1/κ) without barotropy

E3333 = aux0∗E3333 ! H = (1− fdχARi)PLĚ
! PC = -onev.xx.getPmHyp()

! call getHypElStiffness(Estiff)

! E3333 = aux0*Estiff

end subroutine ParaStiff
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! ———-getHypElStiffness ————————————–

subroutine getHypElStiffness( Estiff) ! Hyperelastic stiffness (19.12.2010)

implicit none

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: C3333,E3333,Estiff

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: Tb,onebvec,Tbvec

real(8) :: Aa, Ba, Ca, Da, alpha, P, RR, n, Calpha

logical :: ok

type (REVERSAL) :: RL

call ZeroReversal(RL)

RL = .stateNo.state%L

n = 0.4d0

alpha = −3.2d−1

Calpha = 4.0d−5

C3333 = 0.0d0

Tb = getPm() ! Reference stress in the middle of dL

Tbvec = normalized(Tb) !
−→
T

P = −onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle

if (P<0.0d0) stop ’error getHypElStiffness: P < 0’

RR = norm(Tb) ! R = ‖T‖

Aa = (alpha−1)∗alpha∗P∗∗(alpha−2)∗RR∗∗(2−n−alpha) ! Aα = (α− 1)αPα−2R2−n−α

Ba = −alpha∗(2−n−alpha)∗P∗∗(alpha−1)∗RR∗∗(1−n−alpha) ! Bα = −α(2− n− α)Pα−1R(1− n− α)

Ca = (2−n−alpha)∗(−n−alpha)∗P∗∗alpha∗RR∗∗(−n−alpha) ! Cα = (2− n− α)(−n− α)PalphaR−n−α

Da = (2−n−alpha)∗P∗∗alpha∗RR∗∗(−n−alpha) ! Dα = (2− n− α)PαR−n−α

C3333 = Aa∗(onebvec .out. onebvec) ! Cα = Aα
−→
1
−→
1 +Bα(

−→
1
−→
T +

−→
T
−→
1 + Cα

−→
T
−→
T +DαI)

& + Ba∗((onebvec .out. Tbvec)+(Tbvec .out. onebvec))

& + Ca∗(Tbvec .out. Tbvec) + Da∗Idelta

C3333 = Calpha∗C3333

Estiff = inv(C3333,ok) ! Stiffness: numerical inversion of C

if (ok ==.false.) then

STOP ’error: Compliance matrix could not be inverted ’

endif

return

end subroutine getHypElStiffness

function GetPARi(dAR1,dAR1bar,dRR1) ! RDC pressure upon span Ri −A assuming PRRi = 0

implicit none

real(8), intent(in) :: dAR1,dAR1bar,dRR1

real(8) :: GetPARi, Kmod, PL, PC

type (REVERSAL) :: RL

RL = .stateNo.state%L

! PL = -onev.xx.RLPC = -onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle
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! PC = -onev.xx.getPmHyp() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle with HYPERElasticity

Kmod = (PC+matPE%Pref)/matPE%kappaPE

GetPARi= Kmod∗matPE%C∗(dAR1∗∗(1−matPE%m))∗
& (dAR1∗∗matPE%chi−dRR1∗∗matPE%chi)∗dAR1bar∗∗matPE%m ! PARi = C K d1−m

ARi (dχARi−d
χ
RRi)d̄

m
ARi

end function GetPARi

subroutine GetPcARi(PcARi) ! Corrected RDC pressure upon span Ri −A
implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,Ri

real(8) :: PcARi,dARi,dARiBar,dRRi,PcRRi,PARi,varthetai

integer :: i

call ZeroReversal(A,Ri)

call ZeroDil() ! initialization of temporary structure dil

PcARi = 0.0d0

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

do i = state%L,2,−1 ! R1 occupies pos 2 in state

Ri = .stateNo.i

dARiBar = GetdEucl(A,Ri) ! d̄ARi = ‖εA − εRi‖
dARi = GetdDiameter(A,Ri) ! dARi

if (dARi.approx.0.d0) then ! May happen if almost identical reversal circles were not correctly popped

continue

write (6,∗) ’warning GetPcARi: dARi=0’

endif

dRRi = (Ri%d) ! dRRi

PcRRi = Ri%PcRRi ! PcRRi

PARi = GetPARi(dARi,dARibar,dRRi) ! PARi = C K d1−m
ARi (dχARi − d

χ
RRi

varthetai = dARi/dRRi ! ϑi = dARi
dRRi

if (i==state%L) then

PcARi = PARi ! for i = L→ P cARL = ∆PARL

else

PcARi = PARi + varthetai∗(PcARi − PcRRi) ! for i = 1, 2, · · · , L − 1 → ∆P cARi = ∆PARi +

ϑi(∆P
c
ARi+1 −∆P cRRi)

endif

!———- Temporary structure to store elements needed for derivatives of RDC pressure ———-

dil%dARi(i) = dARi ! dARi

dil%dARibar(i) = dARiBar ! d̄ARi = ‖εA − εRi‖
dil%PcARi(i) = PcARi ! P cARi
dil%PARi(i) = PARi ! PARi

dil%dARichi(i) = dARi∗∗matPE%chi ! dχARi
if ((dARi.approx.0).and.(matPE%m < 1.0d0)) then

write(6,∗) ’warning GetPcARi: dARiˆ−m = NAN’

! stop ’error GetPcARi: dARi**-m = NAN’

endif

if (matPE%m==1) then

dil%dARim(i) = dARi ! The term d−mARi is no longer used

dil%dARibarm(i) = dARiBar ! The term d̄mARi is no longer used

else

dil%dARim(i) = dARi∗∗(−matPE%m) ! d−mARi
dil%dARibarm(i) = dARiBar∗∗matPE%m ! d̄mARi

endif

dil%dRRichi(i) = dRRi∗∗matPE%chi ! dχRRi
enddo

end subroutine GetPcARi
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subroutine GetPcARip(PbcARip) ! Derivative ∆P′cARi required for the Jacobian matrix

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,Ri,RL

real(8) :: dRRi,diBar,varthetai,dbARibarNb,ppPARidARi,PL,Kmod,PC

real(8),dimension(1:3,1:3),intent(out) :: PbcARip ! ∆P′cARi
real(8),dimension(1:3,1:3) :: dbARibarp,dbARip,DeltaPbip, ! d̄

′
ARi, d′ARi, ∆P′ARi,ϑ

′
i,P
′
ARi

& varthetabip,PbARip

integer :: i

call ZeroReversal(A,Ri,RL)

RL = .stateNo.state%L

PbcARip = 0.0d0

! PL = -onev.xx.RLPC = -onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle

! PC = -onev.xx.getPmHyp() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle with HYPERElasticity

Kmod= (PC+matPE%Pref)/matPE%kappaPE

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

do i = state%L,2,−1

Ri = (.stateNo.i) ! ith reversal Ri = {εi,σi,Ni, dARi, ei, P
c
RRi}

dRRi = (Ri%d) ! dRRi

if (dil%dARi(i).approx.0.0d0) then

dil%dARi(i) = RL%d∗tinyReal

endif

varthetai = dil%dARi(i)/dRRi ! ϑi = dARi/dRRi

if (dil%dARibar(i).approx. 0.0d0) then

write(6,∗) ’warning GetPcARip: dARibar(’,i,’)=0!’

dbARibarp = −Ri%Nb ! d̄
′
ARi = −NRRi

else

dbARibarp = (A%eps−Ri%eps)/dil%dARibar(i) ! d̄
′
ARi = (εA − εRi)→

endif

dbARibarNb = dbARibarp.xx.Ri%Nb ! d̄
′
ARi : NRi

if (dbARibarNb.approx.0.0d0) then

write(6,∗) ’GetPcARip error:

& division by zero caused by \eb=0.0’

stop ’GetPcARip error’

endif

dbARip = (Ri%Nb−2∗dbARibarNb∗dbARibarp)/(dbARibarNb∗dbARibarNb) ! d′ARi =
NRi − 2

(
d̄
′
ARi : NRi

)
d̄
′
ARi(

d̄
′
ARi : NRi

)2

varthetabip = dbARip / dRRi ! ϑ′i = d′ARi/dRRi
if (matPE%m==1.0d0) then

ppPARidARi = matPE%C∗Kmod∗matPE%chi∗dil%dARibar(i)∗ !
∂∆PARi

∂dARi
= CKχd̄ARid

χ−1
ARi

& dil%dARi(i)∗∗(matPE%chi−1)

PbARip = matPE%C∗Kmod∗(dil%dARichi(i)−dil%dRRichi(i))∗ ! ∆P′ARi = CK(dχARi−d
χ
RRi)d̄

′
ARi+

∂∆PARi

∂dARi
d′ARi

& dbARibarp + ppPARidARi∗dbARip

else

ppPARidARi = matPE%C∗Kmod∗dil%dARim(i)∗dil%dARibarm(i)∗
& ( (1−matPE%m)∗(dil%dARichi(i)−dil%dRRichi(i))

& + matPE%chi∗dil%dARichi(i) ) !
∂∆PARi

∂dARi
= CKd−mARid̄

m
ARi

[
(1−m)(dχARi − d

χ
RRi) + χdχARi

]
PbARip = (matPE%m∗dil%PARi(i)/dil%dARibar(i))∗dbARibarp + ! ∆P′ARi = m∆PARi

d̄ARi
d̄′ARi +

∂∆PARi

∂dARi
d′ARi
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& ppPARidARi∗dbARip

endif

if (i==state%L) then

PbcARip = PbARip ! for i = L→ ∆P′cARi = ∆P′ARi
else

PbcARip = PbARip + varthetabip∗(dil%PcARi(i+1)−Ri%PcRRi) +

& varthetai∗PbcARip ! for i < L→ ∆P′cARi = ∆P′ARi + ϑ′i(∆P
c
ARi+1 −∆P cRRi) + ϑi∆P′cARi+1

endif

enddo

end subroutine GetPcARip

function GetPEJacobian() ! Parelastic tangential stiffness D
implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1,RL

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: HH,EE, GetPEJacobian

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3,3,3) :: HHp

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: eb=0.d0,dbAR1barp,dbAR1p,PbcAR1p

real(8) :: dbAR1barpNb,PL,PC,Kmod,dAR1

real(8) :: maxHH,maxHHp,maxPc,ratio

GetPEJacobian=0.0d0

HHp = 0.0d0

HH = 0.0d0

EE = 0.0d0

call ZeroReversal(A,R1,RL)

RL = .stateNo.state%L

A = (.stateNo.1) ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

R1 = (.stateNo.2) ! Recovers first reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

eb = (A%Eps − R1%Eps) ! span e = εA − εR1

dAR1 = A%d

call paraStiff(HH)

! PL = -onev.xx.RLPC = -onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle

! PC = -onev.xx.getPmHyp() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle with HYPERElasticity

Kmod = (PC+matPE%Pref)/matPE%kappaPE

EE = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuPE, K=Kmod ) ! hypoelasticity for fixed initial PL

if (all(eb .approx. 0.0d0)) then

write(6,∗) ’error GetPEJacobian: d=0!’

GetPEJacobian = 0.0d0

else

dbAR1barp = normalized(eb) ! d̄
′
AR1 = (εA − εR1)→

dbAR1barpNb = (dbAR1barp.xx.R1%Nb) ! d̄
′
AR1 : NR1

if (dbAR1barpNb.approx.0.0d0) then

write(6,∗) ’GetPEJacobian error: perpendicular eb to Nb’

stop ’GetPEJacobian error: eb:NR1=0 and eb != 0’

endif

dbAR1p = (R1%Nb−2∗dbAR1barpNb∗dbAR1barp)/(dbAR1barpNb∗dbAR1barpNb)! d′AR1 =
NR1 − 2

(
d̄
′
AR1 : NR1

)
d̄
′
AR1(

d̄
′
AR1 : NR1

)2

HHp = −matPE%f∗matPE%chi∗dAR1∗∗(matPE%chi−1)∗(EE.out.dbAR1p) ! H′ = −fχdχ−1
AR1E d′AR1

GetPEJacobian = (HHp.hxx.eb) ! H′ : e
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maxHH = maxval(abs(HH))

! maxHHp = maxval(abs(GetPEJacobian))

maxHHp = −min(minval(GetPEJacobian),0.0d0)

ratio = maxHHP/maxHH

if (ratio > 0.5) then ! For kicks, to avoid negative eigenvalues

GetPEJacobian = GetPEJacobian/(ratio∗100)

endif

endif

GetPEJacobian = HH + GetPEJacobian

if (any(isnan(GetPEJacobian))) then

write(6,∗) ’error getPEJacobian: NAN’

stop ’error getPEJacobian: NAN’

endif

call GetPcARip(PbcAR1p)

GetPEJacobian = GetPEJacobian − (onev.out.PbcAR1p) ! D = H + H′̂:e− ~1∆P′cAR1

if (any(isnan(GetPEJacobian))) then

write(6,∗) ’error getPEJacobian with Dilatancy: NAN’

stop ’error getPEJacobian: NAN’

endif

123 continue

end function GetPEJacobian

function GetHPJacobian(depsDrag) ! Hypoelastic tangential stiffness

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: EE3333,GetHPJacobian

real(8), dimension(3,3),intent(in) :: depsDrag

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: oneEE, gbp

real(8) :: P0, P1, oneEEdeps,g, denom

call ZeroReversal(A)

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

!! P0 = -onev.xx.AP0 = -onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle before the increment

! P0 = -onev.xx.getPmHyp() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle with HYPERElasticity

EE3333 = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuHP, K=1/matPE%kappaHP ) ! Ě = 1
κiso

[
3ν

1 + ν
1 1 +

2− 4ν

1 + ν
I

]
oneEE = (onev.xx.EE3333) ! ~1 : Ě

oneEEdeps = (oneEE.xx.depsDrag) ! ~1 : Ě : dεDrag

denom = 1−ctrlPE%theta∗oneEEdeps ! 1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

if (denom.approx.0.0d0) then

write(6,∗) ’GetHPJacobian error: 0 division’

stop ’GetHPJacobian error: 0 division’

endif

P1 = P0∗( 1 + (1−ctrlPE%theta)∗oneEEdeps )/denom ! Pn+1 =
Pn + Pn(1− θ)~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

g = P1∗ctrlPE%theta + P0∗(1−ctrlPE%theta) ! g =

(
Pn + Pn(1− θ)~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag
θ + Pn(1− θ)

)

gbp = (P0∗ctrlPE%theta∗(1−ctrlPE%theta)/denom)∗oneEE

gbp = gbp+(ctrlPE%theta∗∗2)∗(P0+P0∗(1−ctrlPE%theta)∗oneEEdeps)
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& ∗oneEE/(denom∗denom) ! g′ =
Pnθ(1− θ)~1 : Ě

1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag
+
θ2(Pn + Pn(1− θ)~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag)(~1 : Ě)

(1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag)2

GetHPJacobian = g∗EE3333 + ((EE3333.out.gbp).hxx.depsDrag) ! D = gĚ + Ě g′ :̂ ∆εDrag

end function GetHPJacobian

subroutine CompletePEStress() ! Calculates current PE stress including RDC pressure

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: HH

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: eb=0.0d0,sb=0.0d0

real(8) :: PcAR1

call ZeroReversal(A,R1)

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

R1 = .stateNo.2 ! Recovers first reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

call paraStiff(HH) ! PE stiffness H = (1− fdχAR1)PLĚ

eb = A%Eps − R1%Eps ! strain span e = εA − εR1

sb = (HH.xx.eb) ! s = H : e

call GetPcARi(PcAR1) ! Corrected RDC pressure P cAR1 is stored in state

A%PcRRi = PcAR1 ! Recovers P cAR1 from stack

A%Sig = R1%Sig + sb − onev∗PcAR1 ! s = H : e + ~1P cAR1

state%R( .pos.1) = A

end subroutine CompletePEStress

subroutine CompleteHPStress(depsDrag) ! After dragging= hypoelastic stress increment

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: E3333

real(8), dimension(3,3),intent(in) :: depsDrag

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: dsigHP

real(8) :: P0, P1

call ZeroReversal(A,R1)

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

R1 = .stateNo.2 ! Recovers first reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

P0 = −onev.xx.A%Sig ! Pressure at the current state P0 = ~1 : σA

! P0 = -onev.xx.getPm() ! Pressure at the center of dL circle before the increment

E3333 = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuHP, K=1/matPE%kappaHP )

P1 = P0∗( 1 + (1−ctrlPE%theta) ∗ ((onev .xx. E3333).xx.depsDrag) ) !

P1 = P1/(1 − ctrlPE%theta ∗ ((onev .xx. E3333).xx.depsDrag) ) ! Pn+1 =
Pn + Pn(1− θ)~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

1− θ ~1 : Ě : ∆εDrag

E3333 = (P1∗ctrlPE%theta + P0∗(1−ctrlPE%theta))∗E3333 ! (Pn+1θ + Pn(1− θ))Ě
dsigHP = E3333 .xx. depsDrag ! ∆σHP = (Pn+1θ + Pn(1− θ))Ě : ∆εDrag

A%sig = A%sig + dsigHP ! Update of all stresses in the stack

R1%sig = R1%sig + dsigHP

state%R( .pos.1) = A

state%R( .pos.2) = R1

end subroutine CompleteHPStress

subroutine CompleteStrain() ! Determines diameter and normal for the current state

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1

real(8), dimension(3,3) :: eb=0.0d0

real(8), dimension(3,3,3,3) :: HH
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real(8) :: prod

call ZeroReversal(A,R1)

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

R1 = .stateNo.2 ! Recovers first reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

eb = A%Eps − R1%Eps ! strain span e = εA − εR1

prod = eb.xx.(R1%Nb) ! e : NR1

if ((prod .LTA. 0.0d0).and.sign(1.d0,prod)==−1.0d0) then

if (all(eb.approx.0.0d0)) then

! if (stateA! else ! New control to avoid d = 0 when A = RL

! A! state! R1! eb = A! R1! state! call paraStiff(HH)

! R1! state! endif

else

A%d = −(eb.xx.eb)/prod ! dAR1 =
‖εA − εR1‖

−NR1 : (εA − εR1)→

A%Nb = normalized(eb + R1%Nb ∗ A%d /2 ) ! NA = (ε− (εR1 − hNR1/2))→

endif

else

A%d = 10∗matPE%dL ! dAR1 =∞
endif

A%epor = (1+R1%epor)∗dexp(tr(eb)) − 1 ! epor update (1 + eR1) exp(
√

3(εn+1
P − εR1

P )) − 1 = (1 +

eR1) exp( 1 : e)− 1

state%R( .pos.1) = A

end subroutine CompleteStrain

subroutine Push(An1) ! A new reversal is added to the state stack

implicit none

type (REVERSAL), intent(in) :: An1

if (state%L<2) stop ’error in Push: Stack length < 2’ ! The stack cannot have less than two points

call PrependTo(An1)

call CompleteStrain()

if (state%L==3) then

if ((.dNo.2).approx.(.dNo.3)) then ! from two reversals on the dL circle take the most recent one as

root

write(6,∗) ’UMAT warning: I have two reversals on hL circle’

call DeleteReversal(3)

endif

endif

end subroutine Push

recursive subroutine Pop() ! Deletes the most recent reversal(s) from state

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A

real(8) :: d0=0.0d0,d1=0.0d0

logical :: dsim

dsim = .false.

d0=.dNo.1 ! dAR1 for An+1

d1=.dNo.2 ! dRR1

! if (d0¡d1.and.(.not.(d0.approx.d1)) ) return ! No pop occurs

dsim = rapprox(d0,d1,matPE%dL)

if (d0<d1.and.(.not.dsim ) ) return ! No pop occurs

call DeleteReversal(2) ! Remove R1 from stack
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call CompleteStrain()

if(((.dNo.1).approx.0.d0).and.(d0.approx.d1).and.(state%L>2)) then! Current point coincides with R2

(oct 01/2010)

! call printStack(6)

call DeleteReversal(2) ! Remove R1 from stack

call CompleteStrain()

write(6,∗) ’Special POP case’

! call printStack(6)

endif

if (((.dNo.2).LTA.(.dNo.1)).and.(state%L>2)) then

continue

call Pop() ! Recursive call to Pop

endif

end subroutine Pop

subroutine Split(An,An1,R1,depsPE,depsDrag,PEPortion) ! splits the increment in a paraelastic por-

tion, updates stress and returns the protruding portion of the increment which has to be dragged

implicit none

type (REVERSAL), intent(in) :: An,An1,R1

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: rb,deps,depsPE,depsDrag

real(8) ::a,b,c,discr

real(8),intent(out) :: PEPortion

deps = An1%Eps−An%Eps ! ∆ε = εAn+1 − εAn

rb = An%Eps − (R1%Eps − R1%Nb∗R1%d/2) ! r = εn −
(
εL −

dL

2
NL

)
c = (rb.xx.rb)−R1%d∗R1%d/4 ! c = r : r− d2

L/4

b = 2∗(rb.xx.deps) ! b = 2r : ∆ε

a = (deps.xx.deps) ! a = ∆ε : ∆ε

if (a.approx.0) then ! Nothing to split. εAn+1 lies on dL circle

PEPortion = 1

depsPE = 0.0d0

depsDrag = 0.0d0

return

endif

discr = b∗b − 4∗a∗c ! Discriminant of quadratic equation

if (discr<0) then

! call PrintStack(6)

write(6,∗) ’error Split: negative discriminant’

stop ’error Split: negative discriminant’ !

endif

if (discr>0) discr=sqrt(discr)

PEPortion = max((−b+discr)/(2∗a),(−b−discr)/(2∗a),0.0d0) ! θ =
−b±

√
b2 − 4ac

2a
depsPE = PEPortion∗deps ! ∆εPE = θ∆ε

depsDrag = (1−PEPortion)∗deps ! ∆εHP = (1− θ)∆ε
end subroutine Split

subroutine Drag(depsDrag) ! Updates stack upon overloading of dL circle

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1

real(8),dimension(3,3),intent(in) :: depsDrag

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: eb

call ZeroReversal(A,R1)

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]
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R1 = .stateNo.2 ! Recovers first reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

A%Eps = A%Eps + depsDrag ! εA = εA + ∆εHP

R1%Eps = R1%Eps + depsDrag ! εR1 = εR1 + ∆εHP

eb = A%Eps − R1%Eps ! e = εA − εR1

A%epor = (1+A%epor)∗dexp(tr(depsDrag))−1 ! epor update en+1 = (eR1 +1) exp(
√

3(εn+1
P − εR1

P ))−1 =

(1 + eR1) exp(−
√

3~1 : e)− 1

R1%epor = (1+R1%epor)∗dexp(tr(depsDrag))−1

state%R( .pos.1) = A

state%R( .pos.2) = R1

end subroutine Drag

subroutine MirrorbefDrag() ! Redefines L as the mirror point of A on the dL circle before drag occurs

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,RL

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: eb=0.0d0,EpsC,TbC,TbL

real(8),dimension(3,3,3,3) :: HH,E3333

real(8) :: PL,Kmod,aux0,Pm

integer :: iter

call ZeroReversal(A,RL)

A = .stateNo.1 ! Recovers current state. In Mathematica A=state[[1]]

RL = .stateNo.2 ! Recovers first reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

PL = −onev.xx.RL%sig

EpsC = RL%eps − RL%Nb∗(matPE%dL/2.0d0) ! εc = εL −NLdL/2

E3333 = 0.0d0

Kmod = (PL+matPE%Pref)/matPE%kappaPE

E3333 = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuPE, K=Kmod ) ! hypoelasticity Ě(ν,K = 1/κ) with barotropy PL

aux0 = 1.d0 − matPE%f∗(matPE%dL/2.0d0)∗∗matPE%chi

TbC = aux0∗(E3333.xx.(EpsC−RL%eps))+RL%sig ! σc = (1− f(dL/2)χ)PLĚ : (εc − εL)

Pm = −onev.xx.Tbc

A%d = RL%d

state%R( .pos.1) = A

RL%Eps = A%Eps−RL%d∗A%Nb

eb = RL%Eps − A%Eps

RL%Nb = −A%Nb

state%R( .pos.2) = RL

do iter=1,15

Kmod = (−onev.xx.RL%sig)/matPE%kappaPE

E3333 = isoElastic(nu=matPE%nuPE, K=Kmod )

RL%sig = RL%sig − (getPm()−TbC)

state%R(.pos.2) =RL

! RLenddo

state%R( .pos.2) = RL

! call CompleteStrain()

! call CompletePEStress()

end subroutine MirrorbefDrag

subroutine ShakeDownInit(factor,repetition,TbL,NbL, ! creates an initial shakedown state with cycles

along ~N
L

& EpsL,eporL)

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1

real(8),intent(in) :: factor,eporL

real(8),dimension(3,3),intent(in) :: TbL,EpsL,NbL

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: deps1,deps2
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real(8) :: Cd

integer :: i,k,repetition

call ZeroReversal(A,R1)

Cd = matPE%C

! matPEstateR1R1R1R1R1R1state

deps1 = −NbL∗factor∗matPE%dL ! dε1 = −Nb ∗ dL ∗ factor Factor controls the diameter of the inner

circles as a fraction of dL

deps2 = −deps1∗factor ! dε2 = +Nb ∗ dL ∗ factor2

A%eps = R1%eps + deps1 ! εA = εL + dε1

call PrependTo(A) ! Definition of A

call CompleteStrain()

call CompletePEStress()

call ParaUmat(deps2) ! Definition of third point in the stack

do k=1,repetition ! Shakedown cycle. Each repetition creates 2 new points in stack

deps1 = deps1∗factor∗factor ! Unloading dεQ = −~1∗ : {0,−0.25hL}
call ParaUmat(deps1)

deps2 = deps2∗factor∗factor ! Unloading dεQ = −~1∗ : {0,−0.25hL}
call ParaUmat(deps2)

enddo

matPE%C = Cd

end subroutine ShakeDownInit

subroutine MonotonInit(factor,TbL,NbL,EpsL,eporL) ! creates an initial monotonic state (2 circles)

oriented along NL

&

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: A,R1

real(8),intent(in) :: factor,eporL

real(8),dimension(3,3),intent(in) :: TbL,EpsL,NbL

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: deps1

real(8) :: Cd

call ZeroReversal(A,R1)

Cd = matPE%C

matPE%C = 0.0d0 ! During the initialization, turn off dilatancy (25.11.2010)

state%L = 1 ! Definition of dL circle

R1%Nb = NbL ! outer normal NL

R1%sig = TbL ! stress state σL

R1%eps = EpsL ! εL

R1%d = matPE%dL ! dL is a material parameter

R1%epor = eporL ! eL

R1%PcRRi = 0.0d0 ! P cRRL = 0

state%R(.pos.1) = R1 ! First element of stack is RL

deps1 = −NbL∗factor∗matPE%dL ! dε1 = −Nb ∗ hL ∗ factor Diameter of the current circle is factor*dL

A%eps = R1%eps + deps1 ! εA = εL + dε1

call PrependTo(A) ! Definition of A

call CompleteStrain()

call CompletePEStress()

matPE%C = Cd

end subroutine MonotonInit

subroutine ExportReversal(R,statev,o,nstatv,ntens) ! o = offset. Exports Ri to vector statev
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implicit none

integer, intent(in) :: nstatv,o,ntens

type(reversal),intent(in) :: R

real(8),dimension(nstatv),intent(out) :: statev

statev(o+1:o+6) = map2stran(R%eps,ntens)

statev(o+7:o+12) = map2stress(R%sig,ntens)

statev(o+13:o+18) = map2stran(R%Nb,ntens)

statev(o+19) = R%d

statev(o+20) = R%epor∗1.0d0 ! For kicks. Improves resolution of graphic output in Abaqus CAE

statev(o+21) = R%PcRRi

end subroutine ExportReversal

subroutine ImportReversal(R,statev,o,nstatv,ntens) ! o = offset Imports Ri from vector statev

implicit none

integer, intent(in) :: nstatv,o,ntens

type(reversal),intent(out) :: R

real(8),dimension(nstatv),intent(in) :: statev

R%eps = map2D(statev(o+1:o+6),ntens)

R%sig = map2T(statev(o+7:o+12),ntens)

R%Nb = map2D(statev(o+13:o+18),ntens)

R%d = statev(o+19)

R%epor = statev(o+20)/1.0d0 ! For kicks. Improves resolution of graphic output in Abaqus CAE

R%PcRRi = statev(o+21)

end subroutine ImportReversal

subroutine ParaUmat(deps) ! Main routine. Controls operations on the stack. Returns updated stack,

Jacobian D3333 and stress increment dT

implicit none

type (REVERSAL) :: An,An1,R1

real(8),dimension(3,3),intent(in) :: deps

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: depsPE,depsDrag,dsigHP

real(8) :: dbefore,dafter,dRR1,PEPortion

logical :: dragging,pushQ,dsim

dragging = .false.

pushQ = .false.

dsim = .false.

call ZeroReversal(An,An1,R1)

An = .stateNo.1 ! State before the increment A. In Mathematica An=state[[1]]

R1 = .stateNo.2 ! First reversal. In Mathematica R1=state[[2]]

state%R(.pos.1)%Eps = An%Eps + deps ! ∆ε is added to current state and stored in the stack

call CompleteStrain() ! Obtains dAn+1R1 and NAn+1
for the incremente strain

An1 = .stateNo.1 ! State after the increment An+1

dbefore = An%d ! Diameter of the loading circle before the increment dAR1

dafter = An1%d ! Diameter of the loading circle after the increment dAn+1R1

dRR1 = R1%d

dsim = rapprox(dafter,dbefore,matPE%dL)

! if ((dafter¿=dbefore).and.(dafter¡dRR1)) then ! .GTA. instead of >= to control case with ∆ε = 0.0

if ((dafter.GTA.dbefore).and.((dafter<dRR1).and.

& (.not.dsim) ) ) then ! .GTA. instead of >= to control case with ∆ε = 0.0 Feb 2011

! & (.not.(dafter.approx.dbefore)) ) ) then ! .GTA. instead of >= to control case with ∆ε = 0.0

call CompletePEStress() ! Non-pop loading

endif
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if ((dafter.GTA.dbefore).and.(dafter.GTA.dRR1).and.

& (state%L>2)) then ! Pop

call Pop()

call CompletePEStress()

endif

if ((state%L==2).and.((.dNo.1).GTA.(.dNo.2))) then ! Split (if needed) and drag

R1 = .stateNo.2

call Split(An,An1,R1,depsPE,depsDrag,PEPortion) ! Calls Split, returns ∆εPE, ∆εHP and θ=PEPortion

state%R( .pos.1)%Eps = An%Eps + depsPE ! Strain at the great circle. εA
n+1

= εA + ∆εPE In Ma-

thematica state[[1, 1]] = dεPE +An[[1]]

if (PEPortion<0.5d0) dragging = .true. ! Logical value to choose if the PE or HP jacobian matrix is

calculated

! write(6,*) ’Dragging’

! if (dragging) call BEEPQQ(1000,5)

call CompleteStrain()

call CompletePEStress()

! if (dragging) call MirrorbefDrag() ! Redefines L as the mirror position of A in the dL circle before dragging

call Drag(depsDrag)

call CompleteHPStress(depsDrag)

endif

pushQ = ((dafter < dbefore).and.(.not.dsim)) ! Push query avoids artificial unloading when ∆ε ≈ 0

causing dafter¡dbefore Feb2011

! pushQ = ((dafter ¡ dbefore).and.(.not.(dafter.approx.dbefore))) ! Push query avoids artificial unloading when

∆ε ≈ 0 causing dafter¡dbefore

if (pushQ) then ! Push - unloading (dafter ¡ dbefore)

state%R( .pos.1) = An

call Push(An1)

call CompletePEStress()

endif

if (dragging) D3333=GetHPJacobian(depsDrag) ! Dragging took place, HP Jacobian matrix is calculated.

if (.not.dragging) D3333 = GetPEJacobian() ! No dragging occured. PE Jacobian matrix is calculated.

end subroutine ParaUmat

END MODULE ParaelasticModule

A.3 ParaUmat.f

! ———-Umat—————————————————————————————

subroutine UMAT(stress,statev,ddsdde,sse,spd,scd, ! HUMAT is a (H)idden (U)ser (MAT)ertial model

for soil

& rpl,ddsddt,drplde,drpldt, ! to be called from Abaqus via UMAT (in cumat2003.f file)

& stran,dstran,time,dtime,temp,dtemp,predef,dpred,cmname, ! In order to use HUMAT as a stand-alone

UMAT just remove ”H”

& ndi,nshr,ntens,nstatv,props,nprops,coords,drot,pnewdt, ! given: state and the strain increment

& celent,dfgrd0,dfgrd1,noel,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc) ! returns the updated state (e.g. stress)

! and the tangential stiffness

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

character(LEN=80) :: cmname

integer:: ndi,nshr,ntens,nstatv,nprops,npt,layer,kspt,kstep,kinc,

& noel

real(8) :: stress(ntens),statev(nstatv),

& ddsdde(ntens,ntens),ddsddt(ntens),drplde(ntens),

& stran(ntens),dstran(ntens),time(2),predef(1),dpred(1),

& props(nprops),coords(3),drot(3,3),dfgrd0(3,3),dfgrd1(3,3),
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& dtime,sse,spd,scd,drpldt,temp,dtemp,rpl,pnewdt,celent

real(8) ,dimension (1:3,1:3) :: Tb,Db,epsb ! T,D, ε

real(8),dimension (1:3,1:3,1:3,1:3)::LLout,Estiff ! Lfinal, Lafter1.corr,Eel,E

real(8) :: dtajm

integer :: nsubi, isubi,maxiter,i,j ! total number of subincrements, subincrement counter

logical :: last ss, check mate, ! =1 if last small strain sub-subincrement;

& check state, ok ! checks admissibility of (MATE)rial const. or STATE var

logical ,dimension(10) :: errors = .false.

type (REVERSAL) :: An,An1,R1

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: deps

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: depsPE,depsDrag,dsigHP

real(8) :: hbefore,hafter,h1,PEPortion

if(ndi .ne. 3) stop ’umat error: ndi .ne. 3’

call PROPS2MAT(cmname,nprops,props,matPE) ! copy props() to matPE%. . . + derived constants

if(kinc∗kstep.le.1) then

ok = check mate()

if(.not. ok ) write(6,∗) ’check mate error’

endif

if(kstep<=1.and.kinc<=1.and.time(2)==0.d0) then ! initialization of stack at the beginning of the first

increment (zero increment in incremental driver)

call siginisdvini(stress,coords,3,ntens,statev,nstatv,

& stran,kstep)

open(77,file=’negJacob.txt’)

endif

if(kstep==−1.and.kinc<=1.and.time(2)>1.d0) then ! initialization of stack after HP or HCA, taking the

current stress

write(6,∗) ’call to siginiPE using current T’

call siginisdvini(stress,coords,3,ntens,statev,nstatv,

& stran,kstep)

endif

if (kstep==4.and.kinc>100) then

close(77)

endif

call IMPORT(ntens,nstatv,statev,stress,stran,dstran,dtime,Db,Tb, ! dstran,stress,statev → D,T, ε

& deps)

if (kstep==1.and.kinc==54) then

continue

endif

ok = check state(Tb)

errors(3) = ( any(isnan(statev)).or. ! check if any NANs in the input

& any(isnan(stress)).or.

& any(isnan(dstran)) )

if (errors(3)) stop ’NAN in statev/stress/dstran’

if (.not. ok ) stop ’Tb in tension’

LLout = 0.0d0 ! secant stiffness collector

! nsubi= MAX( IDNINT( NORM(Db)*dtime/ctrlPEnsubi = 1

dtajm = dtime/nsubi

do 5000 isubi=1,nsubi
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! ================================================

! ———-Paraelasticity ——————-

if (nsubi>1) write(∗,∗) ’isubi=’,isubi

! call ParaUmat(Db*dtajm) ! Returns updated stack, Jacobian D3333 (global variable loaded in ParaelasticMo-

dule) and stress increment dT

call ParaUmat(deps)

! ================================================

! LLout = LLout + D3333/nsubi ! D3333 Jacobian matrix calculated in ParaelasticModule

5000 continue ! next subincrement

LLout = D3333

! call rigidrot(dfgrd0,dfgrd1) ! Rigid rotation, using Jaumann

! call rigidrotABQ(drot,ndi,nshr) ! Rigid rotation using ABQ Utility routine ROTSIG

call rigidrotHW(stress,stran,ntens,dfgrd0,dfgrd1) ! Rigid rotation using Hughes-Winget

call EXPORT(ntens,nstatv,LLout,ddsdde,statev,stress,stran,dtime,

& Db,kstep,kinc,deps,noel,npt) ! dstran,stress,statev → D,T

! call BEEPQQ(Modulo(kinc*100,3000),5)

end subroutine UMAT

! ======================================================================

subroutine PROPS2MAT(cmname,nprops,props,matPE)

use nice constitutive namesPE

implicit none

type (MATERIALCONSTANTSPE), intent (out) :: matPE

integer, intent(in) :: nprops

real(8), intent(in) :: props(nprops)

character(LEN=80) :: cmname

matPE%matnam = cmname(1:5)

if(matPE%matnam .eq. ’PARAE’) then ! ———PAREL———–

matPE%nuPE = props(1)

matPE%kappaPE = props(2)

matPE%f = props(3)

matPE%chi = props(4)

matPE%C = props(5)

matPE%m = props(6)

matPE%dL = props(7)

matPE%KWater = props(8) ! If Kw = 0 ’drained’

matPE%nuHP = props(11)

matPE%kappaHP = props(12)

endif

end subroutine PROPS2MAT

! ———-Import —————————————-

subroutine IMPORT(ntens,nstatv,statev,stress,stran,dstran,dtime, ! copies statev to stack for example

T,N, h, e, . . .

& Db,Tb,deps) ! and stress to T, dstran/dt to D,

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

integer :: ntens, nstatv, o, i

real(8),intent(in):: statev(nstatv),stress(ntens),dstran(ntens)

real(8) :: stran(ntens), tmp(3,3), deps(3,3)
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real(8),intent(in):: dtime

real(8), intent(out), dimension(3,3) :: Tb,Db

type(REVERSAL) :: Ri ! local auxiliary Reversal variable

call ZeroStack()

call ZeroReversal(Ri)

state%L = statev(offPE%HP+1) ! Length of the stack. statev(offPEif (statestop ’error Import: stackendif

svPE%uwater = statev(offPE%HP+3) ! pore water pressure (compression positive)

o = offPE%HP + offPE%stack ! offset in statev needed to recover the stack

do i=1,state%L ! Loads statev into stack State

call ImportReversal(Ri,statev,o,nstatv,ntens)

o = o + offPE%reversal

state%R(.pos.i) = Ri

enddo

tmp = .EpsNo.1

Tb = map2T(stress,ntens) ! copy the stress tensor T

Tb = Tb + svPE%uwater∗delta ! Effective stress T

if(dtime.le.1.0d−40) Db = map2D(dstran,ntens) ! handles the case D = 0,dtime=0

if(dtime.gt.1.0d−40) Db = map2D(dstran,ntens)/dtime

deps = map2D(dstran,ntens)

end subroutine IMPORT

! ———-Export ——————————————————————–

subroutine EXPORT(ntens,nstatv,LLout,ddsdde,statev,stress,stran,

& dtime,Db,kstep,kinc,deps,noel,npt) ! copies the stack to vector statev

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

integer , intent(in) :: ntens, nstatv,noel,npt

real(8), intent(in) :: LLout(3,3,3,3),deps(3,3),Db(3,3),dtime

real(8),intent(out):: statev(nstatv),stress(ntens),

& ddsdde(ntens,ntens)

real(8) :: stran(ntens)

integer kstep,kinc

integer :: i,j,o

type(REVERSAL) :: Ri ! local auxiliary Reversal variable

real(8),dimension(3,3) :: eps,sig

real(8) :: elast, min eigen,ke ! local to control if negative Eigvalue in Jacobian

real(8), dimension (:,:), allocatable :: testm,vectors

real(8), dimension (:), allocatable :: diagon

real(8), dimension(9,9) :: jacobian99

sig = .SigNo.1

eps = .EpsNo.1

stress = map2stress(sig,ntens)

ddsdde = map2ddsdde(LLout,ntens)

ddsdde(1:3,1:3) = ddsdde(1:3,1:3) + matPE%Kwater ! Add stiffness of water to jacobian
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statev(offPE%HP+1) = state%L ! Copy the length of the stack

statev(offPE%HP+2) = .EporNo.1 ! Current void ratio

statev(offPE%HP+3) = svPE%uwater− matPE%Kwater∗tr(Db)∗dtime ! update pore water pressure un+1 =

un −Kwatertr D∆ dt

stress(1:3) = stress(1:3) −statev(offPE%HP+3) ! Ttot = T− u 1 Total stress returned to abaqus

o = offPE%HP + offPE%stack ! offset in statev needed to recover the stack

do i=1,state%L

Ri = state%R(.pos.i)

call ExportReversal(Ri,statev,o,nstatv,ntens)

o = o + offPE%reversal

enddo

allocate(testm(ntens,ntens),vectors(ntens,ntens),diagon(ntens)) ! very local matrices

testm = 0.5d0∗(ddsdde + TRANSPOSE(ddsdde))

CALL jacobi(testm,diagon,vectors,ntens)

min eigen = MINVAL(diagon)

if (min eigen.le.0.0d0) then

write(6,’(2(A26,i3.4))’) ’Negative Jacobian. kstep=’,

& kstep,’ kinc=’,kinc

jacobian99 = map299(LLout)

write(77,’(/A17)’) ’Negative Jacobian’

write(77,’(4(A6,i3.4))’) ’kstep=’,

& kstep,’ kinc=’,kinc,’ noel=’,noel,’ npt=’,npt

write(77,’(”{ ” 6(g15.8,”, ”),”} ”)’) diagon

write(77,∗) ’LLout’

write(77,777) Transpose(jacobian99)

write(77,∗) ’ddsdde’

write(77,787) Transpose(ddsdde)

777 format(”{ ”,9(”{ ”,8(g17.11,”, ” ),g17.11,”},” /),”} ”)

787 format(”{ ”,6(”{ ”,5(g17.11,”, ” ),g17.11,”},” /),”} ”)

write(77,∗) ’deps’

write(77,777) deps

write(77,∗) ’Stack’

call printStack(77)

endif

deallocate(testm,vectors,diagon)

return

end subroutine EXPORT

! —————-Checkmate —————————————————-

logical function check mate() ! check admissibility of mat constants

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

real(8) :: maxdL, dLZigZag

check mate = .FALSE.

if(matPE%matnam .ne. ’PARAE’ ) then ! Material name must begin with PARAE

write(∗,∗) matPE%matnam

stop ’error: material name cmname not recognized ’

endif

if(matPE%kappaPE <= 0)

& write(∗,∗) ’warning: suspicious kappaPE=’, matPE%kappaPE
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if( matPE%nuPE > 0.5 .or. matPE%nuPE < 0 )

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%nuPE=’,

& matPE%nuPE

if( matPE%f < 0 )

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%f=’, matPE%f

if( matPE%chi < 0 .or. matPE%chi > 2)

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%chi=’,

& matPE%chi

if( matPE%c < 0 )

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%c=’, matPE%c

if( matPE%m < 0 .or. matPE%m > 1)

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%m=’, matPE%m

maxdL = (1/(matPE%f∗(1 + matPE%chi)) )∗∗(1/matPE%chi) ! To avoid negative eigenvalues in the

non-symmetric Jacobian, dL < ( 1
f(1+χ)

)(1/χ)

if( matPE%dL < 0 .or. matPE%dL > maxdL)

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%dL=’, matPE%dL

dLZigZag = (matPE%f∗(4+1+1/matPE%chi)∗matPE%chi)∗∗(−1/matPE%chi)! Maximum value of dL

to produce zigzag effect with z = 4. dL < (f(z + 1 + 1/χ)χ)( − 1/χ)

if(matPE%dL > dLZigZag)

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: matPE%dL > dZigZag’, dLZigZag

if(matPE%kappaHP <= 0)

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious kappaHP=’,

& matPE%kappaHP

if( matPE%nuPE > 0.5 .or. matPE%nuHP < 0 )

& write(∗,∗) ’CHECKMATE warning: suspicious matPE%nuHP=’,

& matPE%nuHP

check mate = .TRUE.

end function check mate

! ———Checkstate ————————————————————–

logical function check state(Tb) ! check admissibility of state variables

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

real(8), intent(in),dimension(1:3,1:3)::Tb

real(8) :: trT

check state = .TRUE.

trT = tr(Tb)

if(trT > matPE%tension begin) then

write(∗,∗) ’check state: trT > tension begin ’

check state = .FALSE.

endif

end function check state

! ———-rigidrot ————————————

subroutine rigidrot( dfgrd0,dfgrd1) ! calculate L,W and update by Jaumann

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

real(8), intent(in), dimension(1:3,1:3):: dfgrd0,dfgrd1

real(8), dimension(1:3,1:3):: L,W,f,fd,f 1,R,R 1,Tb,epsb,Nb

integer :: i

logical :: ok
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f = 0.5d0∗(dfgrd0 + dfgrd1) ! F average deformation gradient within increment

fd= (dfgrd1 − dfgrd0) ! Ḟ here we may assume dtime=1

f 1 = inv(f,ok) ! F−1

if(.not. ok) stop ’error, rigid rotation: det(F) cannot be zero’

L = fd .x. f 1 ! L = Ḟ · F−1

W = 0.5d0∗( L−TRANSPOSE(L)) ! W = 1
2

(L + LT )

R = (delta−0.5d0∗W)

R 1 = inv(R,ok) ! R−1

if(.not. ok) stop ’error, rigid rotation: det(R) cannot be zero’

R = R 1 .x. (delta+0.5d0∗W) ! Hughes-Winget ∆R = ( 1− 1
2
Wδt)−1 · ( 1 + 1

2
Wδt)

do i=1,state%L

if (i==1) then

Tb = (.sigNo.i)

epsb = (.epsNo.i)

Nb = (.NbNo.i)

Tb = Tb + ((W .x. Tb) − (Tb .x. W))

epsb = epsb + ((W .x. epsb) − (epsb .x. W))

Nb = Nb + ((W .x. Nb) − (Nb .x. W))

state%R( .pos.i)%sig = Tb

state%R( .pos.i)%eps = epsb

state%R( .pos.i)%Nb = Nb

! sig = (.sigNo.i)+R.x.((.sigNo.i)+dT).x.( TRANSPOSE(R)) ! Ti+1 = Ti + ∆R · (Ti + ∆T) ·∆RT

! sig = sig + (R.x.(Tb+dT)).x. TRANSPOSE(R)

! eps = eps + R.x.(eps+Db).x. TRANSPOSE(R)

! state! statestateelse

Tb = (.sigNo.i)

epsb = (.epsNo.i)

Nb = (.NbNo.i)

Tb = Tb + ((W .x. Tb) − (Tb .x. W))

epsb = epsb + ((W .x. epsb) − (epsb .x. W))

Nb = Nb + ((W .x. Nb) − (Nb .x. W))

state%R( .pos.i)%sig = Tb

state%R( .pos.i)%eps = epsb

state%R( .pos.i)%Nb = Nb

endif

enddo

end subroutine rigidrot

! ———-rigidrotHW ————————————

subroutine rigidrotHW(stress,stran,ntens,dfgrd0,dfgrd1) ! calculate L,W and update by Hughes-Winget

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

integer :: i,ntens

real(8), intent(in), dimension(3,3):: dfgrd0,dfgrd1

real(8), intent(in), dimension(ntens):: stress,stran

real(8), dimension(3,3):: L,W,f,fd,f 1,R,R 1,Tb,epsb,Nb,dTb,sigi,

& epsi,depsb

logical :: ok

f = 0.5d0∗(dfgrd0 + dfgrd1) ! F average deformation gradient within increment

fd= (dfgrd1 − dfgrd0) ! Ḟ here we may assume dtime=1
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f 1 = inv(f,ok) ! F−1

if(.not. ok) stop ’error, rigid rotation: det(F) cannot be zero’

L = fd .x. f 1 ! L = Ḟ · F−1

W = 0.5d0∗( L−TRANSPOSE(L)) ! W = 1
2

(L + LT )

R = (delta−0.5d0∗W)

R 1 = inv(R,ok) ! R−1

if(.not. ok) stop ’error, rigid rotation: det(R) cannot be zero’

R = R 1 .x. (delta+0.5d0∗W) ! Hughes-Winget ∆R = ( 1− 1
2
Wδt)−1 · ( 1 + 1

2
Wδt)

sigi = map2T(stress,ntens) ! Ti

epsi = map2D(stran,ntens) ! εi

do i=1,state%L

if (i==1) then

dTb = (.SigNo.i)−sigi ! stress increment after PE update

depsb = (.epsNo.i)−epsi ! strain increment

Tb = (.sigNo.i)

epsb = (.epsNo.i)

Nb = (.NbNo.i)

Tb = ((R.x.sigi).x.TRANSPOSE(R))+dTb ! Ti+1 = ∆R · (Ti) ·∆RT + ∆T

epsb = ((R.x.epsi).x.TRANSPOSE(R))+depsb

Nb = ((R.x.Nb).x.TRANSPOSE(R))

state%R( .pos.i)%sig = Tb

state%R( .pos.i)%eps = epsb

state%R( .pos.i)%Nb = Nb

else

Tb = (.sigNo.i)

epsb = (.epsNo.i)

Nb = (.NbNo.i)

state%R(.pos.i)%sig = ((R.x.Tb).x.TRANSPOSE(R))

state%R(.pos.i)%eps = ((R.x.epsb).x.TRANSPOSE(R))

state%R(.pos.i)%Nb = ((R.x.Nb).x.TRANSPOSE(R))

endif

enddo

end subroutine rigidrotHW

! ———-rigidrotABQ ————————————

subroutine rigidrotABQ( drot,ndi,nshr) ! rotation of tensors using Abaqus utility routine ROTSIG

use ParaelasticModule

implicit none

real(8), intent(in), dimension(3,3) :: drot

real(8), dimension(1:3,1:3):: Tb,Tbp,epsb,epsbp,Nb,Nbp

integer :: i,lstr,ndi,nshr

logical :: ok

do i=1,state%L

if (i==1) then

Nb = (.NbNo.i)

lstr = 2 ! LSTR=1: stress LSTR=2: strain

call rotsig(Nb,drot,Nbp,lstr,ndi,nshr)

state%R( .pos.i)%Nb = Nbp

else

Tb = (.sigNo.i)

epsb = (.epsNo.i)

Nb = (.NbNo.i)
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lstr = 1 ! LSTR=1: stress LSTR=2: strain

call rotsig(Tb,drot,Tbp,lstr,ndi,nshr)

lstr = 2 ! LSTR=1: stress LSTR=2: strain

call rotsig(epsb,drot,epsbp,lstr,ndi,nshr)

lstr = 2 ! LSTR=1: stress LSTR=2: strain

call rotsig(Nb,drot,Nbp,lstr,ndi,nshr)

state%R( .pos.i)%sig = Tbp

state%R( .pos.i)%eps = epsbp

state%R( .pos.i)%Nb = Nbp

endif

enddo

end subroutine rigidrotABQ
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Appendix B

Invertibility of stress-strain

relations based on hyperelastic

potentials

This Appendix presents in detail some attempts to derive εel(T) from T(εel) or vice

versa.

B.1 Potential ψ̄(T) = cP αRβ

The elastic strain

εel(T) = αcPα−1Rβ(−~1) + βcPαRβ−1~T or (B.1)

εel(T) =
(
αP−1(−~1) + βR−2T

)
ψ̄ with ψ̄ = cPαRβ (B.2)

can be inverted.

The volumetric and deviatoric portions are

εel
P = (αP−1 + β P R−2)ψ̄ (= −~1 : εel) (B.3)

εel∗ = (βR−2T∗)ψ̄ (B.4)

Further we calculate

εel∗

εel
P

=
βR−2T∗

αP−1 + β P R−2
=

β P T∗

αR2 + β P 2
(B.5)

εel∗ : εel∗

εel
P

2 =
β2 P 2 (R2 − P 2)

(αR2 + β P 2)2
(B.6)

εel∗ : εel∗

εel
P

2 =
β2 η2 (1− η2)

(α+ β η2)2
with η2 =

P 2

R2
< 1 (B.7)
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Given the LHS we find η2 from quadratic equation, obtaining two roots 0 < η2 < 1:

η2
1 =

β2 − 2 A α β −
√
β4 − 4A α2β2 − 4A α β3

2(β2 +Aβ2)
and (B.8)

η2
2 =

β2 − 2 A α β +
√
β4 − 4A α2β2 − 4A α β3

2(β2 +Aβ2)
, (B.9)

wherein A = εel∗:εel∗

εel
P

2 > 0.

For Q = 0, η = 1 and hence only the larger root η2 is valid. When α = 0 (Vermeer’s

potential) the smaller root vanishes η1 = 0. A condition for the range of validity of the

inversion can be imposed. For a limit stress ratio η = 1/
√

3 which entails ϕmob = 90◦

in compression, the solution is unique when(
η2

1 −
1

3

)(
η2

2 −
1

3

)
< 0 =

−2β2 +A(3α+ β)2

9(1 +A)β2
(B.10)

The influence of the degree of homogeneity on the invertibility limit is shown in

Fig. B.1. The horizontal dashed line represents P/R at the tension limit (ϕmob = 90◦).

5 10 15 20 εQ εP
22

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0
 P/R

n=0.8

n=0.7

n=0.6

n=0.5

n=0.4

n=0.3

Figure B.1: Variation of the larger root η = P/R with the order of homogeneity for
ν = 0.2

The lower limit of the degree of homogeneity nmin, for which the analytical inver-

tibility of the potential can be guaranteed, is formulated as a function of the desired

Poisson’s ratio for isotropic stress states νiso:

nmin =
η2 + νiso(η2 − 3)

(1 + νiso)(η2 − 1)
, (B.11)

wherein η corresponds to the desired limit of invertibility ε(σ). For example, with

νiso = 0.20 and the limit of invertibility set to η = 1/
√

3 it suffices that n > 0.25. It

turns out that for n = 0.25 and ν = 0.2 the deviatoric strain required to reach the

tension limit becomes infinite, εel∗ : εel∗ → ∞. Such n−values are not reported for

geomaterials, however.

Solve[Evaluate[

1/( (\[Beta]^2 \[Eta]^2 (1 - \[Eta]^2 ))/(\[Alpha] + \[Beta] \

\[Eta]^2)^2) //. {\[Beta] ->
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2 - nn - \[Alpha], \[Alpha] -> (-2 nn + nn^2 + 6 nu - 5 nn nu +

nn^2 nu)/(-1 + 2 nu)}] == 0, nn] // Simplify

With P = ηR we find P from εel
P :

εel
P = α c (ηR)α−1Rβ + β c (ηR)α+1Rβ−2 (B.12)

εel
P = α c ηα−1Rα+β−1 + β c ηα+1Rα+β−1 (B.13)

from which follows

R =

[
εel
P

c(αηα−1 + βηα+1)

] 1
α+β−1

(B.14)

The deviatoric stress can then be calculated from εel∗

T∗ =
εel∗

c βηαRα+β−2
and T = T∗ − P ~1 (B.15)

B.2 Vermeer’s potential ψ̄(T) = cRβ

The strain stress relation derived from Vermeer’s potential is

εel(T) = cβRβ−2T (B.16)

and can be easily inverted calculating

‖εel‖ = cβRβ−1 and (B.17)

This leads to

R =
(

(cβ)−1‖εel‖
)1/(β−1)

(B.18)

which can be substituted to (B.16) giving

(cβ)−1εel
(

(cβ)−1‖εel‖
)(2−β)/(β−1)

= T(εel). (B.19)

B.3 Houlsby’s potential ψ̄(T) = CP
(
P 2 + CQQ

2
)α − λPP

The elastic strain function

εel(T) = 2αCP
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α−1

[
P (−~1) + CQT∗

]
+ λP ~1 (B.20)

for this potential can be inverted.
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The volumetric and deviatoric components are separated

εel
P = 2αCPP

[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α−1 − λP (= −~1 : εel) (B.21)

εel∗ = 2αCPCQ
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]α−1

T∗ (B.22)

Further, the deviatoric portion is squared obtaining

εel∗ : εel∗ = (2αCPCQ)2
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]2α−2

Q2 (B.23)

ln εel∗ : εel∗ − lnA2 − lnQ2 = (2α− 2) ln
[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]

(B.24)

wherein A = 2αCPCQ.

From the volumetric part we obtain

(εel
P + λP )2 = (ĀP )2

[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]2α−2

with Ā = 2αCP(B.25)

ln(εel
P + λP )2 − ln(Ā2P 2) = (2α− 2) ln

[
P 2 + CQQ

2
]

(B.26)

We equate (B.24) and (B.26) to find

ln(εel
P + λP )2 − ln(Ā2P 2) = ln

(
εel∗ : εel∗

)
− lnA2 − lnQ2 (B.27)

ln
Q2

Ā2P 2
= ln

εel∗ : εel∗

A2(εel
P + λP )2

(B.28)

Q2

P 2
=

Ā2εel∗ : εel∗

A2(εel
P + λP )2

(B.29)

Q

P
= ϑ =

√
εel∗ : εel∗

C2
Q(εel

P + λP )2
(B.30)

(B.31)

We substitute Q = ϑP into εel
P to find

εel
P + λP = 2αCP (1 + CQϑ

2)α−1P 2α−1 (B.32)

P =

[
εel
P + λP

2αCP (1 + CQϑ2)α−1

]1/(2α−1)

(B.33)

Finally, the deviatoric stress can be calculated from

T∗ =
εel∗

2αCPCQ (1 + CQϑ2)α−1 P 2α−2
(B.34)

from which

T = T∗ − P ~1 (B.35)

is obtained.
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B.4. Liu’s potential ψ(εel) =
√
εel
P

[
Bεel

P
2

+Aεel
Q

2
]

B.4 Liu’s potential ψ(εel) =
√
εel
P

[
Bεel

P
2

+ Aεel
Q

2
]

The elastic stress function from Liu’s potential

T(εel) =
5Bεel

P
2

+Aεel
Q

2

2
√
εel
P

(−~1) + 2A
√
εel
Pε

el∗ (B.36)

can be inverted.

We distinguish isotropic and deviatoric portions of T(εel)

P = −~1 : T =
5Bεel

P
2

+Aεel
Q

2

2
√
εel
P

(= −~1 : T) (B.37)

QT = − ~1∗ : T = 2A
√
εel
P ε

el
Q (B.38)

The stress ratio is defined by

QT
P

=
4Aεel

P ε
el
Q

5Bεel
P

2
+Aεel

Q
2 (B.39)

QT
P

=
4Aµ

5B +Aµ2
with µ =

εel
Q

εel
P

(B.40)

From the quadratic equation (B.40) we find µ

µ =
2A±

√
4A2 − 5ABη2

Aη
, (B.41)

wherein η = QT
P . Both roots have real values when

4A2 − 5ABη2 ≥ 0 (B.42)

QT
P

≤
√

4A

5B
(B.43)

This stress ratio defines the limit of invertibility of T(εel).

The influence of νiso on the relation between εel
Q/ε

el
P and Q/P is presented in Fig.

B.2. Dashed lines represent the larger µ root, and continuous lines the smaller µ

root. The limit of invertibility is indicated with purple points on each curve. It can

be concluded that for smaller stress ratios the larger root produces QT /P → ∞. In

consequence the smaller root µ is the valid solution.

From the deviatoric portion of T(εel) we know

εel
Q

2
=

Q2
T

4A2εel
P

(B.44)
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Figure B.2: Variation of both roots µ with Q/P for different νiso. B = 800, A =
B(15− 30νiso)

8 + 8νiso
.

and substituting εel
Q = µεel

P we find

µεel
P

2
=

Q2
T

4A2εel
P

(B.45)

εel
P =

(
Q

2Aµ

) 2
3

(B.46)

Finally using the definition of µ we obtain

εel
Q = µεel

P =

(
Q2µ

4A2

) 1
3

(B.47)

The deviatoric strain can be calculated from

εel∗ =
T∗

2A
√
εel
P

(B.48)

from which

εel =
T∗

2A
√
εel
P

− εel
P
~1 (B.49)

is obtained.
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∑

α cαP
αRβ

B.5 Mathematica routine to check the family of poten-

tials ψ̄(T) =
∑

α cαP
αRβ

Needs["Tensor‘anova‘"];

getCalpha3333[T_, a_, n_] :=

Module[{P, Q, R, Aa, Ba, Ca, Da, Calpha3333},

Calpha3333 = Array[0 & , {3, 3, 3, 3}];

P = isomorphicP[T]; R = Sqrt[norm2[T]]; onev = normalized[delta]; Tbv = normalized[T];

Aa = (a - 1.0)*a*P^(a - 2)*R^(2.0 - n - a);

Ba = -a*(2.0 - n - a)*P^(a - 1.0)*R^(1.0 - n - a);

Ca = (2.0 - n - a)*(-n - a)*P^a*R^((0.0 - n - a));

Da = (2.0 - n - a)*P^a*R^(0.0 - n - a);

Calpha3333 =

Aa out[onev, onev] + Ba (out[onev, Tbv] + out[Tbv, onev]) +

Ca (out[Tbv, Tbv]) + Da identity4sym;

Calpha3333];

hyperRespManip99[startT_, nn_, alphaList_, verbose_] := Module[{},

nalpha = Length[alphaList];

norigin = Length[startT];

envelGraph = Array[0 & , norigin]; dottsGraph = Array[0 & , norigin]; PdottsGraph = Array[0 & , norigin]; QdottsGraph = Array[0 & , norigin];

PQstate = Array[{0, 0} & , norigin];

C99 = Array[0 & , {9, 9}]; Def = {1.0, 2.0/3.0};(*Oedometric condition Dv,Dq*)

Tsol = Solve[{p == Sqrt[3.] (-T1 - 2 T2)/3., q == Sqrt[2./3.] (-T1 + T2)}, {T1, T2}];

{T11, T22} = {T1, T2} /. Tsol[[1]];

For[iorigin = 1, iorigin <= norigin, iorigin++,

T = DiagonalMatrix[startT[[iorigin]]];

P = isomorphicP[T]; Q = Sqrt[2/3] (-T[[1, 1]] + (T[[2, 2]] + T[[3, 3]])/2); R = Sqrt[P^2 + Q^2];

Compliance3333 = Array[0 & , {3, 3, 3, 3}];

For[ialpha = 1, ialpha <= nalpha, ialpha++,

{a, coeffa} = alphaList[[ialpha]];

Compliance3333 += coeffa*getCalpha3333[T, a, nn];

];

eigenvalC = Chop[Eigenvalues[transfer99[Compliance3333], 6]]; (* Calculates the first 6 eigenvalues of C - the last 3 are 0- *)

\[Nu]equiv = (1 - Min[eigenvalC]/Max[eigenvalC])/(2 + Min[eigenvalC]/Max[eigenvalC]); (* Subscript[\[Nu],

Compliance] = (1-\[Lambda]min/\[Lambda]max)/(2+\[Lambda]min/\[Lambda]max) *)

onevs = -normalized[DiagonalMatrix[{-2, 1, 1}]];

C11 = colon[colon[onev, Compliance3333], onev]; C12 = colon[colon[onev, Compliance3333], onevs]; C21 = colon[colon[onevs, Compliance3333], onev];

C22 = colon[colon[onevs, Compliance3333], onevs];

Calpha = {{C11, C12}, {C21, C22}};

Stiffness = Chop[Inverse[Calpha]];

Stiffness3333 = Chop[fmult*inverse99[Compliance3333]];

C99 = transfer99[Compliance3333];

Dtime = 0.001;

Pdotts = Array[{P, Q} & , 2] + Dtime*{Stiffness . {1., 0.}, Stiffness . {-1., 0.}};

Qdotts = Array[{P, Q} & , 2] + Dtime*{Stiffness . {0., 1.}, Stiffness . {0., -1.}};

{ptmp, qtmp} = Stiffness.Def*Dtime;

K0 = (T22 /. {p -> ptmp, q -> qtmp})/(T11 /. {p -> ptmp, q -> qtmp});

eigenvals = Chop[Eigenvalues[transfer99[Stiffness3333]]];

{E1, E2, E3} = {fmult/C99[[1, 1]], fmult/C99[[2, 2]], fmult/C99[[3, 3]]};

{G12, G13, G23} = {fmult/(4*C99[[4, 4]]), fmult/(4*C99[[6, 6]]), fmult/(4*C99[[8, 8]])};

{\[Nu]12, \[Nu]21, \[Nu]13, \[Nu]31, \[Nu]23, \[Nu]32} = {(E1/-fmult)*C99[[2, 1]], (E2/-fmult)*C99[[1, 2]],

(E1/-fmult)*C99[[3, 1]], (E3/-fmult)* C99[[1, 3]], (E2/-fmult)*C99[[3, 2]], (E3/-fmult)*C99[[2, 3]]};

If[verbose,

Print["\n Results for P=", P // N, " and Q= ", Q // N,

"\n______________________________"];

If[Q >= 0,

Print[Solve[(Q Sqrt[3./2])/(P/Sqrt[3.]) == (

6 Sin[\[Phi]mob Degree])/(3. - Sin[\[Phi]mob Degree]), \[Phi]mob, InverseFunctions -> True]],

Print[Solve[(Q Sqrt[3./2])/(P/Sqrt[3.]) == (6 Sin[\[Phi]mob Degree])/(3 + Sin[\[Phi]mob Degree]), \[Phi]mob,InverseFunctions -> True]] ];

If[ \[Nu]equiv > 0.35, Print[Style["Equivalent \[Nu]: ", Red] , \[Nu]equiv], Print[Style["Equivalent \[Nu]: ", Blue] , \[Nu]equiv]];

Print["Stiff=", Stiffness];

Print[ "{\[Nu]12, \[Nu]21, \[Nu]13, \[Nu]31, \[Nu]23, \[Nu]32}=", {\[Nu]12, \[Nu]21, \[Nu]13, \[Nu]31, \[Nu]23, \[Nu]32}];

If[MemberQ[Negative[eigenvals], True] == True, Print[Style["Warning: Non-positive definite stiffness matrix",Red]]];

Print["EigenValues= ", eigenvals];

If[MemberQ[Positive[{E1, E2, E3}], False] == False,

Print[Style["OK \!\(\*SubscriptBox[\"E\", \"i\"]\)>0", Blue]],

Print[Style["Wrong \!\(\*SubscriptBox[\"E\", \"i\"]\)>0", Red]]];

If[MemberQ[Positive[{G12, G13, G23}], False] == False,

Print[Style["OK \!\(\*SubscriptBox[\"G\", \"ij\"]\)>0", Blue]],

Print[Style["Wrong \!\(\*SubscriptBox[\"G\", \"ij\"]\)>0", Red]]];

If[1/(1 - \[Nu]12*\[Nu]21 - \[Nu]13*\[Nu]31 - \[Nu]12*\[Nu]23*\[Nu]31 - \[Nu]13*\[Nu]21*\[Nu]32 - \[Nu]23*\[Nu]32) > 0,

Print[Style["OK \[Gamma]>0", Blue]],

Print[Style["Wrong \[Gamma]>0", Red]]]

If[(\[Nu]12 + \[Nu]13)^2 < E1/(E1 + E2 + E3) || (\[Nu]21 + \[Nu]23)^2 < E2/(E1 + E2 + E3) || (\[Nu]31 + \[Nu]32)^2 <
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E3/(E1 + E2 + E3),

Print[Style["OK (\!\(\*SubscriptBox[\"v\", \"ij\"]\)\!\(\*SuperscriptBox[\")\", \"2\"]\)<Ei/Ej", Blue]],

Print[Style["Wrong (v_ij)^2<Ei/Ej", Red]]];

If[MemberQ[{\[Nu]12 > 0.5, \[Nu]21 > 0.5, \[Nu]13 > 0.5, \[Nu]31 > 0.5, \[Nu]23 > 0.5, \[Nu]32 > 0.5}, True] == True,

Print[ Style["Warning \[Nu]>0.5, \[Nu]=", Red], {\[Nu]12, \[Nu]21, \[Nu]13, \[Nu]31, \[Nu]23, \[Nu]32}[[

Flatten[Position[{\[Nu]12 > 0.5, \[Nu]21 > 0.5, \[Nu]13 > 0.5, \[Nu]31 > 0.5, \[Nu]23 > 0.5, \[Nu]32 > 0.5}, True], 1]]]]];

Print["\!\(\*SubscriptBox[\"K\", \"0\"]\)=", K0];

];

PdottsGraph[[iorigin]] = ListPlot[Pdotts, PlotStyle -> PointSize[0.01], PlotMarkers -> "\[FilledCircle]", DisplayFunction -> Identity];

QdottsGraph[[iorigin]] = ListPlot[Qdotts, PlotStyle -> PointSize[0.01], PlotMarkers -> "\[FilledUpTriangle]", DisplayFunction -> Identity];

PQstate[[iorigin]] = ListPlot[{{P, Q}}, PlotStyle -> {Green, PointSize[0.010]}, PlotMarkers ->"\[FilledSquare]", DisplayFunction -> Identity];

envelGraph[[iorigin]] = ParametricPlot[{P, Q} + Dtime*Stiffness . {Cos[t], Sin[t]}, {t,0, 2*Pi},PlotRange -> {{0.,

2.0*Max[startPQ[[All, 1]]]}, {1.5*Max[startPQ[[All, 2]]],1.5* Min[startPQ[[All, 2]]]}}, DisplayFunction -> Identity]; ];

Pmaxplot = Max[startPQ[[All, 1]]];

Qmaxplot = Max[startPQ[[All, 2]]];

Show[Flatten[{envelGraph, PdottsGraph, QdottsGraph, PQstate, Graphics[{Red, Line[{{0, 0}, {Pmaxplot, Sqrt[2] Pmaxplot}}]}],

Graphics[{Red,Line[{{0, 0}, {Pmaxplot, -Sqrt[2]/2 Pmaxplot}}]}]}, 1], DisplayFunction -> $DisplayFunction, AspectRatio -> Automatic,

AxesLabel -> {"P", "Q"}, BaseStyle -> {FontSize -> 16, FontFamily -> "Helvetica"}]

];

startPQ = {{100,-50},{100,0},{100,50},{100,100},{100,150},{100,-150},{200,-130},{200, -30},{200,30},{200,75},{200,125} };

startT = Array[0 &, Length[startPQ]];

Ttmp = Solve[{p == Sqrt[3.] (-T1 - 2 T2)/3., q == Sqrt[2./3.] (-T1 + T2)}, {T1, T2}];

{T1PQ, T2PQ} = {T1, T2} /. Ttmp[[1]];

For[istress = 1, istress <= Length[startPQ], istress++,

startT[[istress]] = {T1PQ, T2PQ, T2PQ} //. {p -> startPQ[[istress, 1]], q -> startPQ[[istress, 2]]};

];

n = 0.4; nu = 0.2; Ca = 1.0/1000;

a = (-2 n + n^2 + 6 nu - 5 n nu + n^2 nu)/(-1 + 2 nu);

hyperRespManip99[startT, n, {{a, Ca}}, True]
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Been and Jefferies state parameter, 24

Bouc-Wen model, 16

brick model, 20

Damping ratio D, 7

Hardening Soil (HS) model

basic HS model, 21

strain history tensor, 22

high-cycle accumulation model, 130

Hyperbolic formulation, 15

Hyperelasticity

complementary potential, 38

complementary potentials, 45

Gibbs free energy, 38

Helmholtz free energy, 37

Legendre transform, 43

Legendre transformation, 38

limit of invertibility, 46

Response envelopes, 41

Intergranular strain

Drawbacks, 34

evolution of, 28

interpolation of stiffness, 29

isomorphic invariants, 39

Masing

first rule, 14

fourth rule, 14

second rule, 14

third rule, 14

Paraelasticity

consistent Jacobian matrix, 124

continuity of stress, 84

cyclic torsion test, 125

damping ratio, 81

dragging, 75

Euclidean distance, 70

initialisation of the stack, 78

loading circle, 72

Masing rule, 94

pop, 75

push, 74

reversal, 71

reversal circle, 74

Reversible dilatancy and contractancy

(RDC), 108

shallow footing, 130

Stack of reversals, 71

strain span, 69, 71

stress span, 71

root reversal, 71

Ramberg-Osgood model, 15

ratcheting, 27

response polars, 39

Shear modulus Gmax, 11

small-strain behaviour, 6

small-strain behaviour

small-strain region, 7

small-strain stiffness, 6

strain cycle, 69

strain loop, 69
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